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Abstract
This thesis, which is based on six peer-reviewed publications, is a theoretical and
qualitative treatment of the ways in which social and contextual factors serve as a
resource for understanding the particularities of ‘cybercrime’ that emanates from
Nigeria. The thesis illuminates how closer attention to Nigerian society aids the
understanding of Nigerian cybercriminals (known as Yahoo Boys), their actions and
what constitutes ‘cybercrime’ in a Nigerian context. ‘Cybercrime’ is used in
everyday parlance as a simple acronym for all forms of crimes on the internet,
whereas ‘cybercrime’ in a Nigerian context is rooted in socioeconomics and
determined by it. In particular, the defrauding of victims for monetary benefit is the
most significant theme that emerged from the analysis of Yahoo Boys. While all six
publications are situated at the intersections of multiple fields of study, they all share
a common endorsement of the constructionist/interpretivist position. The sixpublished works comprise: [a] three conceptual publications; and [b] three empirical
publications. The conceptual publications deconstruct the meanings of multiple
taken-for-granted concepts in cybercrime scholarship and develop more robust
conceptual lenses, namely: (1) ‘Digital Spiritualization’; (2) ‘The Tripartite
Cybercrime Framework – TCF’; and (3) ‘The Synergy between Feminist Criminology
and the TCF’. These new conceptual lenses represent the candidate’s contribution to
developing theory in the field. Alongside this, the empirical section includes three
sets of qualitative data, which include: (1) interviews with seventeen Nigerian
parents; (2) lyrics from eighteen Nigerian musicians; and (3) interviews with forty
Nigerian law enforcement officers. These diverse sources of qualitative data provide
a more fully-developed understanding of ‘cybercrime’ in the Nigerian context (and
elsewhere). All six-published works, while individually contributing to knowledge,
collectively shed clearer light on the centrality of cultural context in the explanation
of ‘cybercrime’.
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1. Introduction

‘We write to taste life twice, in the moment and in retrospection’ - Nin (1975, p. 149)

I ‘tasted life in the moment’ when I was writing, submitting, revising, resubmitting
and publishing the series of publications that accompany this critical narrative.
Taking the route of a PhD by Publication has offered me the opportunity to look
back and reflect critically on the steps of my academic journey which led to this
submission for a doctoral degree. In particular, the submission is for a doctorate by
retrospective peer-reviewed publications that constitute an independent and original
contribution to knowledge. For me, the unconditional offer from the University of
Portsmouth to submit my works for a PhD by Publication award is an additional
validation of the quality of my independent contributions to knowledge (as set out
in the Level 8 Doctoral Descriptor contained in the UK Quality Code for Higher
Education, 2014). While this submission includes a set of six publications published
in six different outlets (e.g. International Social Science Journal; Telematics and
Informatics), these publication venues are interdisciplinary in orientation and
international in scope. All these publications (Ibrahim, 2016a; Ibrahim, 2016b;
Lazarus, 2018; Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019), have
consequently been rigorously examined by a set of experts from multiple fields of
study.

All six-published works are related. Each one of them is a contextual inquiry that
seeks to shed a clearer light on the cultural and social dimensions of cybercrime. In
exploring local cultures, all publications acknowledge that in a digital and global
age, the actions of criminals have international connections and consequences
(Button & Tunley, 2014; Hall & Scalia, 2019; Lewis, 2018; Silverstone, 2013). All
publications are also in a similar vein in exploring the convergence of multiple fields
10

of study (e.g. cultural criminology, social psychology, cyber criminology and
religious studies) to examine cybercrime, particularly but not solely, in a Nigerian
context. Consequently, they have a similar overarching theme and agenda. [a] They
illuminate how closer attention to Nigerian society aids an understanding of the
Nigerian cybercriminals (Yahoo Boys) and their actions. [b] They shed light on the
particularities of cybercrime by highlighting on the category of cybercrime to which
Nigeria is most vulnerable – socioeconomic cybercrime (e.g. cyber-fraud). Because
these publications radiate from the same overarching theme and agenda, each of
them particularly demonstrates that ‘the defrauding of victims for monetary benefits
is the most significant theme in the analysis of Nigerian cybercriminals’ (e.g.
Lazarus, 2018, p. 64; Lazarus, 2019a, p. 2). They have many additional
commonalities, some of which are outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Some commonalities of the six publications included
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Figure 1 exemplifies that while I have compartmentalised these six publications into
publishable parts, they represent a coherent whole body of work (a research
portfolio). In a nutshell, they are all based on the premise that cybercrimes and
cybercriminals are shaped by cultural and contextual forces, and consequently, they
have to be understood as social products and social actors respectively (Ibrahim,
2016a; Ibrahim, 2016b; Lazarus, 2018; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019; Lazarus, 2019a;
Lazarus, 2019b). My earlier work2 excluded here (i.e. Ibrahim, 2015) which analysed
the value of cultural and familial forces in understanding juvenile delinquency in
Nigeria and Ghana, was the starting point for the six contextual inquiries included in
this submission. In particular, Ibrahim (2015) influenced me at the early stage of my
academic writing to examine specific social contexts to understand crime.

I have produced the above series of works over a period of five years (2014 to 2019)
during which I had different affiliations, namely [a] ‘Royal Holloway University of
London’ as a postgraduate student (Ibrahim, 2016a; Ibrahim, 2016b); [b]
‘Independent Researcher’ (Lazarus, 2018); and [c] ‘University of Greenwich’ as a
visiting lecturer (Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019). For me,
my life experience during this space of time and the six publications listed above,
which mirror these affiliations/transitions, are two sides of the same coin. Thus, the
introductory part of this reflective narrative is couched in three parts [1] my life
experiences; [2] the consequences of my experiences (i.e. the mastering of scholarly
writing and publishing); and [3] the structure of the rest of the critical commentary.

2

The book chapter was extracted from my Master’s dissertation (the London School of
Economics & Political Science).
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1.1.My Life Experiences

In his analysis of Man’s Search for Himself, May (1953) noted that life experience is
often the architect of a person's decisions as well as the guide to their path. My
negative experience with PhD supervisors, depicted in Betrayals in Academia and a
Black Demon from Ephesus (Lazarus, 2019c), played a primary role in changing the
direction of my PhD route (from my initial enrolment at the Royal Holloway
University of London). Confident in my ability to develop ideas at a high level of
abstraction (e.g. Ibrahim, 2015; Ibrahim, 2016a; Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b) and
act independently with originality in applying new research approaches (e.g.
Lazarus, 2018; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019), I embraced the challenges and
responsibilities (e.g. money issues) of an independent researcher, without knowing
precisely what lies beyond ‘the publication point’. Despite this, I have been
intrinsically motivated in researching multiple topics of inquiry. They include both
the publications I have included in this research portfolio (e.g. Lazarus, 2018;
Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b) and those I have excluded (e.g. Lazarus et al., 2017;
Lazarus, 2019d; Rush & Lazarus, 2018). I was firmly convinced that making a
significant contribution to knowledge is an invaluable ‘currency in academia’ (Soule,
2007, p. 6; Starrs, 2008, p. 1) and other domains of life. Retrospectively speaking,
choosing to change the direction of my initial doctoral journey enabled me to explore
a more appealing, fulfilling and independent way of arriving at my destination, that
is, obtaining a doctoral award and solidifying my membership of the academic
community.

The life events discussed above highlight that the critical step to a new beginning is
to conceive that one is possible. I firmly believe that human suffering, e.g. negative
life experiences, could be transformed into human achievement depending on the
stand the experiencer takes when faced with it (Frankl, 1978). The inherent
13

satisfaction in flipping my negative experience and turning it into my achievements
has been the impetus behind many publication efforts and the methodological
innovation developed (e.g. Lazarus, 2019b; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019).
Metaphorically speaking, therefore, the debris of a negative set of my experiences
(described in Lazarus, 2019c) and triumph (depicted in Lazarus, 2020), transformed
me into an independent scholar whose contribution has an impact on other authors’
works (e.g. De Kimpe et al., 2020; Orji, 2019; Park et al., 2019). This would not have
been possible had I given up or remained in the previously restricted route of the
traditional PhD model (as I had experienced it at the Royal Holloway University of
London).

1.2. The Mastering of Scholarly Writing and Publishing

Within the pedagogy of traditional PhD models, the ‘issues of writing and
publication’ are not systematically and adequately addressed in its design and
approach (Lee & Kamler, 2008, p. 511). Academic writing/publishing is, as Jalongo,
Boyer, & Ebbeck (2014, p. 241) observed, ‘a constellation of skills, understandings,
and dispositions too important to be left to chance’. Becoming an independent
researcher has facilitated mastering the skills required not only in the selection of
appropriate outlets for my manuscripts but also in dealing with negative and
positive responses from anonymous journal reviewers and editors. But that is not all.
Becoming an independent scholar equipped me with the pragmatism needed in
navigating what Manson & Merga (2018b, p. 140) have called ‘the politics of
publishing’ or ‘the rules of the game’ (Wilkinson, 2015, p. 99). The redirection of my
PhD route allowed me to engage more actively with many examiners3 involved in

3

The role of the examiners (e.g. anonymous reviewers) is as significant as that of my research
mentors. For example, I had revised parts of my manuscripts based on my mentors’ comments.
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different layers of the publication process. These active engagements with experts in
the multiple fields of study have benefits. They have, for example, equipped me with
skill sets, 'understanding and dispositions too important to be left to chance'
(Jalongo, Boyer, & Ebbeck, 2014). For me, mastering the negotiations, dialogues and
pragmatism with these gatekeepers of the publication venues was an invaluable
apprenticeship in its own right. It enabled me to adapt my writing to a wide variety
of audiences and disciplines such as religious studies (Lazarus, 2019a), feminist
criminology (Lazarus, 2019b) and social psychology (Lazarus, 2018).

Notably, this type of apprenticeship in becoming an independent scholar is not a
core aspect of conventional PhD training (Manson & Merga, 2018a; Manson &
Merga, 2018b; Peacock, 2017). Consequently, as Peacock (2017, p. 130) observed, ‘All
too often, doctoral candidates who have followed the traditional PhD route fail to
publish after completing their studies’ (see also Francis et al., 2009). Therefore, it is
not far-fetched to attribute my mastering of scholarly writing and publishing, to a
great extent, to the redirection of my PhD from a traditional one to a PhD by
Publication. Becoming an independent author of many peer-reviewed publications
has also opened a window of opportunity for me to be in constant dialogue with
fellow authors as a reviewer.

In particular, from 2017 to 2019, I have reviewed papers authored by other scholars
twenty-two times. I have served as a referee for eight reputable journals as verified
by Publons4 (shown in Figure 2). In retrospect, this role has enhanced the confidence
and maturity demonstrated especially in my most recent conceptual outputs (e.g.

4

Publons is a website that provides a free service for academics to track, verify, and showcase
their peer reviews and editorial contributions for academic journals.
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Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b) as well as the empirical ones (e.g. Lazarus &
Okolorie, 2019) as having the opportunity to read multiple revised versions of other
authors’ works prior to publication has informed my understanding of the writing
process.

Figure 2: Dialogues with Fellow Authors and Verified Reviews
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1.3. The structure of the critical commentary
After the introduction (i.e. section 1.1; 1.2), it is now necessary to comment on the
rationale for the structure of the rest of the critical commentary. While I listed the six
publication outputs sequentially in publication date order above (see ‘List of
publications included’) as recommended by the University of Portsmouth (2019),
publication dates in themselves do not always represent the writing and submission
timeline. Manuscript submission and publication dates do not always progress
serially. For example, Lazarus (2019a) was subjected to high inter-reviewer
disagreements, and multiple rounds of reviews and resubmissions from 2015 to
2019, whereas, Lazarus (2019b) was submitted in 2018 and published in 2019. The
rest of this accompanying narrative, therefore, acknowledges that publication dates
are not necessarily a true reflection of the actual dates I drafted and submitted
manuscripts to publication venues.

Consequently, the storyline of this reflective narrative favours the pattern of my
intellectual thinking and writing rather than publication dates. The rationale is to
create a cohesive whole since blueprints about ‘structural possibilities for a PhD by
Publication are very much emergent’ (Manson & Merga, 2018a, p. 1453). For
instance, some candidates who graduated from the University of Portsmouth (e.g.
Pycroft, 2014) and other UK universities (e.g. Hearsum, 2015) have relied on the
particularities of their publication outputs to tell the stories of the accompanying
narratives. Based on the preceding remarks, I organise the critical narrative as
illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: - Overview of the structure of the accompanying narrative
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As illustrated in Figure 3, the remaining aspects of the critical commentary are
presented chronologically in five main parts (i.e. [1] section 2 to 6; [2] research
philosophy and methodologies; [3] conceptual part; [4] empirical part; [5] research
significance and impact; and [6] conclusion. The overview of research philosophy
and methodologies (i.e. section 2) deals with the ways in which different layers of
the research are connected as a whole. The conceptual part (i.e. section 3) includes
three publications (i.e. Lazarus, 2019a; Ibrahim, 2016a; Lazarus, 2019b), and is
comprised of two subsections (subsection 3.1. rationale for inclusion; 3.2.
contribution to knowledge). These conceptual publications are couched in such a
way as to address two core requirements for this accompanying commentary (i.e.
rationale for inclusion; contribution to knowledge) as recommended by the
University of Portsmouth (2019).

The empirical part (section 4), also comprises of two sub-sections (4.1; 4.2). Like the
conceptual section, it also covers three published works. These three empirical
outputs (i.e. Ibrahim, 2016b; Lazarus, 2018; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019) are also
examined in terms of ‘rationale for inclusion’ (4.1); and ‘contribution to knowledge’
(4.2). While the conceptual lenses facilitate the empirical studies by providing
relevant background, the empirical ones substantiate the conceptual ones. In section
5, I discuss research significance and the impact of the whole research portfolio. Like
‘rationale for inclusion’ and ‘contribution to knowledge’, ‘research
significance/impact’ is also a core requirement of this accompanying commentary as
recommended by the University of Portsmouth (2019). I conclude in section 6.
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2. Research philosophy and methodologies
The philosophical background of research is at the base of the researcher’s thought
in creating new knowledge in the field of study (Fazlıoğulları, 2012; Žukauskas,
Vveinhardt & Andriukaitienė, 2018). It is the basis of the research paradigm,
consisting of three interconnected components: ontology, epistemology and
methodology (as outlined in Table 1 adopted from Žukauskas, Vveinhardt &
Andriukaitienė, 2018, p. 121). Consequently, like some ‘cybercrime’ researchers (e.g.
Button & Tunley, 2014; Sugiura, 2018; Wall, 2012; Yar & Steinmetz, 2019), I have
approached cybercriminals and their actions from the standpoint of society. In
particular, the sets of publications I have included here are situated at the
intersection of two related philosophical positions: constructionist and interpretivist
perspectives. While the constructionism position refers to the social construction of
reality more broadly (e.g. Becker, 1967; Cohen, 1972), the interpretivist position
emphasises inter-subjectively in seeking the meaning in actions (e.g. Thomas, 1923;
Thomas & Thomas, 1928). The constructionist perspective generally operates more
on a macro level and is concerned with how the world is socially constructed (Berger
& Luckmann, 1966); whereas the interpretivist standpoint generally operates on a
micro level and is concerned with how social actors and their actions are interpreted
(Thomas, 1923). In other words, constructivism is more about inter-group relations
than interpretivism, which is more about individual social psychology.

Central to constructionist and interpretivist perspectives, however, is the overlap in
their accounts of the social origins of knowledge (Tannenbaum, 1938; Thomas, 1923).
Additionally, for both positions, one cannot locate a transcendent truth, a ‘truly true’
and there is no one truth for all cultures at all times (Gergen & Gergen, 2012, p. 3).
Indeed, both seemingly different positions are intertwined in the sense that in
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seeking a greater understanding of social life, the interpretation of actions and actors
is ultimately socially and situationally constructed (Thomas, 1923; Schwandt, 1998).

Table 1. Three components of a research paradigm
Components
Epistemology

Description
General philosophical parameters and
assumptions that deal with the creation of
knowledge (how we know what we know).
Ontology
General philosophical parameters and
assumptions that deal with the fundamental
nature of reality (and asks what reality is).
Methodology
Combination of different techniques used by
researchers to explore different situations.
Adopted from Žukauskas, Vveinhardt & Andriukaitienė (2018, p. 121)

The constructionist/interpretivist position upon which the six publications (Ibrahim,
2016a; Ibrahim, 2016b; Lazarus, 2018; Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b; Lazarus &
Okolorie, 2019) sit, has been adopted, for example, by the first Chicago sociologists
(e.g. Tannenbaum, 1938; Thomas, 1923) and the later Chicago scholars (e.g. Becker,
1967; Matza & Sykes, 1961). These sociologists (e.g. Tannenbaum, 1938; Matza &
Sykes, 1961) have argued that criminality emerges out of offenders' social
environments, interactions with others, and life experiences.

Within this broad constructionist/interpretivist philosophical position, I employed
several theoretical orientations (e.g. feminist perspective, Lazarus, 2019b; moral
disengagement mechanisms, Lazarus, 2018). These all share a similar notion that the
interpretation of actions and actors is socially and situationally constructed. I have
done so to benefit from a dialogue between the different theoretical perspectives.
This dialectical approach enabled me (e.g. Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b) to merge
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divergent abstractions to expand and deepen, rather than simply confirm the
existing understanding in the field. I have, for example, deconstructed the singular
meaning of cyber spiritualism in the existing literature and proposed a binary one
(Lazarus, 2019a). Other authors have validated my claim (e.g. Orji, 2019). The
constructionist/interpretivist philosophical position, which highlights the
significance of subjective experience in human social life, has shaped my research
questions. These research questions and their key achievements are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Research questions and achievements
Published Works
Lazarus (2019a)

Ibrahim (2016a)

Research Question(s)
A Key Achievement
Ø In what ways are the
Ø The
article
actions of youths who
deconstructed
the
tap spiritual resources
singular meaning of
for online gain a
cyber-spiritualism
reflection
of
local
through
its
epistemologies
and
development
of
worldviews in Nigeria?
‘digital
spiritualization’ and
Ø Are these actions alien
proposed
a
dual
in the body of Nigerian
meaning (licit and
society?
illicit).
Ø How useful are the
Ø The article critiqued
existing
cybercrime
the
prevailing
taxonomies in making
taxonomies used in
sense of social and
cybercrime
contextual factors?
scholarship through
its development of the
Ø Since ‘cybercrime’ is a
Tripartite Cybercrime
globalised
Framework
(TCF)
phenomenon, how is
which proposed that
the Nigerian case any
cybercrimes
are
different from Western
motivated by three
regions?
possible
factors:
socioeconomic,
Ø What
exactly
is
psychosocial
and
‘cybercrime’
in
a
geopolitical.
Nigerian context?
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Lazarus (2019b)

Ø Do structured gender
relations retain their
efficacy
in
online
contexts?
Ø Do gender forces in
society influence online
behaviours
and
experiences?

Ibrahim (2016b)

Ø What
are
parents’
perceptions
of
the
causes of cybercrime
involvement
among
Nigerian children?

Lazarus (2018)

Ø What are the ethics of
Nigerian
cybercriminals as expressed
by music artists? The
ethics of Yahoo Boys can
be understood as a set of
perceptual alterations that
offer them ‘psychological
shields’ to justify their
conduct
and
thus,
circumvent
selfcondemnation (drawing
from Bandura, 1999;
Sykes & Matza, 1957).
Ø Which techniques do
artists
deploy
to
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Ø The
article
built
synergy between the
feminist epistemology
of crime and the
Tripartite Cybercrime
Framework
to
advocate the centrality
of
gender
as
a
theoretical entry point
for the investigating of
all aspects of cyber
criminology.
Ø The perceptions of
Nigerian
parents
(n=17)
underscored
that a range of familial
factors such as ‘a good
family environment’
has more influence on
a
person’s
susceptibility
to
involvement
in
cybercrime
than
external factors such as
corruption.
Ø The lyrics of hip-hop
artists (n=18) exposed
the presence of the
mechanisms of moral
disengagement
(Bandura, 1999) and
neutralization
techniques (Sykes &
Matza, 1957) in cyberfraud victimisation.

describe
criminals
victims?

Lazarus & Okolorie
(2019)

cyberand their

Ø What
might
the
justifications say about
the
motives
for
‘cybercrime’?
Ø What are the narratives
of
frontline
law
enforcement
officers
about cyber-fraudsters
and their activities in
Nigeria?

Ø The narratives of law
enforcement officers
(n=40) distinguished
the
Nigerian
cybercriminals
and
their operations based
on
three
factors:
educationalattainment,
modusoperandi,
and
networkscollaborators.

In answering the research questions listed above, all six publications are situated at
the intersection of multiple fields of study. While some of them are listed in Table 3,
all these fields share a common endorsement of the constructionist/interpretivist
position.

Table 3. Intersections of multiple fields of study
Fields of study
Ø Cyber criminology
Ø Cultural criminology
Ø Cultural sociology
Ø Social psychology
Ø Religious studies
Ø Feminist criminology
Ø Musicology
Ø Youth studies

Publications
All six publications in this submission

e.g. Lazarus (2019a)
e.g. Lazarus (2019b)
e.g. Lazarus (2018)
e.g. Ibrahim (2016b)
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In particular, the constructionist/interpretivist lens has enabled me in my conceptual
publications to [a] deconstruct the meanings of some taken-for-granted concepts in
cybercrime scholarship and [b] develop more robust conceptual lenses, namely (1)
‘Digital Spiritualization’ (Lazarus, 2019a); (2) ‘The Tripartite Cybercrime Framework
– TCF’ (Ibrahim, 2016a); and (3) ‘the synergy between Feminist Criminology and the
TCF’ (Lazarus, 2019b). My development of the above new conceptual lenses is
invaluable in the field, and this achievement is worth much more when one
considers that theoretical originality is the arena where marginalised voices on the
Nigerian cybercriminals are most vulnerable. Equally, the development of these new
conceptual lenses in themselves serves as a part of my ‘contribution to developing
theory in the field’ as outlined by the University of Portsmouth (2019, p. 1)
concerning a PhD by Publication award.

Similarly, the constructionist/interpretivist lens is significant for the empirical
studies. Thus, the constructionist/interpretivist lens has also shaped the methods
deployed in the three qualitative studies. These studies (Ibrahim, 2016b; Lazarus,
2018; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019), in particular, acknowledge that ‘a man is like an
insect suspended and enveloped in spider webs of culture, and the analysis of it and
its actions must go in search of meaning and subjective experience’ (Geertz, 1973, p.
3). This is because, ‘the focus was on meanings and understandings rather than
representative populations and generalising the data’ (Sugiura, 2016, p. 147).
People’s words provide greater access to their experience of the world and what
they construct as a reality in their stories than statistical trends (Lazar, 2008).
Consequently, I have favoured qualitative approaches to illuminate how closer
attention to Nigerian society aids the understanding of Yahoo Boys and their actions.
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These studies (Ibrahim, 2016b; Lazarus, 2018; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019) include
three sets of data collected from three different sources and times. First, Ibrahim’s
(2016b) study is based on interviews with 17 Nigerian parents. Second, Lazarus’s
(2018) study involves a qualitative analysis of lyrical data from 18 Nigerian hip-hop
artists. Third, Lazarus & Okolorie’s (2019) study is based on interview data derived
from 40 Nigerian law enforcement officers. Lazarus's (2018) study relied solely on
online data in the public domain (lyrics), and ethical approval for this type of
research as Sugiura, Wiles & Pope (2017, p. 195) observed, is ‘neither possible nor
necessary’. Conversely, the two interview studies (Ibrahim, 2016b; Lazarus &
Okolorie, 2019) required ethical approvals, and I obtained ethical approval from the
Royal Holloway University of London for Ibrahim’s (2016b) study. Similarly, my coauthor (i.e. Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019) who recruited and interviewed participants
‘on the ground’, obtained ethical approval for the study in Nigeria. These three
qualitative studies are distinctive in the ways outlined in Table 4 below.

Table 4. The distinctiveness of the three qualitative studies

Qualitative Study

Empirical Basis

A Key Distinctiveness

Ibrahim (2016b)

Interview data: n=17
parents

The first peer-reviewed empirical study
to explore the intersectionality of family
factors and cyber criminality in a
Nigerian context.

Lazarus (2018)

Lyric data: n=18
musicians

The first peer-reviewed empirical study
to examine the ways the Nigerian
cybercriminals are represented in hip-hop
music.

Lazarus &
Okolorie (2019)

Interview data: n=40
law enforcement
officers

The first peer-reviewed empirical study
to explore the narratives of the Economic
and Financial Crimes Commission
officers concerning the Nigerian
cybercriminals.
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For me, these seemingly different sources of qualitative data (parents, music artists,
and law enforcement officers) come together to paint a clearer image of the central
theme of my inquiry – cultural and social dimensions of cybercrime in a Nigerian
context. Data from these three groups of Nigerians, while making individual
contributions to knowledge (outlined further down), collectively shed a clearer light
on the topic from their unique lenses. It is noteworthy that this critical narrative does
not contain an additional section designated as the ‘methodologies’ or ‘literature
review’, as the relevant methodology and literature review are within each
publication output and by implication, a separate section would be redundant and
repetitive (Manson & Merga, 2018a).

In retrospect, however, I would have done some things differently. Every
achievement is subject to improvements as Freud (1927) observed. For example,
Lazarus (2018), in its analysis of ‘maga’ would have benefited from Mills’s (1940)
original formulation of the concept of the vocabulary of motive. Equally, Ibrahim
(2016b), would have benefited from using the lens of decolonisation to look more
critically at the concept of ‘juvenile delinquency5’. Having outlined the ways in
which the six-published works are connected to a broad philosophical position, it is
necessary to focus on the rationales for including them in this research portfolio.

3. Conceptual publications
3.1.Rationale for inclusion
The three conceptual articles ([1] Lazarus, 2019a, [2] Ibrahim, 2016a, and [3] Lazarus,
2019b) included are couched at different levels of abstraction as detailed below. I
5

Historically, the British Government introduced the concept of ‘juvenile delinquency’ to the
Federal Republic of Nigeria through colonialism (Ibrahim, 2015).
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have included these publications because they not only critique the meaning of the
existing concepts, theories and taxonomies in cybercrime scholarship, but they also
deconstruct them. However, that is not all. These publications consequently develop
new conceptual lenses. These three publications are also related in their deployment
of social and contextual factors to challenge the prevailing conceptualisations about
cybercrime.
Publication
Lazarus, Suleman. (2019a). Where is the money? The intersectionality of the spirit
world and the acquisition of wealth. Religions, 10 (3), 146, 1-20.
In this article, I analysed ‘the contemporary manifestation of spirituality in
cyberspace,’ with history in mind, to illuminate the past that created it (Lazarus,
2019a p. 1-16). By doing so, the article developed a useful conceptual lens: ‘digital
spiritualization,’ to deploy a critical examination of the intersectionality of cyberfraud and spirituality in a Nigerian context. The basis of its inclusion is hinged on
five aspects. First, the intersectionality of cyber-fraud and spirituality is a central
theme in the discussion of crime in a Nigerian context (e.g. Ellis, 2016). Hence, it
would be an oversight to exclude a publication which analysed the spiritual
dimension of cyber-fraud in a research portfolio whose overarching agenda is to
shed light on the cultural, spiritual and social dimensions of ‘cybercrime’. Second,
the article serves as a major entry point in establishing the particularities of
cybercrime in a Nigerian context. It matters because, while the spiritual dimension of
cybercrime is not an aspect of cybercrime in discussions about the Global North
(Cross, 2018), Africa south of the Sahara - including Nigeria, is culturally different
from the West (Ibrahim, 2015; Ibrahim & Komulainen, 2016; Rush & Lazarus, 2018).
Third, the article fits squarely into the overarching theme and agenda. The
publication, for example, devil advocates6 the ‘righteousness’ of law-abiding

6

Here, the phrase devil advocating, means arguing against the ‘righteousness’ or ‘sainthood’ of a
group (claimed law-abiding citizens) in order to uncover any misrepresentation of the evidence
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Nigerians, by highlighting that the line dividing them and cybercriminals is blurred
with regards to the use of magical means for material ends (Lazarus, 2019a, p. 1). For
me in particular, ‘the explanation of cyber-fraud becomes clearer by exploring the
Nigerian cybercriminals’ similarities to the society that produced them rather than
their dissimilarities’ (drawing from Matza & Sykes, 1961, p. 719). Fourthly, the
original manuscript of this publication which was drafted in 2015 opened an
additional portal to unlock other research opportunities (Ibrahim, 2016a; Lazarus,
2019b), such as the need to challenge the classifications of cybercrime in the existing
cybercrime scholarship addressed by Ibrahim (2016a).

Additionally, the rationale for including this publication extends to an ongoing
research project. To further nuance the intersectionality of the spirit world and the
acquisition of wealth, I am currently examining how this intersection is depicted in
Nollywood movies. I am also investigating Nigerians’ perceptions of theurgy rituals
and wealth creation beyond fictional realms to shed a brighter light on the specifics
of how spiritualism is incorporated into cybercrime. While I will be analysing these
sets of data shortly after the oral defence of this award for a PhD by Publication, I
believe the study will help illuminate ‘digital spiritualization’ far beyond the
conceptual realm achieved by Lazarus (2019a).
Publication
Ibrahim, Suleman. (2016a). Social and contextual taxonomy of cybercrime:
Socioeconomic theory of Nigerian cybercriminals. International Journal of Law,
Crime and Justice, 47, 44-57.
This article is included because it developed an invaluable conceptual lens to
facilitate the examination of cybercrime in a Nigerian context (and elsewhere).

favouring them (e.g. concerning the use of magical/spiritual powers for wealth generation)
(Lazarus, 2019a).
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Specifically, it developed ‘the Tripartite Cybercrime Framework’ (TCF) by
incorporating social and contextual factors into the classification schemas. The TCF
illustrates that cybercrimes are motivated by three possible factors: socioeconomic,
psychosocial and geopolitical. Thus, I have included this publication because, while
the TCF enables me to focus on the category of cybercrime to which Nigeria is most
vulnerable – socioeconomic cybercrime – the TCF suggests problems with prevailing
taxonomies of cybercrime. Indeed, ‘the conceptual pipeline in the Global North
cannot hold water in a Nigerian context’ (Ibrahim, 2016a, p. 55) because ‘life in the
virtual world embodies cultural nuances in society’ (Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019, p. 15;
see also Jaishankar, 2007; McGerty, 2000). Additionally, the TCF provided me with
the ‘ammunition’ to challenge the dominant statistics relied upon to measure the
prevalence of cybercrime perpetrators across nations from 2006 to 2010, which aligns
with the overarching theme and agenda of this research portfolio. Last, but not least,
Ibrahim (2016a) is a foundational article because it distinguishes between hitherto
ignored components of cybercrime in its development of the TCF (see Goyanes,
2020, p. 204 on ‘foundational articles’). The TCF provided a critical pillar on which
another conceptual publication is based (i.e. Lazarus, 2019b).
Publication
Lazarus, Suleman. (2019b). Just married: The synergy between feminist
criminology and the Tripartite Cybercrime Framework. International Social Science
Journal, 69 (231) 15-33.
I have included this publication because it exploits multiple theoretical axes relevant
to this research portfolio. First, it builds ‘the synergy between feminist criminology
and the Tripartite Cybercrime Framework’, which brings the lens of intersectionality
explicitly into the discussion of this topic of inquiry. While the Nigerian social and
contextual factors, for example, serve as a resource for understanding gender and
crime connections, it offers additional layers of explanation and facilitates the
framing of qualitative publications included in this research portfolio (e.g. Lazarus &
Okolorie, 2019). Second, the publication also sharpens the contrast between the
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socioeconomic and psychosocial cybercrime types, by considering motivation,
victimization, gender experience, gender roles, and social and relationship
performance. This contrast is invaluable to the discussion of the centrality of
socioeconomic cybercrime in a Nigerian context. Third, the publication also offers a
criticism of the General Theory of Crime (GTC) in its discussion of ‘self-control’ and
‘the moral-standard’. This achievement has a direct connection with Ibrahim’s
(2016b) qualitative study (also included here), which explores the importance of
‘self-control’ and ‘the moral-standard’ in the discussion of the Nigerian
cybercriminals. Related to this is that while the equilibrium between theory and
illustration is challenging for many authors, I did not lose focus on the practical
dimension of this article. I have illustrated my conceptual ideas with arrays of case
studies not only to achieve a balance between theoretical guidance and examples but
also to nuance the intersectionality of cultural, familial, legal factors and cybercrime.
Thus, this publication fits squarely with the theme and agenda of this research
portfolio.

3.2.Contributions to knowledge
While these conceptual peer-reviewed outputs are inextricably connected, they make
arrays of significant contributions to knowledge, which are most revealing in a
tabular form. It is best for a doctoral thesis to ‘clearly outline or tabulate the different
ways in which the work is original’ (Gill & Dolan 2015, p. 11). Accordingly, I have
outlined key original contributions of the conceptual publications in Table 5, and
that of the empirical publications in Table 6.
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Table 5. List of original contributions to knowledge (conceptual outputs)
Conceptual publications
Lazarus (2019a)

Key contributions to knowledge in the field
Ø The first publication to deconstruct
prevailing meaning of cyber-spiritualism.

the

Ø The first publication to propose a dual meaning
of cyber spiritualism or ‘digital spiritualization’.
Ø The publication uses the phrase ‘devil advocate’
as a verb instead of its conventional mode or
function a noun. The flipping the role of the
phrase from a noun to a verb, i.e. innovating a
new usage of the phrase ‘devil advocate’, for
example, is essential linguistic manoeuvring
which enables a comprehensive and sharp
comparison of the similarities between two
groups of Nigerians: cybercriminals and the
law-abiding citizens. This contribution is new in
cybercrime scholarship about Nigeria.
Ø The first conceptual publication on cybercrime
to ‘devil advocate’ the ‘sainthood’ of claimed
law-abiding citizens, by highlighting that the
line dividing them and the Nigerian
cybercriminals (Yahoo-Boys) is blurred with
regards to the use of magical means for material
ends. Unlike prior research, the article casts a
brighter light on the line dividing
cybercriminals and law-abiding citizens with
respect to the use of spiritual and magical
power for material gains.
Ø The first publication which explored the occult
economy
in
a
variety
of
different
manifestations, namely (1) the traditional
African spiritual system; (2) the Olokun deity;
(3) the Gospel of Prosperity; and (4) the
villagization of the modern public sphere, to
unpack the ways in which local epistemologies
and worldviews on wealth acquisition give rise
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to contemporary manifestations of spirituality
in cyberspace.
Ø By underlining that contextual realities on the
ground should be taken seriously, beyond their
particular geographical and disciplinary
contexts, the article underscored the idea that
cultural realities should inform policymaking in
the real world of a spiritually embedded
economy in a Nigerian context. In particular, it
is the first publication to identify that the
concept of escapelessness has cybersecurity
benefits (because legitimacy and conformity to
social rules are central to self-regulation, e.g.
Tyler, 1990). By implication, it is also the first
publication to construct the connection between
‘digital spiritualization’ and the concept of
escapelessness.
Ø The article concludes that if people believe that
all aspects of life are reflective of the spiritual
world and determined by it, the spiritual realm,
by implication, is the base of society, upon
which sits the superstructure comprised of all
aspects of life, especially wealth. This
conceptual position is the first to point out that,
inferentially, the idea that the spirit world is the
base of the Nigerian society is an inversion of
Orthodox Marxist theory of economic
determinism.
Ibrahim (2016a)

Ø The first publication to deconstruct a number of
dominant taxonomies used in cybercrime
scholarship (e.g. ‘the binary model of
cybercrime’). By doing so, the research also
critiqued the meaning of the term ‘cybercrime’
and redefined it.
Ø The first peer-reviewed research to develop the
Tripartite Cybercrime Framework (TCF) which
is a more conceptually robust framework for
examining cybercrime in a Nigerian context
(and elsewhere). The TCF proposed that
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cybercrime can be motivated in three possible
ways: socioeconomic, psychosocial and
geopolitical, which is new in cybercrime
scholarship.
Ø The first publication to use the synergy between
motivational
theories
and
the
basic
psychological framework of categorisation, to
classify cybercrime types.
Ø The first publication to illustrate that whilst in
Nigeria, cybercrime is fundamentally rooted in
socioeconomics, the lenses of the existing
cybercrime taxonomies are not well equipped
to clearly project the pattern of this
phenomenon.
Ø The first publication to demonstrate that the
conceptual ‘pipelines’ of the cybercrime
framework in the Global North cannot hold
water in Nigeria (Global South).
Ø The first piece of research to critique and
challenge the dominant statistics relied on to
inform the prevalence of cybercrime
perpetrators across nations (e.g. the Internet
Crime Complaint Centre’s 2010 data set, i.e. IC3
2010). The IC3’s (2010) report, for example, has
previously misled some authors (e.g. Aransiola
& Asindemade, 2011; Chawki et al., 2015) to
uncritically represent the statistics about
Nigeria.
Ø The first publication to illuminate that the
populist view that cyber-fraud makes Nigeria a
global cybercrime player is misplaced because
cybercrime has tripartite groups and Nigeria is
only relevant in one category – that of
socioeconomic cybercrime. Thus, it provides a
clearer conceptualisation of cybercrime about
Nigeria (and elsewhere).
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Lazarus (2019b)

Ø The first peer-reviewed work to build synergy
between the feminist epistemology of crime and
the Tripartite Cybercrime Framework.
Ø The publication contributed to feminist
criminological accounts of digital crimes and
victimizations like other articles published
before it (e.g. Jane, 2014; Powell & Sugiura,
2018). However, the publication is the first piece
of research to advocate the centrality of gender
as a theoretical entry point for the investigating
of digital crimes by exploring the synergy
between the feminist criminology and the
Tripartite Cybercrime Framework.
Ø The research critiqued the meaning of the term
‘cybercrime’ and redefined it by sharpening the
contrasts between the socioeconomic and
psychosocial categories and drawing from
many social contexts, including Nigeria.
Ø The publication critiqued the General Theory of
Crime (GTC) by comparing three digital crimes
framed with the GTC (a case study). This
critique helped to highlight theoretical and
methodological pitfalls in using this the GTC in
examining cybercrime types (instead of the
synergy between the feminist criminology and
the Tripartite Cybercrime Framework). It also
illustrated the real-life repercussions of this
type of theoretical and methodological
oversights in research.
Ø It concluded that who is victimised, why, and to
what effect do not apply in the same way to
socioeconomic cyber-crimes as they do to
psychosocial cybercrimes by relying on the
synergy between the feminist criminology and
the Tripartite Cybercrime Framework.
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Having outlined the arrays of significant contributions to knowledge by the three
conceptual publications, I now move on to the rationale for including the empirical
studies.

4. The empirical publications
4.1.Rationale for inclusion

Publication
Ibrahim, Suleman. (2016b). Causes of Socioeconomic Cybercrime in Nigeria. In:
IEEE International Conference on Cybercrime and Computer Forensic (ICCCF),
Vancouver, BC, Canada (pp. 1-9). IEEE Publishing.
This publication is included because it uses parents as its sample, whereas, prior
studies (e.g. Aransiola & Asindemade, 2011) primarily depended on university
students as their samples. This is important because distinct slices of data often yield
different perspectives on the subject of inquiry. Additionally, Ibrahim (2015) (an
earlier publication excluded from this submission as previously mentioned)
contrasted the cultural consequences of parental death and parental divorce. By
doing so, it deconstructed the singular model of ‘broken-home’ in the existing
comparative criminology literature and illustrated that familial factors in themselves
are a more important index of the rate of criminality in young people in Nigeria than
in the West (Ibrahim, 2015). Even though the vulnerability effect of any single
familial factor is magnified only in the presence of other factors (e.g. structural
factors) (Young, Fitzgibbon & Silverstone, 2014), familial factors are the major
determinants of children’s behaviour in a Nigerian context due to historical
underpinnings (Ibrahim, 2015). Thus, Ibrahim (2016b) which explored parents’
perceptions about cyber criminality fits the theme and agenda of this topic of
inquiry. Also, like Lazarus (2019a), the reasons for including this publication extend
to a new research endeavour. My future research in this area will aim to
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recruit/interview Nigerian parents whose son or daughter has officially been
criminalised as a cybercriminal. The study, I believe, will help to cast a brighter light
on the cultural and social dimensions of cybercrime in a Nigerian context.

Publication
Lazarus, Suleman. (2018). Birds of a Feather Flock Together: The Nigerian Cyber
Fraudsters (Yahoo Boys) and Hip Hop Artists. Criminology, Criminal Justice,
Law & Society, 19, (2) 63-81.
First, this publication is included because of its uniqueness in offering a fresh light to
the examination of empirical traces of hip-hop culture in cyber-fraud. It urges cyberfraud researchers to look beyond traditional data sources (e.g. cyber-fraud statistics)
for the empirical traces of ‘culture in action’ that render fraudulent practices
acceptable career paths for some Nigerian youths. Second, the study provides access
to coded-languages or slangs used in cyber-fraud victimisations. The study of lyrics
opens a vital window of opportunity to examine what Mills (1940, p. 905) called the
vocabularies of motive (see also Kubrin, 2005, p. 366). ‘When a singer vocalises a
message, he is not simply trying to describe his experienced social action or social
environment. He is not also merely stating “reasons”. While he is influencing others,
he is also influencing himself’ (Mills, 1940, p. 906). Thus, Lazarus (2018) shed light
on the cultural and social dimensions of cyber-fraud committed by Yahoo Boys
either in Nigeria or elsewhere in the world. Last, but not least, Lazarus (2018) fits
squarely with the theme and agenda of this submission, because it is the first study
to use a naturalistic set of data from music artists as a tool with which the
interpretation of conducts by Yahoo Boys and their economic allies proceeds.

Publication
Lazarus, Suleman & Okolorie, G. U. (2019). The Bifurcation of the Nigerian
Cybercriminals: Narratives of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission
(EFCC) Agents. Telematics and Informatics, 40, 14-26.
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This publication is included because it involves an underrepresented set of data in
cybercrime scholarship. In particular, the study is based on ‘a-hard-to-reach’
primary dataset, which fits with the theme of the agenda of this research portfolio.
While gathering data from law enforcement officers about criminals is consistent
with prior research (e.g. Hutchings & Chua, 2017), to date, no one has been able to
access such invaluable interviewees directly. The study is also unique because an
officer interviewed fellow officers providing insider perspectives resulting in
particularly rich data. As a result, Lazarus & Okolorie (2019) has many implications
for a range of generally accepted viewpoints about the Nigerian cybercriminals
previously taken for granted. The study helps to cast a clearer light, for example, on
the findings from Lazarus’ (2018) study included in this submission (but not solely).

4.2.Contributions to knowledge
Having outlined the rationale for including these three qualitative studies in this
submission, I summarise their original contributions to knowledge in Table 6 below.

Table 6. List of original contributions to knowledge (empirical outputs)
Publications
Ibrahim (2016b)

Key contributions to knowledge in the field
Ø The study is the first peer-reviewed publication
to use a data set derived from Nigerian parents to
shed light on cyber-fraud involvement on the
part of Nigerian youths.
Ø The study is the first of its kind in a Nigerian
context to highlight that a range of familial factors
such as ‘a good family environment’ have more
influence on a person’s susceptibility to
involvement in cybercrime than external factors
such as corruption.
Ø On one hand, unlike prior studies primarily
based on university students as their samples, the
study underscored the significance of familial
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factors
when
addressing
cyber-fraud
involvement among Nigerian youths. On the flip
side, the study supports a central finding of these
prior studies: the centrality of university students
and graduates as cyber-fraud perpetrators in a
Nigerian context.
Ø The publication revealed that cybercriminals
(Yahoo Boys), thugs (Area Boys), and cult
members (Cult Boys) are interlinked within
Nigerian universities. Since these ‘boys’ are not
likely to stop offending after their graduation, by
implication, they may evolve into international
organised crime groups (the Federal Bureau of
Investigation recently validated this claim,
according to a court reporter – Sullivan, 2019).
Ø The study also highlights that a complex web of
familial factors and structural forces, alongside
cultural forces, explains the degree of cyberfraud involvement on the part of Nigerian
youths.

Lazarus (2018)

Ø The study also supports the central arguments of
the conceptual publications (Ibrahim, 2016a;
Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b): [a] Cybercrime
in a Nigerian context is rooted in socioeconomics.
[b] Cultural factors and cybercrime are
intractably intertwined in a Nigerian context.
Ø The study is the first publication to identify the
ethics of Nigerian cyber-criminals as expressed
by music artists. The study academically coined
the term ‘the ethics of Yahoo Boys’, and ‘the ethics
of Yahoo-Boys can be understood as a set of
perceptual
alterations
that
offer
them
‘psychological shields’ to justify their conduct
and thus, circumvent self-condemnation’ (see
Bandura, 1999; Sykes & Matza, 1957).
Ø The study is the first one of its kind to provide a
more in-depth insight into the ways crime and
illegal money are represented in hip-hop music.
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Ø The study is the first peer-reviewed publication
to draw attention to the ways some
cybercriminals and some hip-hop musicians are
connected. The recent arrest of Naira Marley, a
Nigerian singer, in May 2019 for money cyberfraud charges validates the significance and
contemporaneity of Lazarus (2018).
Ø The study provides a unique insight into victimcriminal relations. The publication shed light on
the relationship between cybercriminals and their
victims, not from victims’ narratives (as most
victim-oriented studies in the scholarship), but
from an underrepresented set of data – lyric data,
and lyrical depictions of victims in Nigerian hiphop music.
Ø The study is also the first of its kind to expose the
presence of the mechanisms of moral
disengagement
(Bandura,
1999)
and
neutralisation techniques (Sykes & Matza, 1957)
in cyber-fraud victimization in a Nigerian
context.
Ø The article also provides a comprehensive
analysis of the linguistic significance of the word,
‘maga’ in cyber-fraud victimisation. The
publication is indeed the first empirical data to
argue that the ‘maga’ used in cyber-fraud
contexts has metamorphosed from the term
‘mgbada’, which is a game animal – an antelope.
Ø The article is the first peer-reviewed publication
to identify that the indigenous language used by
some high-profile, educated fraudsters has
facilitated the entry of ‘mgbada’ into the ‘yahooyahoo’
(cyber-fraud)
vocabulary.
The
deployment of this coined word (from ‘mgbada’
to ‘maga’) is particularly significant as it sheds
light on the perpetrator-victim relationship as
that of a hunter and their game-animals (prey).
The making of knowledge here is significant. The
word ‘maga’, not only has a unique origin, but it
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also has no precise counterparts. Decoding the
term ‘maga’ facilitated new ways of seeing
previously invisible relationships between the
‘hunters’ and their ‘game-animals’ all over the
world.

Lazarus & Okolorie (2019)

Ø Like Ibrahim (2016b), the study also supports the
central arguments of the conceptual publications
(Ibrahim, 2016a; Lazarus, 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b),
that [a] Cybercrime in a Nigerian context is
rooted in socioeconomics. [b] Cultural factors and
cybercrime are intractably interconnected in a
Nigerian context.
Ø The study is the first peer-reviewed publication
to explore the narratives of officers who have
close
interactions
with
the
Nigerian
cybercriminals even though frontline law
enforcement officers who routinely investigate,
arrest, interview, interrogate and prosecute these
cyber-fraudsters have insiders’ insights. Thus, it
is the first of its kind study to use the narratives
of the Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission (EFCC) frontline agents (or law
enforcement officers for that matter) concerning
the Nigerian cybercriminals.
Ø The study is also the first study to bifurcate the
Nigerian cybercriminals and their operations
based on three factors: educational-attainment,
modus-operandi, and networks-collaborators.
This contribution would enable relevant agencies
to [a] appreciate the vulnerabilities of their
victims to develop more adequate support
schemes and [b] develop effective response
strategies.
Ø Economic power is the most significant pillar of
successful masculinity in Nigeria (e.g. Lazarus et
al., 2017). The study shed a brighter light on the
actions and features of two groups of men
(cybercriminals) in their attempts to fulfil the
expected role of provider – girlfriends, wives,
children.
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Ø Like Ibrahim (2016b) and Lazarus (2018), the
study also supports the central arguments of the
conceptual publications (Ibrahim, 2016a; Lazarus,
2019a; Lazarus, 2019b) that [a] cybercrime in a
Nigerian context is rooted in socioeconomics. [b]
Cultural factors and cybercrime are intractably
intertwined in a Nigerian context.

5. Research Significance and Impact
Making contributions to knowledge is in itself an aspect of research significance and
impact (Agozino, 2003; Moed & Halevi, 2015), and all six publications have
contributed to knowledge as outlined in Tables 5 & 6 above. Thus, in this section, I
focus on different measure of my research significance and impact: [a] citations [b]
research utility, and [c] altermetrics. The ‘evidence of citations’ is a vital aspect of
research significance and impact (Nightingale & Marshall, 2013, p. 430-433), and
citations matter as much as omissions (Baker, 2019). Citation rates of research,
however, are influenced by multiple factors (Milard & Tanguy, 2018; Moed &
Halevi, 2015). According to Moed & Halevi (2015), some of these factors are, [a] the
popularity of the author in the field; [b] multi-national and multi-authored
publication; [c] age of the publication; and [d] the subject area – emerging/specific or
established/generalist. First, while three of my publications were published in 2019
(Lazarus 2019a; Lazarus, 2019b; Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019), others are relatively
recent (Lazarus, 2018; Ibrahim, 2016a; Ibrahim, 2016b). Second, I am an emerging
scholar in the field, and research citation/impact is linked to the author’s career stage
(see also Balaban, Wróblewska & Benneworth, 2019). Third, none of the publications
here involved a co-author excerpt Lazarus & Okolorie (2019). Fourth, the topic of my
inquiry is emergent/specific. On all these factors listed above, my citation counts are
likely to be suppressed.
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In addition to Moed & Halevi’s (2015) list, social (dis)advantage, which is inequality
in the central and value things people are able to be or achieve (Dean and Platt, 2016)
influences citation rates. ‘Academia is embedded in prestige economy’ (Baker 2019,
p.1), whereas there is an absence of insights from Nigerian scholars in global
discussions of cyber-fraud (Cross, 2018). In general, historically, the mainstream
criminological enterprise is reluctant to take the ‘ideas of scholars from colonised
African nations unconditionally seriously’ (Kalunta-Crumpton & Agozino, 2004, p.
1-4). It is thus conceivable that due to historical and colonial underpinnings,
criminological contributions from and about the West are much more valued, and
favoured than that of the rest, including Nigeria (Agozino, 2003; Cohen, 1988). Like
Moed & Halevi’s (2015) list above, this type of social (dis)advantage is unlikely to
boost the citation rate of my publication outputs included in this submission.

However, insights from the global North are not more significant than those from
the global South since cyber-fraud is a globalised phenomenon as the following
research on victims of cyber-fraud highlighted: (Button, Lewis & Tapley, 2009;
Button, Lewis & Tapley, 2014; Button et al., 2014; Button & Cross, 2017; De Kimpe et
al., 2020; Norris Brookes & Dowell, 2019). Indeed, a local crime in a digital and
global age is a global crime with international connections and consequences (Hall,
2013; Hall & Scalia, 2019; Lewis, 2018; Silverstone, 2013). Yet, contrary to the above
authors’ position (i.e. Button et al., 2014; Hall & Scalia, 2019; Lewis, 2018; Silverstone,
2013), some researchers may still consider my topic of inquiry to be local matters
that concern only Nigeria. In light of the above reasons, I argue that the evidence of
citations alone is inadequate to illustrate the significance/impact of any publication.

It is, therefore, necessary to widen the parameters for evaluating research
significance/impact beyond citation rates (Haunschild et al., 2019; Thelwall, 2018).
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Alternative ways are required to paint a complete picture. Indeed, ‘just because an
article is not receiving citations, it does not mean that it is not being read’ and used
(Nightingale & Marshall, 2013, p. 431). For instance, Ibrahim (2016b) has only five
citations (excluding self-citations) (e.g. Bae, 2017; Changalasetty et al., 2019; Oni, Oni
& Joshua, 2019; Tsumura et al., 2018); whereas, on ResearchGate alone, it has been
read 6056 times and recommended five times by researchers (see Appendix 1). Peerrecommendations are products of reflective thoughts. Such recommendations are
indicative of the perceived value of the publications after reading and
contemplation. Thus, I argue that peer-recommendations are additional invaluable
representations of the publications’ significance and utility in their own right.

The ‘utility’ of peer-reviewed publications is also evident in altermetrics.
Altermetrics refers to impact measures of publications based on the number of
mentions in the news, blogs, and peers’ reactions on social networking sites such as
ResearchGate, Twitter and so on (Haunschild et al., 2019; Maggio, Meyer, & Artino,
2017). In recent years, altermetrics have become valid reflections of a publication's
significance and impact (Barnes, 2015; Haunschild et al., 2019; Malone & Burke, 2016;
Sugimoto et al., 2017; Thelwall, 2018). Consequently, I have included traces of
altermetrics in illustrating the significance and impact of all six publications
included in this research portfolio as shown in Table 7. However, I have only used
specific examples from three of the publications, because they are the most ‘popular’
publications (in ascending order of significance): [1] Lazarus, 2019a; [2] Lazarus,
2018; and [3] Ibrahim, 2016a.
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Table 7. The significance and impact records of publication outputs

Six-published works

Lazarus (2019a)
Ibrahim (2016a)
Lazarus (2019b)
Ibrahim (2016b)
Lazarus (2018)
Lazarus & Okolorie (2019)

Recommendations
at ‘ResearchGate’
1
1
3
5
2
1

Invited
News
Google
talk or
mentions Scholar
interview
Citations
None
2
5
1
6
21
None
None
3
None
2
9
2
6
5
None
None
4

First, Lazarus (2019a) is significant not least because it cast a more critical gaze on
the taken-for-granted similarities between cybercriminals and the rest of the
Nigerians. Through such a gaze, the article considered cybercriminals not as ‘alien’
to the body of Nigerian society, but as a disturbing reflection of society or a
caricature instead (drawing from Matza & Sykes, 1961, p. 717). The value of this
conceptual contribution becomes more apparent when one considers that in
criminology in particular, due to historical and colonial reasons, ‘theoretical
originality’ from marginalised voices is very much emergent (Ibrahim, 2015, p. 317;
see also Cohen, 1988, p. 172). Apart from the above, the article, despite being new,
has started to impact on the academic discourse about our understanding of cyber
spiritualism. For example, Orji (2019, p. 5) drawing from Lazarus’s (2019a) work
elucidated:

[The] definition [cyber spiritualism] however has been subject to criticism because it
appears to negatively classify all forms of cyber spiritual activities [i.e. Lazarus, 2019a]. In
this regard, it has been argued that “the licit and illicit tapping of spiritual resources for
wealth acquisition offline predates the use of this practice online, and clarifies the concept of
cyber-spiritualism” [Lazarus, 2019a, p. 2-5]. Therefore, the concept of cyber-spiritualism has
been defined as ‘the use of magical and spiritual powers in cyberspace for functional purposes
(e.g. online job applications or online examinations) or dysfunctional purposes (e.g. online
scamming), depending on subscribers’ intentions and the circumstances they address’
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[Lazarus, 2019a, p. 2-5] Accordingly, the concept of cyber spiritualism has a dual meaning
due to its reflection of legitimate and illegitimate elements [as Lazarus, 2019 argued].
Clearly, Lazarus (2019a) has received a seminal citation as shown above (a citation
that views the article as influential to new understanding). But that is not all. It has
also received passing citations (i.e. citation amongst several grouped references
within a literature review) (e.g. Recio-Román, Recio-Menéndez & Román-González,
2019). Additionally, the publication has enabled Lazarus & Okolorie’s study (2019)
to extend its literature review and discussions beyond prior parameters and
assumptions about cyber spiritualism. Beyond the evidence of citations, Lazarus
(2019a) has been mentioned twice in news outlets (see Appendix 2). Because of these
news mentions, the significance of the water goddess (Mami Wata) analysed in
Lazarus (2019a) stimulated a social media discussion: ‘Starbucks uses the Mami Water
logo to bless their business’ (see Appendix 3). Also, Lazarus (2019a) has been read and
used by many people around the world. Within nine months of publication - 27th
February to 23rd November 2019 - the article was viewed 3202 times, and
downloaded 2360 times (see Appendix 4). The article was published open access free
of charge through the Knowledge Unlatched scheme (see Appendix 5), and for the
category of articles published within last twelve months, it is the second most
downloaded article (see Appendix 6). One of the downloaders/readers, a scholar, has
approached me for international research collaboration, and consequently, I have
become an affiliate, ‘a visiting researcher’, at the researcher’s university - University
of California, Berkeley, to facilitate the research collaboration (see Appendix 7).

Second, while Lazarus (2018) has been cited by some researchers (Offei et al., 2019;
Park et al., 2019), reporters have also found the article to be newsworthy7 (see Table

7

In social science, less than 5% of journal articles published in 2013 were referenced by news
sources by mid-July 2018 (Thelwall 2018).
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7). To illustrate, I have been invited/interviewed by two journalists: [a] Thomas
Kiebl, an award-winning journalist from the only Austrian music magazine called
The Message (see Appendix 8A); and [b] Marcus Morey-Halldin from a Swedish
radio show called Algoritmen (see Appendix 8B). Thomas Kiebl’s report following
the interview was published in German (Kiebl, 2019); whereas Marcus MoreyHalldin published the summary of the interview on iTunes and Spotify on 19th
December 2019 (Morey-Halldin, 2019). The engagement with these music journalists
has allowed my research to be accessible to a multitude of music lovers who might
not have been interested to read peer-reviewed publications. Relatedly, I have
disseminated Lazarus (2018) to a broader range of audiences by publishing its key
points in a high quality and widely-read blog, The Conversation (see Lazarus, 2019e).
This blog, Lazarus (2019e), has now been read by over 5000 people around the world
(see Appendix 9).

Third, as with Lazarus (2018), I have disseminated Ibrahim (2016a) to a broader
range of audiences by publishing its key arguments in The Conversation (Ibrahim,
2017). This way, the article became accessible for people all over the world who
might be interested in the topic but may not have access to reading academic
articles. Not only has this blog (i.e. Ibrahim, 2017) been downloaded more than
15,000 times across the globe, several other news outlets have also referenced
Ibrahim (2016a) (see Appendices 10A & 10B). Furthermore, some Nigerians have
shared their views online about the significance of this research and how it relates to
their real-life experiences in their search for ‘greener pastures’, supposedly in the
West (see Appendix 11). Some academic researchers have also acknowledged the
importance of the publication on social media on their own accords as follows. For
example, in 2018, a researcher (@1Jamesl) tweeted about Ibrahim (2016a) as follows
(see also Appendix 12): ‘Before going deep in my next technical project, I retreated for a
moment to remind myself - why do we do what we do in cybersecurity? I found this article as
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a general reminder on Taxonomies of Cyber Crime’. Relatedly, I was invited as a speaker
to present Ibrahim (2016a) at the University of Strathclyde (see Appendix 13).

Apart from sparking personal and professional interest, Ibrahim (2016a) has been
cited by many researchers (e.g. Adejoh et al., 2019; Camp et al., 2019; Feofilova et al.,
2019; Kirillova et al., 2017; Nnanwube, Ani & Ojakorotu, 2019; Osho & Eneche, 2018;
Roelofs et al., 2018; Solano & Peinado, 2017; Wisdom et al., 2019). While some of
these citations were comparative citations (citation as a benchmark against which to
compare a research) (e.g. De Kimpe et al., 2020; Park et al., 2019; Solano & Peinado,
2017), some were positive citations (citation which represents a work in a positive
light) (e.g. Camp et al., 2019; Feofilova et al., 2019; Wisdom et al., 2019) and others
were passing citations (e.g. Adejoh et al., 2019; Chavez, 2018).

For example, De Kimpe et al. (2020, p. 18) wrote, in our study, ‘we selected
cybercrimes in which offenders usually have a socio-economic motive, rather than a
psychological (e.g. cyberstalking) and/or geopolitical (e.g. cyber terrorism) motive
(i.e. categorization as proposed by Ibrahim, 2016a)’. In a similar vein, Solano &
Peinado (2017, p. 1) wrote, ‘we could only find two publications on the topic that
take a similar approach to the study of cybercrime. The first of them is Social and
contextual taxonomy of cybercrime: Socioeconomic theory of Nigerian cybercriminals’ [i.e.
Ibrahim, 2016a]. Thus, Ibrahim (2016a) is a foundational article, which serves as a
reference point for further contributions. But that is not all. Ibrahim (2016a) is also
the second most downloaded article from the last quarter of 2019 to the first quarter
of 2020: International Journal of Law, Crime and Justice (see Appendices 14A & 14B).
In a nutshell, while the evidence of citations discussed above is revealing, I have
elucidated that it requires the presence of other factors to present the significance
and impact of my publications in a clearer light.
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6. Conclusion

The critical narrative has reflected on my life experiences and research philosophy
that influenced the six publication outputs in this research portfolio. The critical
commentary itself and the peer-reviewed publications themselves constitute
significant original contributions and extensions to knowledge as outlined in Tables
5 & 6. To recapitulate, in making their unique contribution to knowledge, the three
conceptual publications challenged and deconstructed a number of taken-forgranted concepts, taxonomies, in cybercrime scholarship. The above three
publications proved valid conceptual lenses to focus on cybercrime in a Nigerian
context. Without a doubt, the development of these multiple new conceptual lenses
(Lazarus, 2019a; Ibrahim, 2016a; Lazarus, 2019b) exemplifies my ‘contribution to
developing theory in the field’ as outlined by the University of Portsmouth (2019, p.
1). Equally, this narrative has demonstrated that the conceptual publications are not
more significant than the empirical publications, not least because of their
distinctiveness (see Table 4). The diverse sources of qualitative data (empirical
publications) provide a more fully-developed understanding of cybercrime in the
Nigerian context (and elsewhere). All six-published works, while individually
making a contribution to knowledge, collectively illuminate how closer attention to
Nigerian society aids the understanding of Yahoo Boys, their actions and what
constitutes ‘cybercrime’ in a Nigerian context.

Even though the arrays of contributions of this body of research are reflective of
contextual and cultural factors of Nigerian society, as Hall & Scalia (2019), Lewis
(2018) and Silverstone (2013) observed, in a digital age, the actions of criminals have
global consequences. Thus, the six publications included in this submission have
global significance. However, this accompanying commentary acknowledges here
that while the significance/impact of these six publications is beginning to gain
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traction in public, media and academic discourses, it may take some years before the
actual significance/impact becomes more apparent.

Nonetheless, the accompanying commentary has illustrated the validity of the
publications on which the award for a PhD by Publication is based: First, the critical
narrative has demonstrated that the accompanying outputs upon which this
submission for the award is based have been [a] rigorously examined by a set of
experts in the multiple fields of study and accepted for publication; [b] published in
a public domain; and [c] quality controlled by the University of Portsmouth. Second,
the body of work has aligned the overarching research philosophy with the research
questions and methodologies across the case studies. Third, this body of work as a
whole has been recommended and cited by other researchers (e.g. Adejoh et al.,
2019; Camp et al., 2019; Changalasetty et al., 2019; De Kimpe et al., 2020; Offei et al.,
2019; Park et al., 2019; Wisdom et al., 2019). Fourth, it has also been read by multiple
layers of audiences (e.g. academic researchers, journalists), and sparked professional
and personal interest such as the news media (see Appendices 6, 7, 8A, 8B, 9, 10A,
10B, 11, 12, 13, 14A and 14B).

Based on the above points, I believe that the contributions of this research portfolio
are significant and impactful. The quality of my independent contributions to
knowledge (as set out in the Level 8 Doctoral Descriptor contained in the UK Quality
Code for Higher Education, 2014) is not only a characteristic of each individual
publication included, but it also a feature of this accompanying narrative itself which
pulls the six publications together as a whole. On the basis of the contributions of the
peer-reviewed publications (outlined in Tables 5 & 6), the following suggestions
may be made:
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Ø The category of cybercrime to which Nigeria is most vulnerable is the
socioeconomic cybercrime, whereas cybercrime can be motivated in three
possible ways (socioeconomic, psychosocial and geopolitical). By implication,
the conceptual ‘pipelines’ of the cybercrime framework in the Global North
may not hold water in Nigeria. Thus, I advocate the centrality of
socioeconomics as a conceptual starting point for the investigating of digital
crimes committed by Yahoo Boys either in Nigeria or elsewhere in the world
(Ibrahim, 2016a).

Ø Also, the bifurcation of the Nigerian cybercriminals (e.g. with respects to
‘educational attainment’ and ‘networks/collaborations’) has implications for
understanding the actions and features of the cybercriminals better. These
insights, I believe, are invaluable to motivate various agencies in appreciating
the vulnerabilities of cyber-fraud victims and developing adequate support
schemes (Lazarus & Okolorie, 2019).

Ø By relying on context as a resource for understanding Nigerian
cybercriminals (Yahoo Boys), I urge cyber-fraud researchers to look beyond
normal ‘scientific evidence’ and consider the traces of spiritual manipulations
of victims for material gains that are all too often ignored in the global
discussions of cyber-fraud (e.g. Lazarus, 2019a).

Ø By exploring the Nigerian cybercriminals’ similarities to the society that
produced them, I also urge cyber-fraud researchers to search beyond
traditional data sources (e.g. cyber-fraud statistics) for the empirical traces of
culture in action that render fraudulent practices acceptable career paths for
some Nigerians (e.g. Lazarus, 2018).
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1. Introduction
This paper sets out with the aim of developing and improving upon existing taxonomies used in cybercrime scholarship.
Listed in prevalence of cybercrime perpetrators, Nigeria, the UK and the USA (in ascending order of signiﬁcance) are on top of
the ‘league table’ (Internet Crime Complaint Center - ICCC, 2006e2010). Considering Nigeria as an exemplary social context e
representing the Sub-Saharan world region - this article will emphasise the need to incorporate social and contextual factors
into the classiﬁcation schemas. Whilst the establishing of the particularities of cybercrime in Nigeria will concomitantly
suggest problems with prevailing taxonomies of cybercrime, it will also render problematic, the basis for ICCC's (2006e2010)
claim on the prevalence of cybercrime perpetrators.
Whilst cybercrime primarily operates in the realm of cyberspace, terrestrial crimes operate in physical spaces (Manjikian,
2010). Seeking to summarise and encapsulate various conceptualisations within cybercrime literature, Yazdanifard et al.
(2011) deﬁned ‘cybercrime’ as ‘any type of intentional criminal scheme that is computer or/and internet-mediated’. However, whilst such a description describes a wide spectrum of cybercrime, it fails to account for the dual model of criminal
schemes within 1cyberspace. Ogwezzy (2012, p.91) elaborated that the term ‘cybercrime’ implies “offences committed
through the use of the computer in contrast to ‘computer crime’ which refers to offences against the computer and data or

1
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program therein”. Whilst the computer and its content are the primary targets in computer crimes, the meaning of cybercrime is wrapped around the use of a computer or/and the Internet to commit age-old crimes (Ogwezzy, 2012; McGuire and
Dowling, 2013).
Conceptions of ‘computer crime’ and ‘cybercrime’ interpenetrate one another; their entities are intertwined and therefore
difﬁcult to disentangle. The intertwining of computer crime and cybercrime further challenges the simplistic rendering of
cyberspace and physical space as two different entities with easily deﬁned boundaries. Regarding ‘cybercrime’, there are over
30 types identiﬁed in existing literature, since cyberspace-crime linkage was ﬁrst constructed in cyberpunk stories (Wall,
2008). Most of them are listed in Table 1 below. These numerous variances are implicated in obscuring the effective conceptualisation of ‘cybercrime’. Yet, whilst the existing dichotomised categories (Gordon and Ford, 2006; McGuire and
Dowling, 2013) adhere to the basic psychological principle of categorisation (Rosch, 1978), they fail to acknowledge the
roles of motivations in offending. Relatedly, when the existing motivational categories (Chawki et al., 2015a; Wall, 2013) do
consider the motivational element of offending, they take for granted the basic psychological principle of categorisation.
Insights from Rosch's (1978, p.28) general and basic principles for the formation of categories stipulate that:
“the task of category systems is to provide maximum information with the least cognitive effort [and] the perceived
world comes as structured information rather than as arbitrary attributes. Thus maximum information with least
cognitive effort is achieved if categories map the perceived world structure as closely as possible. This condition can be
achieved either by the mapping of categories to given attribute structures or by the deﬁnition or redeﬁnition of attributes to render a given set of categories appropriately structured”.
In line with motivational theories framed within the basic psychological framework of categorisation, this current
endeavour will, ﬁrstly, aim not only to complement the existing categories but also offer a more conceptually robust
framework for grouping cybercrime. The implication being that whilst cybercrimes constitute a global problem, recognising
the limits of a ‘one size ﬁts all’ binary of taxonomies is of utmost importance. Secondly, Nigeria will be presented as an
exemplary cultural context to illustrate certain aspects of these limitations (binary model) and the importance of social/
contextual factors in the classiﬁcation schemas. Through the precise delineation of the particularities of cybercrime in Nigeria,
this article aims to determine the extent to which this exemplar problematises or contradicts prevailing taxonomies of
cybercrime. At its core, this paper has three research questions, which it will aim to answer: ﬁrstly, how useful are the existing
cybercrime taxonomies in making sense of social and contextual factors (such as the category of cybercrimes that the Nigerian
cybercriminals exclusively commit)? Secondly, since ‘cybercrime’ is a globalised phenomenon, how is the Nigerian case representing the Sub-Saharan region, any different from Western regions? Thirdly, what exactly is ‘cybercrime’ in a Nigerian
context?
2. A dual model of cybercrime
The word ‘cybercrime’ comprises a wide range of online crimes. For McGuire and Dowling (2013, p.5), “[C]yber-dependent
crimes are offences that can only be committed by using a computer, computer networks, or other forms of ICT [Information
and Communications Technology]” such as creation or/and distribution of malwares/viruses. On the other hand, cyberenabled crimes “can still be committed without the use of ICT00 such as cyber fraud. These dual categories are illustrated in
Fig. 1. Unlike traditional crimes however, one criminal scheme in the realm of cyberspace may involve multiple nations and
actors and even impact on multiple nations simultaneously (Yazdanifard et al., 2011). Thus whilst traditional crime tends to be
regarded locally, cybercrime is usually considered on a global scale (Yar and Jewkes, 2010). For example, if a person in Russia
creates computer ‘viruses/malwares’ while another person in Nigeria rents it to send credit scam e-mails and a third party in
the USA transfers funds using the illegally acquired data, (Wall, 2013), all three individuals are implicated in different strands
Table 1
Tripartite cybercrime framework (TCF).
Socioeconomic cybercrime

Psychosocial cybercrime

Geopolitical cybercrime

*Hackers and crackers
Cyber fraud
Cyber embezzlement
Cyber piracy
Cyber blackmail
Romance scam
Online drug trafﬁcking
Cyber prostitution
*Cyber extortion
Illegal online gambling
*Cyber Trespass
***Cyber terrorism

*Hackers and crackers
Child pornography
Cyber stalking
Cyber bullying
Revenge porn
Cyber rape
*Cyber hate speech
*Cyber extortion
Obscenity
*Cyber-prostitution
*Cyber Trespass
*Cyber homicide
***Cyber terrorism

*Hackers -‘Hacktivist’
Cyber spies
Cyber espionage
***Cyber terrorism
Cyber Vandalism
Cyber assault
*Cyber hate speech
Cyber riot
Cyber sabotage
Cyber-colonialism
Cyber rebellion

*Where the type of cybercrime appears in more than one column.
***Where the type of cybercrime appears in more than two columns.
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Fig. 1. The binary model of cybercrime.

of cybercrime. Whilst all three actors are motivated by monetary beneﬁts, they are in fact involved in cyberspace in varying
degrees. The virus/malware creator has committed a cyber-dependent offence, whereas the other two have committed cyberenabled offences. This existing trafﬁc between cyber-enabled and cyber-dependent categories clearly illustrates the
complexity of cybercrime and how one criminal act can impact on multiple nations and involve various networks of actors
simultaneously.
Closely related to cyber-enabled and cyber-dependent categories are ‘techno-centric (type I) and people-centric (type II)
subsets’. Gordon and Ford (2006, p.15) speciﬁcally posited that techno-centric and people-centric cybercrime are at the
opposite ends of a continuum; dichotomising cybercrime based on the strength of the cyber-element versus peoplecomponent of the criminal act in question. They distinguished Type I (techno-centric) crimes such as e-commerce fraud,
cyber-vandalism, data manipulations through hacking, phishing, from Type II (people-centric) crimes such as cyber fraud,
cyber bullying and cyber-stalking as illustrated in Fig. 1. The latter being less technologically oriented than the former and
therefore grounded in perpetrator-victim interactions. These binary models (people-centric and techno-centric; cyberenabled and cyber-dependent), anchoring on a basic psychological principle of categorisation, have no doubt offered a useful
tool in looking at voluminous cybercrime variances.
However, motivational elements are not conﬁgured in the properties of these binary typologies. As a result, they are illequipped to differentiate between the psychological-motivated cybercrimes such as cyber stalking and cyber bullying from
ﬁnancially motivated ones such as cyber fraud and cyber embezzlement. Simply put, they have taken for granted the
motivational lens of looking at cybercrime, which renders them unable to answer a simple question: how exactly is a digital
crime that is primarily geared towards defrauding a person or a group of persons, different to another online scheme intended
to fundamentally disrupt a person's psychological state of mind? It is essential to isolate the primary motive behind
cybercrimes in the meaning-making of what any particular cybercrime is in a given context, as illustrated in Table 2 below.
It is reasonable therefore to argue for grouping cybercrimes according to criminals' motivations. This could and would
sharpen the distinction between cybercrimes that are rooted in ﬁnancial gains such as cyber fraud, and psychologically
motivated cybercrimes such as cyber stalking. However, conceptually, the above binary models appear to be ‘explanatorytools’, which cannot capture the differences between cybercrimes primarily driven by ﬁnancial rewards and cybercrimes
fundamentally propelled by psychological beneﬁts as shown in Table 2. Based on these rationales, it is reasonable to complement these models - ‘techno-centric and people-centric (Gordon and Ford, 2006) and cyber-enabled crime and cyberdependent (McGuire and Dowling, 2013). That said, the existing motivational categories, despite usefulness in acknowledging the motivational element of cybercrime, have their limitations too.
3. Some existing motivational taxonomies
In endorsing motivational categories, Chawki et al. (2015a, p.16e17) argued that it is crucial to understand a person's
proﬁle in the case of a particular cybercrime. Particular educational attainment, occupation and childhood experiences, he
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Table 2
Perpetrators' beneﬁts and victims' losses.
Attacker/attacked

Socioeconomic

Psychosocial

Geopolitical

Perpetrator (primary beneﬁts)

Economic gain

Psychological gain

Victim (primary loss)

Economic loss

Psychological distress

Perpetrators (secondary
beneﬁts)
Victim (secondary loss)

Both economic & psychological
gains
Both economic & psychological
losses

Psychological gain

Geopolitical,
losses
Geopolitical,
losses
Geopolitical,
gains
Geopolitical,
losses

Both economic & psychological
losses

economic & psychological
economic & psychological
economic & psychological
economic & psychological

argued, help shed light on the individual implicated in any cybercrime. As Chawki et al. (2015a) further postulated that
cybercriminals can be categorized as: [a] children and adolescents [b] organized hackers [c] professional hackers [d]
discontent employees. Whilst Chawki et al.’s (2015a) categories tell us about different levels of sophistication involved in
offending (e.g., professional hackers and organized hackers), they also reveal the extent to which cybercriminals could be agegraded.
However, cross-cultural insights from young offenders have pointed out that age is not lived similarly across cultures and
age-related behaviours are constituted differently across cultures (Brathwaite, 1996; Cain, 2000). For example, in line with
Tade and Aliyu's (2011) sociological work in Nigeria and Armstrong's (2011) anthropological analysis in Ghana, most ‘young
people’ in Nigerian and Ghanaian universities involved in cybercrime in general are involved in cyber fraud in particular. In
contrast, studies on Canadian undergraduates (Cunningham et al., 2014; Faucher et al., 2014) university students in the USA
(Lindsay and Krysik, 2012) ‘young people’ in Finland (Oksanen and Keipi, 2013) and higher education students in Britain
(Benson et al., 2015; Boulton et al., 2012) suggest that young people in Canada, Finland, the USA, and Britain e the Western
world region, are more involved in psychological-oriented cybercrime such as cyber bullying and cyber harassment than
cyber-fraud. The key point is that “young people” as a category is insensitive to the differentiation between ‘what is true of all
societies’ and ‘what is true of one society at one point in time and space’ (Nelken, 2010). Another limitation is that, Chawki
et al.’s (2015a) taxonomy does not adhere to the basic principles of categorisation.
In a similar vein, Wall 2007 (2013, p.62e65) proposed seven different motivational subsets, based on: self-satisfaction; the
need for peer respect; to impress potential employers; criminal gain or commercial advantage; revenge; distance from victim;
politically motivated protest. These motivational signposts help to illustrate that the speciﬁc motivations behind cybercrime
are diverse. An equally important issue is that the seven subsets for cyber offenders, as revealed by their titles, shed more light
on the drives, the ‘push and pull factors’ of cybercriminals to cybercrime (Wall, 2013). The value of this grouping is most
evident in the ‘criminal gain or commercial advantage’, and ‘politically motivated’ categories. For example, whilst some types
of cybercrime such as cyber extortion, cyber fraud and cyber embezzlement ﬁt squarely under the canopy of the former, cyber
espionage, cyber terrorism, cyber rebellion, can be located smoothly in the sphere of the latter.
There is however, a primary limitation of this taxonomy, as aforementioned, in that it neglects the basic principle of categorisation. Some of the proposed groups, such as ‘distance from the victim’, involve almost all types of cybercrime. Indeed,
‘distance from the victim’ is a speciﬁc aspect of most cybercrimes as Brown (2001) intimated in the analysis of cost-beneﬁts and
economics of criminal conducts. Similarly, ‘self-satisfaction’ - rooted in the utilitarian maximisation principle - may be in the
form of tangible things such as monetary reward or intangible ones such as psychological thrill. Either way, ‘self-satisfaction’ is
integral to almost all types of cybercrime, and arguably does not seem to represent a speciﬁc category of cybercrimes.
In the same vein, ‘revenge’ as a category could be the driver of cyber stalking, cyber fraud, or hacking. Whilst ‘revenge’ may
be a principal impetus behind this range of cybercrimes, it requires a lot of cognitive effort to see the ‘rope’ that binds them
together as a distinct subset. ‘Thus maximum information with least cognitive effort is only achievable if categories map the
perceived world structure as closely as possible’ (Rosch, 1978, p.28). The crux is that existing motivational categories (Chawki
et al., 2015a; Wall, 2013) have ignored a basic psychological principle of categorisation (Rosch, 1978, p.28): ‘to simplify a
complex set of data and increase information intake with the least cognitive effort’.
4. The tripartite cybercrime framework (TCF)
In complementing the above taxonomies, this current endeavour anchors on the basic psychological principles of categorisation alongside motivational insights to offer a 2tripartite-cybercrime-framework (TCF). An individual is said to be
motivated when such an individual is moved, energised, or inspired to do something (Deci and Ryan, 2011, 2000, 1985).
Motivation is orientation graded; it varies according to the underlying variable behind the actions in question. It can also vary
in terms of the intensity of occurrence, i.e., whether a person is highly motivated or otherwise. Whilst the latter centers on the
amount or size of impetus behind the action, the former is concerned with the reason for the action. Arguably motivation can
be conceptualised as the foundation of most crimes; it is reasonable therefore to offer a social/contextual basis for the
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categorizing of cybercrime. Self-Determination Theory (Deci and Ryan, 2011; 1985) speciﬁcally argues that motivational types
- intrinsic and extrinsic, deﬁne the strength or intensity of motivation.
Motivation therefore can be schematised as a dual phenomenon; incorporating intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. This
binary model is necessary for the precision of illustrations and the discussion that follows. Whilst extrinsic motivation is the
doing of an activity solely to achieve a distinct result, intrinsic motivation is the demonstration of actions inherently for the
mere satisfaction of doing them (Deci and Ryan, 2011; 1985). For example, a poet is more likely to write poems for the
inherent satisfaction of such an activity rather than for the approval of his/her parents e intrinsic motivation; whereas a
student is more likely to study hard for good grades and a better future e extrinsic motivation. The majority of activities are
generally propelled by extrinsic motivation, i.e., people fundamentally motivated to do something due to the direct and
expected consequence of their actions (Deci and Ryan, 2011; 1985).
However, as Kshetri (2006), in describing cybercriminals e hackers e emphasised, intrinsic motivation may have a superior impact compared to extrinsic motivation. This paper conceptualises extrinsic and intrinsic motivations of cyber crimes
as twin interlocking entities, which are difﬁcult to disentangle, and, as Wehmeyer and Little (2009) note, extrinsically
motivated behaviours can parallel intrinsically motivated activities if actors internalise their actions, and experience ﬂow in
their activities. Nevertheless, Layous et al. (2013) pointed out that intrinsically motivated people are more likely to experience
ﬂow than those who are extrinsically motivated. Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi (2002, p.95) deﬁned ﬂow as “the balance of
challenges and skills when both are above average levels for the individual”. This suggests that it is a state of profound taskabsorption and task-enjoyment experience, most likely to condition the actor involved to lose sense of time in doing the task
in question (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, 2000, 2014). Flow experience has the following nine components: [a] Clarity of goals at
every stage [b] Availability of immediate feedback [c] a balance between challenges and skills [d] Interpenetrations of action
and awareness [e] Limited distractions from consciousness [f] Absence of concern in terms of failure [g] The disappearance of
self-consciousness [h] The distortion of sense of time [i] The activity is autotelic (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, 2000, 2014).
Arguably, ﬂow experience is crucial to the understanding of cybercrime motivations.
Given that the type of primary motivation behind an action matters in relation to the opposing forces that could inhibit the
intended action, underlines the importance of incorporating social factors into classiﬁcation schemas. This paper also acknowledges that certain types of cybercrimes listed in Table 1 ﬁt into two or more motivational categories. Although there are
some degrees of overlap between the categories, the primary motivation behind the action is the basic tool to differentiate
between types of cybercrimes. For example, whilst cyber fraud is under the socioeconomic cybercrime category, revenge porn
is under the umbrella of psychosocial cybercrime, as illustrated in Table 1. Theoretically therefore, in complementing the
existing categories, this paper provides a more reﬁned motivational taxonomy based on perpetrators' primary beneﬁts as well
as victims' primary loss, as shown in Table 2.
As Tables 1 and 2 fundamentally illustrate, in socioeconomic cybercrimes, the perpetrator often has a direct contact with
his/her victim; this can be deﬁned as ﬁnancially motivated crimes that are computer or/and internet-mediated, such as online
fraud, romance scam, and e-embezzlement. Psychosocial cybercrime are cybercrimes, which are principally psychologically
driven such as cyber stalking, cyber harassment and cyber rape. Whilst socioeconomic cyber criminals may aim to deﬂate the
economy of their victims, psychosocial cyber criminals focus fundamentally on inﬂicting psychological distress (full analysis
of the implications of the TCF, can be found further down).
Yet there remains a considerable amount of similarity between the two loose categories. Unlike the viewpoint that not all
actors are economically motivated (Hayward, 2007), the analysis of the motivational drives and economic decision-making in
relation to crime in general is more reﬁned (Farrell, 2010). According to Farrell (2010), the application of utility maximisation
rather than monetary beneﬁt or economic maximisation is a more appropriate term to deploy in conceptualising the general
costs and beneﬁts of crime. Hence, psychological beneﬁts, including expressive emotional elements and sensations, are critical
in determining if crime is economically motivated or not. Flowing from the above, different primary motivations underpin
different types of cybercrimes identiﬁed in literature e listed in Table 1. Collaterally, victims of cybercrimes may suffer
differently based on the primary motivation - the perpetrators of cybercrime in question as shown in Table 2. Therefore, this
current paper proposes that cybercrimes are motivated in three different ways: socioeconomic, psychosocial and geopolitical.
In terms of the penetrator-victim transactions, the primary driving forces behind cyber bullying, online harassment and
cyber stalking are psychological in nature. Unlike fraud-based cybercrimes, the injuries as well as the beneﬁts lie within the
realm of the mind. The above distinction is not to suggest that acquisitive motivations involved in ﬁnancial crimes are
absolutely non-psychological. Insights from health psychology (Lazarus, 2006; Lazarus and Folkman, 1984a, 1984b) support
the fact that ﬁnancial loss (e.g. due to cyber fraud) can manifest physiologically as distress. However, the key element of
differentiation between socioeconomic and psychosocial categories is that the primary beneﬁts of the perpetrators as well as
the primary losses of victims are different, as illustrated in Table 2. In contrast, under the binary model discussed above, both
socioeconomic and psychosocial cybercrimes are grouped as one, that is, cyber-enabled crimes. Whereas the lens of the TCF
can further differentiate between the two, as well as a third category: geopolitical (as discussed further below).
For example, when these 3cybercriminals deploy the ‘Freestyle trick’ using accounts on dating sites to befriend/condition
unsuspecting victims to the point that they ‘fall in love’ with them and support them ﬁnancially, the victims of Nigerian

3
The ‘Freestyle trick’ is a preferred/common method of operation among the early career cybercriminals in Nigeria, possibly because it is the simplest one
among multitude of others.
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cybercriminals' ‘Freestyle trick’, may suffer psychological distress as well as ﬁnancial loss, but the primary aim of the perpetrators is commercial gain. In terms of the predicament of victims, economic losses are more grounded in the quantiﬁable
realm than psychosocial cybercrimes that are in the sphere of the mind.
On the other hand, geopolitical cybercrimes can be deﬁned as those e-crimes that involve agents of statecraft or/and
industrial representatives (e.g. cyber espionage). Yet even geopolitical cybercrimes constitute some elements of socioeconomic and psychological cybercrimes as illustrated in Table 2. For example, Hacktivists, primarily aiming to make a political
statement could expose sensitive data from the law enforcement agencies and their actions could have economic, psychosocial and geopolitical consequences on a person or group of people. The collective consequences of the tripartite categories
could lead to a security fault, which this paper calls ‘cyber insecurity’, deﬁned as a situation where security mechanisms in
both the existing cyberspace and physical space cannot guarantee perfect security, nor have the full capacity to resist and
respond to both intentional and unintentional cyberspace threats and hazards. In terms of victim-perpetrator interaction,
while socioeconomic and psychosocial cybercrimes are fundamentally engineered and executed on individual levels,
geopolitical cybercrimes, broadly speaking, are actions of state agents, groups of individuals against other groups, nations or
industrial entities acting on behalf of more complex statecraft or vested interests. In other words, each group e especially but
not limited to, socioeconomic and psychosocial cybercrimes - may involve individual actors or group actors as both targets
and perpetrators. A crucial element of these categories e as illustrated in Table 2, is their capacity to simplify complex sets of
information, given that there are over 30 types of cybercrimes identiﬁed in the existing literature. The TCF also help to
enhance our understanding of ‘cybercriminals’, and their geopolitical, socioeconomic and psychosocial factors. Another
signiﬁcant issue is that, unless they go against the grain that constitutes ‘normality’ in their home country, agents of statecraft
that commit geopolitical cybercrimes are rarely considered ‘criminals’ at all. The assumption underpinning this is that they
represent authority, rather than subversion. Therefore it is the nation they represent that is categorized as criminal, unlike
individual subcultural rule breakers such as the Nigerian 4419 cybercriminals.
5. What is ‘cybercrime’ in Nigeria?
Drawing on the TCF as shown in Tables 1 and 2, the focus of this discourse conﬁnes itself to an examination of Nigeria e
representing the Sub-Saharan region, as an exemplary cultural context. It is critical therefore to underscore the peculiar
economic-beneﬁt induced trend of cybercrime in Nigeria - generalisable to other Sub-Saharan nations such as 5Ghana, which
may not represent squarely the hydra-headed nature of cybercrime in Western societies. Although there are multiple variations on how ‘419 fraud’ happens (e.g. Adogame, 2007; Igwe, 2007; Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011; FBI, 2016), monetary
beneﬁt is central to the Nigerian 419 fraud as illustrated in Fig. 2 (for fuller accounts on how 419 happens, see the above
authors). Although cybercrime is a global phenomenon, in most Western nations, in addition to socioeconomic cybercrime,
the term cybercrime represents a range of computer/Internet-mediated crimes under the umbrella of psychosocial and
geopolitical cybercrimes e see Tables 1 and 2. Couched within the aim of establishing the particularities of cybercrime in
Nigeria is a wider critique of prevailing taxonomies of cybercrime. Nigerian cybercriminals to date, have been consistently
implicated in money-oriented rather than psychosocial and geopolitical cybercrimes. In fact, the convergence of emerging
evidence reinforces that perpetrators of cybercrimes in Nigeria focus exclusively on cyber-fraud (Ojedokun and Eraye, 2012;
Smith, 2008; Tade and Aliyu, 2011; Adogame, 2007; Doyon-Martin, 2015; Chawki et al., 2015b; Akpome, 2015; Ellis, 2016;
Ibrahim, 2016). Arguably, the Nigerian 419 fraud invented and revolutionalised by Nigerian kingpins such as Fred Ajudua
(Longe et al., 2010) is rooted in socioeconomics.
Given the foregoing remarks, cybercrime in Nigeria can be conceptualised simply as the use of computer/Internet to
commit fraud. According to the yardstick of the binary model, the use of computer/Internet to commit fraud falls under the
scaffolding of cyber-enabled crime (see Fig. 1). Unlike ICCC's (2010) survey, which concentrated mainly on a range of 6cyberenabled crimes as shown in Table 3, some recent enquiries which focused exclusively on cyber-dependent crimes could not
locate Nigeria at the upper part of the cybercrime perpetrators' hierarchy (e.g. Kaspersky, 2016). This comparison between
these observations support the notion that Nigerian cybercriminals are more implicated in cyber-enabled than cyberdependent (or techno-centric cybercrime) listed in Fig. 1. Does this not suggest problems with prevailing taxonomies of
cybercrime?
If we look at the Nigerian case through the lens of the binary model (see Fig. 1), the problem is that we would be led to
conclude that cybercrime in Nigeria is just cyber-enabled. Cybercrime in Nigeria is fundamentally rooted in socioeconomics,
whereas the cyber-enabled crime framework encompasses a range of other crimes such cyber-bullying and cyber rape. This is
problematic. In terms of cyber-bullying and cyber rape, the perpetrators' gains and the victims' losses, as illustrated in Table 2,
are primarily psychosocial unlike cyber-fraud (which is primarily rooted in economic gains/losses). It suggests problems with

4
“419 is coined from section 419 of the Nigerian criminal code (part of Chapter 38: Obtaining Property by false pretences; Cheating) dealing with fraud.
Nowadays, the axiom ‘419’ generally refers to a complex list of offences which in ordinary parlance are related to stealing, cheating, falsiﬁcation, impersonation, counterfeiting, forgery and fraudulent representation of facts” (Chawki et al., 2015b, pp.129).
5
‘Nigeria and Ghana are Anglophone Sub-Saharan nations separated and surrounded by Francophone nations. Despite multiple ethnic variations within
and across these two countries, they have similarities: British colonisation, English language, relatively, similar time of independence’ (Ibrahim, 2015, p.
312).
6
Cyber-enabled crime and people-centric cybercrime will henceforth be interchangeably used.
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Fig. 2. How the Nigerian 419 happens.

Table 3
Top ten types of cybercrime covered by ICCC (2010).
Type

Percentage Deﬁnitions

1. Non-delivery
Merchandise
2. FBI-Related Scams
3. Identity Theft
4. Computer Crimes

21.1%

Purchaser did not receive items purchased, or seller did not receive payment for items

16.6%
10.1%
9.3%

Scams in which a criminal poses as the FBI to defraud victims
Unauthorised use of victim's personally identifying information to commit fraud
1) Crimes that target computer networks or devices directly
2) Crimes facilitated by computer networks or devices
Variety of scams meant to defraud the public such as work-at-home scams and fraudulent contests

5. Miscellaneous
7.7%
Fraud
6. Advance Fee Fraud 6.1%
7. Spam
8. Auction
9. Credit Card Fraud
10. Overpayment
Fraud

4.1%
4.0%
3.6%
3.4%

Criminals convince victims to pay a fee to receive something of value, but do not deliver anything of value to the
victim
Mass-produced, unsolicited bulk messages
Fraudulent transactions that occur in the context of an online auction
Fraudulent, unauthorised charging of goods and services to a victim's credit card
An incident in which the complainant receives an invalid monetary instrument with instructions to deposit it in a
bank account and send the deposited money back to the sender

the binary model because these other crimes under the umbrella of psychosocial cybercrime may not be primarily rooted in
economic gains/loss (as illustrated in Table 2). In other words, whilst socioeconomic cybercrime constitutes only a subcategory of cyber-enabled crime, a cyber-enabled conceptual framework comprises a range of crimes other than cyberfraud. Therefore, clearly, the existing binary categories discussed above are ill equipped to differentiate between psychosocial, socioeconomic and geopolitical cybercrime. The crux is that the evidence that support the centrality of socioeconomic
cybercrime in Nigeria, concomitantly suggest problems with the dual model of cybercrime. These illustrations highlight the
usefulness or utility of the TCF, which is more robust than the prevailing taxonomies in dealing with the complexities of
numerous varieties of cybercrime.
6. Internet crime complaint centre: the critique of evidence
Having offered a theoretical critique of the prevailing models of cybercrime, this article will render problematic the basis
for 7ICCC's (2006e2010) claim on ‘cybercrime perpetrators’ league table’, i.e., Nigeria being the third worst nation in the
world. The FBI in partnership with the National White Collar Crime Center, aiming to reduce the volume of economic loss by

7

It is noteworthy that unlike ICCC's (2006e2010), ICCC (2011e2014) reports exclude the perpetrators' league table.
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Internet crime, established the Internet Crime Complaint Centre (ICCC or IC3) in May 2000. As its name implies, the ICCC is a
center to receive victims' complaints concerning ‘cybercrime’ and over the past years, the ICCC received about 300,000 responses annually (ICCC, 2008; ICCC, 2009; ICCC, 2010; ICCC, 2011; ICCC, 2012; ICCC, 2013; ICCC, 2014; FBI, 2015). These data
appear to be robust because they come directly from the people who experience the offence. However, the accuracy of responses were only self-reportedly measured, which highlights the ICCC's over-reliance on participants' honesty and accuracy.
Secondly, given that it is only a small percentage of people who voluntarily report themselves as victims of cybercrime
(Bohme and Moore, 2012) or crime in general (Reiner, 2010), the generalisability of the populist claim is questionable. In fact,
according to the FBI (2014), less than 10% of people report themselves as victims of cybercrime globally. Apart from cybercrime being underreported, the vast bulk of cybercrime as Brenner (2007) and Brenner (2012) pointed out, is undetected.
Arguably, even if an average of 300,000 respondents could be seen as a huge sample size in itself, it is far from being
representative of the general population of all victims of cybercrime on earth. Additionally, there is the possibility that a
majority of responses obtained by the ICCC may represent a selective group. For example, people who perceive themselves as
‘victims’ of the law are unlikely to channel their predicaments to the FBI. Also, Asian and African populations in the ICCC's
global research were not signiﬁcantly represented in comparison to North American and European populations. As Stevens
(2011, p.9) reminded us, “statistics, even when they represent the underlying reality, are socially and selectively constructed,
and cannot (or should not) simply speak for themselves”. Therefore, regarding the cases that come to light, even if their
statistical basis should be taken at face value, the claim is far from straightforward. A league table therefore is a pictorial
representation of that construction, which not only renders invisible the process of construction, but also obscures the entirety of what it represents.
Thirdly, whilst the media and the political discourses tend to amplify the moral panic on the Nigerian 419 fraud (e.g.
Adogame, 2007), Akpome (2015), in ‘unsettling the myth of Nigerian exceptionalism’ contended, there is an impossibility of
knowing if every cyber-criminal using the Nigerian 419 letter/email templates is actually a 8Nigerian citizen. It is reasonable
also to point out that, there is an impossibility of knowing if some of those perpetrators grouped as ‘Americans’ or ‘British’ are
not citizens of other nations. The key point here is that it is challenging to isolate cybercriminals from other nations and world
regions who may have as Adogame (2007, p.7) pointed out, ‘masked themselves as Nigerians and entered the theatre of 419
fraud as actors’. One of the implications is that, as Reiner (2010) noted, most people depend on the media, law enforcement
agencies and politicians for ‘authentic’ information on issues such as crime. Regarding the Nigerian case, bearing in mind that
some victims may not have accurate information about the actual perpetrators' identities, suggests that the media and political rhetoric on the ‘Nigerian’ fraud letter/emails may have unintended knock-on-effects on some victims reporting
cybercriminals disproportionately as Nigerians. Given that ‘there is a long-standing demonisation of Nigeria in the West as
being full of criminals’ (Agozino, 2003, p. 231) reinforces the notion that the ICCC's league table framed with a loose term
‘cybercrime perpetrators’ may have factored and impacted on some victims' perceptions.
Lastly, as shown in Table 3, over 90% of crimes covered (2006e2010) were primarily ‘cyber-fraud’ and under this speciﬁc
category (which this article called socioeconomic cybercrime), Nigeria was found to be the third worst nation. Could the
outcome be any different if geopolitical and psychosocial categories were covered? Given the limitations of the binary model,
could the effect of the ICCC's report on various discourses be any different if the exclusion of geopolitical and psychosocial
categories were made explicitly? This highlights the usefulness of the tripartite framework as it helps to simplify such leaguetable-claim into a nuanced umbrella (e.g. socioeconomic cybercrime). Unlike the popular representation of the ICCC's report
in various discourses such as the media (e.g. ‘Nigeria ranked third in the world for cybercrime’ in Balancing Act, 2014), if we
should view ICCC's (2006e2010) reports through the lens of the TCF, we could interpret it differently: ‘cybercrimes are
motivated by three possible factors: socioeconomic, psychosocial and geopolitical. As regards to the socioeconomic category,
Nigeria was found to rank third in the world’. The term ‘cybercrime’ embodies multiple strands of crimes other than the
socioeconomic category.
7. Further justiﬁcations for the usefulness of the TCF
In turn, this paper has developed another scope for categorizing cybercrime (TCF), having critiqued the prevailing taxonomies and rendered problematic the statistics relied on to inform the prevalence of cybercrime perpetrators across nations.
Accordingly, it will henceforth offer further justiﬁcations for the usefulness of the TCF. One of the implications is that if the
ICCC's reports and the likes are framed with TCF, the outcomes could be most precise. Concurrently, both the immediate
outcomes and their subsequent knock-on-effects could be different and to a great extent, less ambiguous.
Let us suppose, hypothetically, that river A, B and C have between them the greatest numbers of ‘animals’ (ﬁshes and
reptiles) in the world: river A has 4000 ﬁshes, and 2000 reptiles, river B has 2000 ﬁshes and 8000 reptiles, river C has 3000
ﬁshes and 6000 reptiles. If we were required to count the numbers of all the ‘animals’ in them and reported only our ﬁndings
about ﬁsh, without applying the basic categorisation of ‘animals’ already in place, which includes reptiles as well as ﬁsh, we
could and would be led to say that: ‘regarding animals that live only in water, river A has 2000 more animals than river B and
1000 animals more than river C’. By the same token, river A, river C and river B e in descending order of signiﬁcance, have the

8
For example, the ﬁrst known exponent of the present day 419 fraud, a former employee of Marine Department of the colonial government of Lagos in
1920 e ‘Professor’ Crentsil, came from Ghana (Ellis, 2016).
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greatest numbers of animals that live only in water. We would then be led to conclude that river A has the greatest number of
animals in the world when it is only in ‘ﬁsh’ category that river A is dominant. River B and river C both have more animals than
river A in terms of the other category of animals called ‘reptiles’. In fact, regarding the overall population of animals in these
three rivers, in an ascending order of rank, river A, C, and B have the greatest number of animals in the world. This information
is made easy because categories map the perceived world structure closely. The TCF could help to showcase data in a clear
light by funneling information into nuanced umbrellas.
Beyond abstraction, TCF could be useful in policy-making processes, given that to simplify a complex set of data and
maximise information intake with the least mental effort are at the heart of the TCF. The utilitarian value of the TCF could
translate into policy-making processes because the instruments of persuasion in policy-making arenas, are often constructed
with ‘killer-charts’ rather than elaborate text and analysis. ‘Many policy documents transmitted between policy making civil
servants are mostly characterised by bullet points and simple diagrams e they do not grant lengthy analysis of imprecise
nature of knowledge’ (Stevens, 2011, p.9). Arguably, bearing in mind the forgoing remarks on the nature of policy-making
operational-practice, the TCF could be a useful ‘story telling’ tool in the hands of policy makers. This speciﬁc usefulness of
the TCF emphasises that a robust taxonomy in cybercrime scholarship is by no means a sign of regress but on the contrary, an
indication of progress.
Furthermore, given that everyone who may be interested in cybercrime reports may not be an ‘expert’ in cybercrime, the
TCF would provide a simpliﬁed tool of making sense of the complexities around the conceptualisation of cybercrime. Simply
put, the TCF would have helped to showcase the statistical results of the ICCC's endeavours (and other cybercrime oriented
undertakings) in a clearer light. In turn, it reinforces the elementary principles and the psychological beneﬁts of categorisation (Rosch, 1978), which is central to the TCF. Therefore, the inability to differentiate between socioeconomic, geopolitical
and psychosocial cybercrime is not a feature of the binary models alone: it limits the precision and clarity of ICCC's
(2008e2010) reports as well. The crux is that the ICCC's umbrella term: ‘cybercrime’ or ‘cybercrime perpetrators’ is
ambiguous and misleading at best.
It is not only misleading: it has consequences on the emerging academic discourse in Nigeria over the years. Speciﬁcally, it
has inﬂuenced the framing of most scholarly endeavours in Nigeria (e.g. Adomi and Igun, 2008), which echo a sense of ‘moral
panic’ on ‘419’ phenomenon. Relatedly, the ICCC's reports could be implicated in supplying ‘ammunitions’ to ‘Western propaganda machinery, which often blows the Nigerian 419 fraud-news out of proportion’ (Adogame, 2007, p.7). Given that
repeating discourses normalise their claim, the problem is deep. Whilst there is a total absence of social/contextual taxonomies in cybercrime scholarship, it is not difﬁcult to notice the presence of ‘league tables’ as well as the binary models
discussed above. This mismatch could be implicated in the uncritical representation of ‘Nigeria as the third worst nation’ in
cybercrime literature (Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011; Adomi and Igun, 2008). Based on the premise that conceptualising
cybercrime is challenging, this article therefore aims to stimulate contemporary scholarly endeavours from Nigeria and
elsewhere to look beyond the ‘league tables’ and the binary models and consider contextual/social nuances at play. This is one
of the usefulness of the TCF as it has the capacity to enable a clearer conceptualisation of cybercrime in Nigeria and beyond.
Unlike geopolitical and psychosocial categories, socioeconomic cybercrime is prevalent in Nigeria. Bearing in mind that
the recognition of the socio-cultural fabric elements of a given situation is at the core of this paper, reinforces its value. The
over-reliance on the populist ‘league table’ and the binary models in cybercrime scholarship has led some authors (e.g. Adomi
and Igun, 2008; Chawki et al., 2015b) to overlook jurisdictional cultures and nuances. It has possibly misled some people in
policy arenas. As Lagazio et al. (2014) observed, the orchestration of the fear of cybercrime in itself stimulates over-spending
on defense measures as strategic responses by various states. Hyped rates of cybercrime in Nigeria by various discourses
(academic, media) framed with the limitations of the prevailing taxonomies above have possibly inﬂuenced people in policymaking arenas. These conditions could be implicated in having knock-on-effects as AllAfrica (2013) pointed out, on the rise of
the Nigerian government's budgets/expenses on cyber security oriented issues. Bearing in mind that there is a general
‘paranoia’ on the social ‘problem’ of Nigerian criminals (e.g. Agozino, 2003; Adogame, 2007), the concerns of international
communities could creep into regional policy responses against the cybercrime ‘problem’. In turn, international communities'
concerns help to stretch the already over-stretched Nigerian expenses on a wide spectrum of cybercrime problem. The TCF
would not only help to question the taken-for-granted assumptions on Nigerian cybercriminals' position on the global map,
but also help policy makers to funnel down resources to cope with the speciﬁc category where Nigeria is most vulnerable. The
key point is that the beneﬁts of the TCF in coping with the complexities around cybercrime conceptualisation, outweigh that
of the prevailing cybercrime taxonomies.
8. Historical perspectives: the Nigerian 419 fraud
Having problematised ICCC's (2006e2010) claim, it is worth considering the background to the Nigerian 419 fraud. ‘Scam’
is an age-old game in all human societies and the Nigerian 419 fraud, like its historical antecedents such as the Spanish
Prisoner Swindle (Ogwezzy, 2012; Whitaker, 2013), has emerged from a particular history. Therefore, to dismiss long-term
historical perspectives is vulnerable to omit critical factors necessary to understand the social and contextual platforms on
which ‘419 fraud’ has emerged. The underlying idea is to further develop the socioeconomic theory of Nigerian cybercriminals
e answer to the question, what is cybercrime in Nigeria? Historically, socioeconomic cybercrime in contemporary Nigerian
society metamorphised as Igwe (2007) narrated, from various types of deceptive ‘games’ played in pre-colonial Nigeria. Like
all human societies, the contemporary Nigerian society that has sprouted from the ruins of three ancient West African
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Fig. 3. Cultural relics of scam.

kingdoms: Benin kingdom, Bornu empire, and Songhai empire, (Shuter, 2008) has not done away with the relics of scam. Such
scam-games of pre-colonial Nigeria are called the ancient relics of scam, as illustrated in Fig. 3 below. These relics of scam may
be conceptualised as ancient assemblages of beliefs and practices that have evolved over time and entangled with the
contemporary Nigerian democracy and politics, to become a common ‘toolbox’ for money success. Drawing from Robinson
and McAdams (2015), in order to communicate this theoretical position beyond abstraction, the relics of scam hypothesis
is simpliﬁed down to a set of verbal postulates, a box-and-arrow diagram e as illustrated in Fig. 3 below. One of the primary
rationales being to enhance our understanding with the least cognitive effort. During the colonial period in Nigeria, whilst
some commentators observed that ‘crime’ made little appeal to young Nigerians (e.g. Paterson, 1944), others noticed that
Nigerian schoolboys were very gifted in the psychology of manipulations (e.g. US Consulate 1949). It could be that the former
were referring to the general population of Nigerian youth, whereas the latter were referring to a speciﬁc group of young
Nigerians e those who had the opportunity to embrace Western education in the 1940s. Besides, a majority of these reports
on schoolboys were generated directly from their head teachers. The key point is that ‘schoolboys’ rather than ‘illiterates’
were principally implicated in authoring various kinds of letters, claiming as Ellis (2016) commented, to be sellers of diamonds, ivory, gold, and other exotic items from ‘Africa’, whereas they were the ‘Wayo trickers’ e fraudsters. However, the
‘destiny’ of ‘Wayo trickers’ changed drastically when petroleum was found in Nigeria (Adogame, 2007).
Petroleum was discovered in Nigeria four years prior to the ofﬁcial end of colonial rule in 1960. Consequently, petroleum
became the dominant pillar of the Nigerian economy (Adogame, 2007). In turn, as Saro-wiwa (1989, p.21) commented, most
political elites saw the oil-money as ‘a national cake, already baked, ready to be shared’. For them, ruling the nation has
nothing to do with nation-building but has everything to do with the funneling of federal money into personal bank accounts.
While corruption is a global phenomenon, there is a long-standing view that Nigeria is not one of the ‘cleanest’ nations in the
world (Transparency International, 2014). Although the petroleum boom has boosted the magnitude of corrupt practices in
Nigeria, it also has some beneﬁts.
As Smith (2008) described, the Nigerian petroleum boom was responsible for boosting the fertility rate as well as
increasing the inﬂow of foreign scholars and workers in the 1970s. Consequently, numbers of educated people in Nigeria
increased massively. However, nothing lasts indeﬁnitely, and in the 1980s the price of oil fell drastically, rapidly deﬂating the
Nigerian economy, but not corrupt practices. As oil boom became oil doom, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) entered
the equation. To paraphrase Adogame (2007, p.8) ‘IMF by prescribing deregulation exercises, austerity measures as the only
panacea to economic reconstruction, ensnared Nigeria into a vicious circle of perpetual money borrowing and interest
paying’. The misappropriation of these loans further deteriorated the economy. This was how the IMF, 9corrupt practices of
some politicians and political impunity became hopelessly interwoven with 419 fraud.

9

For example, General Sanni Abacha, Nigerian president from 1993 to 1998 corruptly amassed a personal wealth of up to 4 billion USD (Igwe, 2007).
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Speciﬁcally, Apfer (1999), in his analysis of ‘IBB ¼ 419’, elaborated that, under General Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida (a.k.a.
IBB), the longest-serving Nigerian Military regime (1985e1993) supported 419 kingpins and beneﬁted directly from them.
IBB's alleged elevated bribery-corruption scheme, political impunity and a range of kickbacks between other politicians and
some foreign companies created real-life ‘scripts’, which added layers of authenticity to early 419 criminals' schemes. These
layers of authenticity made the Nigerian 419 fraud templates invaluable/attractive to swindlers e Nigerians and nonNigerians. It is easier for swindlers to modify/use the ‘authentic’ templates with track record of success, than to reinvent the
wheel of the game. In other words, many of the fraud templates originated from plausible, or even genuine, crime scenarios.
Evidently, as Adogame (2007) and Bretton (1962) observed, whilst numerous foreign companies found bribery and falsifying
of paper work as keys to beneﬁt from Nigeria, the politicians saw foreigners as a means of acquiring abundant wealth. The
marriage between them over the years has produced voluminous ‘419 fraud templates' and reinforces the idea that cybercrime in Nigeria is rooted in socioeconomics. As a result therefore of a sequence of events that interpenetrate one another to
worsen the state of the economy, unemployed graduates, predominantly male, became a part of the equation.
Given the condition of the Nigerian economy in the 1980s, it was not difﬁcult for most unemployed graduates to become
vulnerable to 419 scamming (e.g. Adogame, 2007; Smith, 2008). It could be that the petroleum boom in the 1970s provided an
elevated aspirational-level for university students. In consequence, higher expectations made the acceptance of
unemployment-induced destitution ‘harder’ for recent graduates than for control groups, that is, average unemployed individuals. This echoes the discrepancy theory of satisfaction (Michalos,1985) in positive psychology, which postulates that
upward social comparisons create a discrepancy between expectations and actual life events e upward social comparisons
are most likely to stimulate lesser rather than greater satisfaction (see also Cooper and Artz, 1995; Perales and Tomaszewski,
2015).
The ‘gap’ or discrepancy between expectations and actual rewards chieﬂy determines whether people have low or high
levels of satisfaction (Michalos, 1985; Cooper and Artz, 1995). However, this is not to concede that there is a causal relationship between unemployment and offending rates. The links between them despite showing some fairly clear patterns, are
far from straightforward (e.g. Newburn, 2016). The most consistent view is that online crimes (as well as terrestrial crimes) in
Nigeria are male dominated (e.g. Ojedokun and Eraye, 2012; Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011). This is important because male
domination of cyber-fraud in Nigeria is linked to the socioeconomic cybercrime theory of Nigerian cyber-criminals, which, in
turn, suggests fundamental problems with the prevailing binary category of cybercrime.

9. Socio-fabric elements and cultural landscapes
The explanations as to why adult males in Nigeria have been implicated in the bulk of socioeconomic cybercrime demands
the application of cultural insights. The rationale being that there is an intersectionality of issues of interpersonal relationships in physical spaces and cyberspace. Cultural constellations of people in social contexts affect people's activities in cyberspace. The centrality of socioeconomic cybercrime in Nigeria is linked to the centrality of the patriarchal system. As
Ibrahim (2015) pointed out, the strong patriarchal system and customary ‘common-sense’ in Nigeria among other factors,
encourage men culturally, unlike women, to be the breadwinners. Due to men's cultural positionality in society in relation to
women, men are generally more ‘desperate’ to achieve ﬁnancial success. Indeed, contemporary scholars articulate that some
cyber-criminals in the Sub-Saharan region go as far as deploying mystical/spiritual powers to enhance their exploits online
(e.g. Tade, 2013 in Nigeria; Armstrong, 2011 in Ghana). The key point here is that regarding cybercrime, the primary aims of
most Nigerian cyber-criminals converge on defrauding as many victims as possible (Smith, 2008; Akpome, 2015), which is
illustrative of socioeconomic cybercrime, rather than for example, psychosocial cybercrime (please see Table 2 for victimperpetrator primary and secondary loss/beneﬁts).
One of the considerations that shape this trend is the local philosophy and demonstrable reality that, if a man is ﬁnancially
successful, he has ‘unlimited’ privileges in multiple facets of life-domains, unlike in Western society. For example, a man who
has the means, regardless of his age, under customary and Islamic marriages can marry multiple wives. He can even marry
wives as young as fourteen or thirteen years old, in some cases, depending on his ‘tastes’ (Nigerian Marriage Act, 1990;
Ogunde, 2016; Monk et al. in press). Apart from the Nigerian common-sense custom allowing polygamy, a man's adultery
is socio-culturally perceived as ‘a heroic feat’ (Chinwuba, 2015, p.305). These types of relationships shapes the manner in
which a given society perceives its adult females at a particular historical point in time and how women are expected to relate
to adult males (Ajayi and Owumi, 2013; Ibrahim, 2015; Chinwuba, 2015; Ogunde, 2016). It also extends to future generations
and impacts on the children - the 10image-of-childhood in the Sub-Saharan region (Rwezaura, 1998; Ibrahim and Komulainen,
2016). A strong patriarchal system helps to perpetuate these types of cultural landscapes, which in turn shape the socioeconomic crime in Nigeria. Unlike in some Western nations, the cultural landscapes inherent in Nigeria invoke relatively
positive societal reactions, towards any man who has ﬁnancial success (irrespective of the source of such a success e e.g.
cyber-fraud) (see also Becker, 1967 on social reactions). Such background evidence reinforces that the Nigerian cyber criminals' are primarily monetary-driven as illustrated in Table 2. Therefore, the Nigerian cybercriminals (popularly ranked third)

10
The ‘image-of-childhood' refers broadly to the manner in which a given society perceives its children at a particular historical point in time and how
children are expected to relate to the adult world (Ibrahim and Komulainen, 2016).
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are under one nuanced umbrella of cybercrime e cyber-fraud (socioeconomic cybercrime), which is not made clear through
the lens of the binary model as the well as ICCC's (2008e2010) observations.
The above social and contextual factors informed the core of present day cybercrime in Nigeria. Arguably, these forms of
cultural landscapes are possibly the explanations for the centrality of socioeconomic cybercrime in Nigeria, which suggests
problems with the existing binary model of cybercrime as aforementioned. The implication is that what is cybercrime in
Britain or in the USA - ranked second and ﬁrst respectively, (ICCC, 2010) does not ﬁt squarely within the contextual meaning of
cybercrime in Nigeria. For instance, unlike the Sub-Saharan region, as Sheridan et al. (2014) pointed out, in most Western
nations, cyber stalking is a social problem. Another implication is that these social and contextual factors also challenge the
simplistic rendering of cyberspace and physical space as two different entities with easily deﬁned boundaries as they are
intertwined, as shown in Fig. 3. Evidently, the particularities of cybercrime in Nigeria support the incorporation of social and
contextual factors into cybercrime classiﬁcations and consequently, render problematic the existing taxonomies.
10. Conclusion
This article has aimed to establish the particularities of cybercrime in Nigeria and whether these suggest problems with
prevailing taxonomies of cybercrime. It has examined the explanatory capacity of the existing taxonomies in making sense of
what is true of all societies, and what is true of one society at one point in time and space. Thus, these analyses have helped to
propose that whilst in Nigeria, cybercrime is fundamentally rooted in socioeconomics, the lenses of the existing cybercrime
taxonomies are not well equipped to project the pattern of this phenomenon clearly. Therefore, in line with motivational
theories framed within the basic psychological framework of categorisation, this paper has not only complemented the
existing taxonomies, but has also offered a more conceptually robust alternative for grouping cybercrime: the TCF. It has
argued that cybercrime can be motivated three possible ways: socioeconomic, psychosocial and geopolitical. Whilst what
constitutes cybercrime in most Western nations such the UK and the USA may involve these three groups, cybercrime in
Nigeria is fundamentally rooted in socioeconomics. Therefore, the conceptual ‘pipelines’ of the cybercrime framework in the
Global North may not hold water in Nigeria e representing the Sub-Saharan region. Drawing together and extending categories of cybercrime, this article has provided a more holistic taxonomy incorporating socioeconomic, psychosocial and
geopolitical motivations. This contribution offers new ways of making sense of numerous variances of cybercrime listed in
Table 1. It also provides a clearer way of conceptualising cybercrime in Nigeria and elsewhere because jurisdictional cultures
and nuances apply online as they do ofﬂine.
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Abstract— The causations of crimes that are relevant in the

activities [2], [4], especially socioeconomic cybercrime, locally
known as 1419 crimes in Nigeria [5]. Socioeconomic
cybercrimes may be conceptualised as intentional fraud-based
crimes that are computer or/and internet-mediated, such as
cyber fraud, romance scams, and e-embezzlement. Therefore,
‘cybercrime2’ in the Federal Republic of Nigerian is rooted in
socioeconomics [4]. This paper aims to explore parents’
perceptions of the factors that cause socioeconomic cybercrime
in Nigeria, and argues for the need to consider juvenile
delinquency as a contributory factor.

cyberspace concurrently impact in the physical space and vise versa.
This paper aims to explore parents’ perceptions of the factors that
cause socioeconomic cybercrime in Nigeria. Despite a long-standing
view that the juvenile offenders of today could become the hardened
criminals of tomorrow, and the conclusions of a number of
developmental theories on the stability of delinquency across the life
course, the existing data on cybercrimes in Nigeria have principally
been derived from studies involving university students. Yet,
individuals’ moral-standard-levels, which shape their offending
capacities, are mostly developed in childhood. The empirical basis for
this paper is face-to-face interviews with 17 Nigerian parents regarding
children’s vulnerability to involvement in cybercrime. Drawing upon
qualitative data, this paper argues that a complex web of familial
factors and structural forces, alongside cultural forces, explains the
degree of cybercrime involvement on the part of Nigerian youths.

The term juvenile delinquency is socio-culturally constructed
[6] yet numerous researchers such as Farrington [7], Loeber et
al. [8] and Moffitt [9] have broadly defined it as a set of lawbreaking behaviors. This current paper agrees with the above
authors’ definitions of juvenile delinquency. The family is
crucial in shaping children’s behavior [10]. Yet, as Belsky and
Jaffee [11] pointed out, the success of good parenting depends
on environmental forces, familial factors and children’s
individual characteristics. Building upon Belsky and Jaffee’s
[11] idea, Ibrahim’s [12] analysis of cultural penalties of
divorce in Nigeria/Ghana categorised juvenile delinquency risk
factors into tripartite branches as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Keywords—Socioeconomic cybercrime; Nigerian 419 fraud,
Area Boys, Yahoo Boys, juvenile delinquency; family factors,
corruption, cyber criminology.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nigeria is an Anglophone Sub-Saharan nation, surrounded by
Francophone nations and the Gulf of Guinea. Despite having
over two hundred ethnic variations, speaking numerous
languages, it uses English as its official language due to
colonialisation by the British [1]. As a result, pidgin English
generally serves as a lingua franca for most Nigerians [2].
Nigeria is seen as the third worst country globally when it
comes to the prevalence of cybercrime perpetrators [3].
However, the cybercrime ‘league tables’ are problematic,
because the statistics relied on to inform the prevalence of
cybercrime perpetrators across nations are socially and
selectively constructed [4]. The Internet Crime Complaint
Centre’s [3] ‘league tables’ are merely pictorial representations
of that construction [4]. The most consistent view is that young
adult males have been implicated in the bulk of online criminal

In Nigeria, however, there has historically been a total absence
of empirical study on juvenile delinquency, up until official
colonialisation ended in 1960 [13]. Whilst juvenile delinquency
has been extensively investigated in the Global North, studies
based on Sub-Saharan nations are scanty [12], [14]. In part,
what one quickly notices is that, numerous studies conducted in
Western societies have examined individual, familial and
structural factors, whereas familial factors exclusively
dominate most Nigerian studies on juvenile delinquency [12].
The centrality of family and the notion of ‘family name’ are also
critical socio-cultural explanations for this paradigm in
Nigerian literature [15]. For Ebbe [15, pp.356], ‘family-name’,

and

fraudulent

1 “419 is “coined from section 419 of the Nigerian criminal code

impersonation,

dealing with fraud. Nowadays, the axiom ‘419’ generally refers to a
list of offences [such as] stealing, cheating, falsification,

2 The term ‘cybercrime’ in this article means: socioeconomic

counterfeiting,

forgery

representation of facts [5, pp. 129].
cybercrime.

1

is culturally perceived as supreme in Nigeria, and must be
protected more than members’ rights and tendencies.

are parents’ perceptions of the causes of cybercrime
involvement among Nigerian children? One possible
explanation for the disjunction between research on cybercrime
and research on juvenile delinquency could be located in the
absence of longitudinal studies in Nigeria and the African
continent as a whole (apart from the recent scholarly endeavor
in Ethiopia, a longitudinal study called Young Lives, by Virginia
Morrow and colleagues).
This suggests that, in terms of cybercrime, limited studies have
investigated the early risk factors. To paraphrase Kazdin et al.
[21, pp.377], ‘risk factors are associated with an increase in the
probability (risk) of a particular outcome over the base rate of
the outcome among control groups’ (see also [22]). This present
paper aims to fill this gap in the literature, by looking at risk
factors that may influence Nigerian children’s involvement in
cybercrime. Unlike previous studies on cybercrime in Nigeria,
this paper stresses the need to consider the role of the family in
discouraging or encouraging cyber-criminality in children.
University students have often been the focus of cybercrime
literature in Nigeria. However, they have already developed
their level of moral awareness before enrolling as university
students. Support for this position on moral awareness is found
in some studies, which have indicated that the behavior of
adults is more stable than that of children [7], [9]. To this end,
examining how the family environment could shape children’s
behavior could be more beneficial in understanding how to
combat cybercrime than the more typical research focus on
Nigerian universities as cybercrime breeding grounds. At this
point, it is worth focusing on corruption, a key factor that
promotes and sustains cybercrime in Nigeria.

Fig. 1: The Tripartite Branches of Juvenile Delinquency Risk Factors

The cultural meaning of ‘family-name’ is indicative of the
centrality of the family as a major determinant of children’s
behavior in this region. Thus, centrality of the family is crucial
when considering cybercrime and/or terrestrial crime in
Nigeria.
II.

A. Cybercrime and Corruption

LITERATURE REVIEW

Nigeria is not one of the ‘cleanest’ nations in the world [23]
with some researchers claiming that Nigerian society is plagued
with bribery and corruption [2], [4], [24]. Thus, it seems
implausible that some agents of the state, such as the street-level
police officers, would not be involved in illegal practices such
as corruption. Empirical evidence of this is found in Aransiola
and Asindemade’s [18] study, which interviewed 40
cybercriminals in a Nigerian university. Specifically, the
authors explained that, some street-level law enforcement
officers act as informants to cyber-criminals in providing useful
information that support their criminal activities. Some other
scholars have also pointed out that some corrupt politicians
have been implicated in using law enforcement agencies as
political tools to oppress and intimidate their political
opponents [25]. Therefore, the problem lies deep within
Nigerian society. This type of predicament led some scholars to
believe that the overall legal strategies adopted for fighting
cybercrime were ineffective [5], [24]. Other scholars have also
raised concerns that political impunity, bribery and corruption
among representatives of authority have disoriented the moral
compass of most everyday Nigerian civilians [2], [25].
Adeniran [25, p.11] elaborated that “[T]he value that [the
Nigerian] society has placed on wealth accumulated has been a

Whilst juvenile delinquency literature is primarily concerned
with terrestrial crimes, the cybercrime literature is focused, as its
name implies, on digital crimes. The majority of Nigerian
literature on juvenile delinquency concentrates primarily on
children from about 13-18 years [15], [16], [17], whereas most
Nigerian literature on cybercrime focuses principally on
university students [18], [19], [20]. The different patterns of
existing data in these two paradigms have led to different
assertions. Specifically, whilst Sanni et al. [17, pp. 27] in looking
at juvenile delinquency pointed out that a “healthy home
environment is the single most important factor necessary to
keep children from becoming delinquent”, Aransiola and
Asindemade [18, p.762] in examining cybercrime concluded
that, “higher institutions of learning in Nigeria serve as the
breeding grounds for cybercriminals”. The convergence of
Nigerian data on cybercrime has ignored the cybercrime
breeding factors in these criminals’ childhood lives, whereas the
literature on juvenile delinquency has lost sight of the centrality
of the ‘cybercrime phenomenon’ in the lives of young adults in
Nigeria. A person’s family home existed before that person’s
university-environment: the relationship between the two is
worth focusing on. Therefore, the overarching question is, what
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potent determinant of youth involvement in online fraudulent
practices”. This paper aims to explore the role of corruption in
propagating 419 cybercrime activities in Nigeria, from the
perspective of parents.
III.

Based on the level of convergence in the respondents’ reports
(frequency) as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, family-related factors
such as “a good family environment”, parental supervision, and
parental upbringing were the dominant ones in relation to other
macro-level factors such as corruption.

Methods

A. A Good Family Environment

Based on the themes evident in the existing literature, a flexible
qualitative design was deployed. This design was geared to
explore the experiences and perceptions of parents, who are in
Code’s [26] term, ‘local-knowers’, when it comes to children’s
involvement in cybercrime in Nigeria. This paper defines
‘local-knowers’ as Nigerians who have: [a] schooled, lived,
and/or worked in Nigeria until their early thirties (before
relocating to London, England) and [b] directly or vicariously
experienced cybercrime in Nigeria (some of whom may or may
not themselves have been perpetrators of cybercrime in
Nigeria).

All interviewees (n=17) reported that a good family
environment’ is the most important factor in discouraging
Nigerian children’s involvement in cybercrimes. In fact, “a
good family environment” was the main issue that all
respondents most frequently discussed in-depth, regardless of
the particularity of the researcher’s questions or the specificity
of the themes that were used as interview guides. Respondents
generally perceived a good family environment as being the
presence of a consistent and positive role model in children’s
lives. In the language of participant 2BM:
“A child needs a good family environment. A good family
environment is [a home] where the mother and the father are
present in a child’s life, you know...raising the child according
to the values and culture or rather cultural beliefs of that family.
A child [from a good family environment] tends to grow up well
and behave well irrespective of bad things in society [general
societal decadence] surrounding the family environment.”

A. Participants Descriptions
In terms of demographics, out of the 17 respondents, 10 were
male and 7 were female, with a mean age of 45 years. A
majority of them had three children. Fourteen of the participants
lived with a partner/wife/husband as well as their children,
while three were single parents.
B. Data Collection
Snowball sampling was used to recruit participants. In-depth
semi-structured interviews were used as a means of data
collection [27], [28]. The researcher personally interviewed all
seventeen3 participants (in English as well as pidgin English),
with interviews lasting from 50 to 70 minutes. All interviews
were tape recorded with the consent of the interviewees. The
importance of discussing the reasons for young people’s
involvement in cybercrime in Nigeria appears to have
encouraged the participants to consent to the interviews.
C. Identification of Themes and Coding
The researcher’s knowledge and personal ideas about the field
were set aside to the extent possible, with the grounded coding
approach of Ryan and Bernard [27] being applied to the data.
As a result, new themes not found in the existing literature
emerged (e.g. ‘family related factors’) alongside the existing
ones (e.g. corruption). Finally, the researcher validated the
emerged themes with 59% of the respondents, referred to as
membership validation [29].

Fig. 2: Family Related Factors

A. Broken Home
IV.

FINDINGS

3 Twelve respondents were initially interviewed and analyzed. Five

other respondents were interviewed two months later, but no new
themes emerged from the second tranche of interviews.
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Disrupted families and good family environments were
perceived as being at the opposite ends of the continuum.
Respondents felt that a good family environment was more
likely to be attained in intact families than in non-intact homes.
Support for the role of the ‘broken home’ in the family’s wellbeing is evident in participant 8HS’s report:

Also, closely related to ‘parental upbringing’ in Nigeria is
‘family name’, which is a principal driver of most child-rearing
philosophies enunciated above [15]. The sociocultural fear
about endangering one’s family name acts as a crime deterrence
mechanism. The Nigerian emphasis on family name is
illustrated by the following comment from Participant 5EB:

“In a united family, where children have both parents, it is often
difficult to find the children go astray…but in an unsettled home
there is a tendency that the children always go astray morally
and mentally. A single mother is always struggling to raise
money from the market. [As a result, she] cannot be at home to
watch [supervise her] children. Those children have the
tendency to mix up with children from the gutter [have the
tendency to mix up with delinquent peers]”.

“A good family personality [a good family name] serves as a
constant reminder to children. I for one, there are certain things
I wouldn’t want to associate myself with, simply because it
would break the heart of my family. [He looked very pleased
with himself and continued] if you don’t checkmate your
children and ask them the right questions, what kind of seed are
you sowing?”.

B. Culture of the Home
Closely related to the above is what some participants called
“culture of the home”, which they explained was vital in the
shaping of a child’s overall behavior in terms of criminality in
general. According to Participant 7GW:
“Nigerian children are involved in 419 business due to bad
culture. I mean the culture of the home, because every home has
its own culture. If the immediate home of a child has lost its
good cultural values… then the child can be involved in bad
things like 419. As a child, the first point of call is the home:
father and mother. An individual child is like a sheet of paper,
it is what the parents write on it, that moulds the child’s moral
standard. That is why I said that it is the culture of the home
that matters in Nigeria”.
C. Parental Upbringing
Fig. 3: External Factors

In a similar vein, the interviewees frequently mentioned the
issue of parental upbringing (which has a strong correlation
with a good family environment). It was felt that children from
“a good family environment” were more likely to receive a
good-quality parental upbringing than those from a disrupted
family environment. As Participant 8HS stated:

A. Corruption
Apart from familial factors, corruption in society was another
issue that produced a very high degree of consensus, and was
the second most frequently mentioned factor. This suggests
that a link between corruption and family variables could be
constructed, because a family does not exist in a vacuum, but in
society. As Participant 10JB stated reported:

“Parental upbringing matters a lot in Nigeria. The bible says,
‘train up a child the way he will grow up’. When you bring up
your child with a high moral standard, there is every tendency
that such a child will not go astray. Theoretically, if parents
have a high moral standard, there is every tendency that the
children will not have foreign characters [bad characters],
because such parents will always question their children
whenever they notice foreign character in them. For example,
if you don’t question children in Nigeria, that means you
encourage them to get what I would like to call,…‘an
apprenticeship in 419 business’ in later life”.

“Before we start pointing our hands to [the corrupt] Nigerian
government, we have to look deep down in ourselves, our
homes. The corrupt people in top places in Nigeria are from
bad homes, it is bad people we have in various bad homes that
make up a great percentage of bad government we have in
Nigeria…. they preach one thing and practice another”.
Additionally, other participants commented on corrupt
practices among various authority figures in Nigeria, such as
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the police officers. They reported that corruption in Nigeria is a
major driver of cybercrime because four branches – police
officers, politicians, bank officers and spiritualists, all agents of
the state apparatus, often collaborate with cybercriminals.
“My sister used to own a restaurant in Lagos. One day, police
arrested 419 guys who dey celebrate for my sister restaurant
[police arrested some 419 guys who were celebrating in my
sister’s restaurant], but the following day, they returned like say
nothing happened [but the following day, they returned to
continue their celebration as if nothing had happened]. They
boasted that they have settled the police, [bribed the police]
that in fact it was a group of police officers who they did not
settle [bribe], that came to the restaurant to crash their party”
(Participant 5AK).

“In Nigerian universities, there are different social classes and
those on top are mostly cult members, 419 boys [which have a
bond in high social class] because they have high financial
capabilities.
Lastly, whilst there is a link between gang-membership and
cyber-fraud offences, some adult Nigerians seem to sympathize
with cybercriminals. This is evident in a participant’s 3CE
observation:
“If a 419 boy is arrested, people would be sympathetic to him.
They would ask, what type of crime has he committed? Is it just
because he defrauded someone? Is it bigger than the ones
people in government are committing? Why are they treating
the small boy [cybercriminal] as if he has done something
terrible?”

“Bank workers play vital roles [too]. For example, you can
imagine a jobless young man coming to banks to claim huge
amounts of money regularly, without any interview; how come
you are withdrawing large sums of money and you are
unemployed?...Why are you using different names to claim your
money?” (Participant 8HS).

V.

Three key findings emerged from the analyses. Firstly, “a good
family environment” and a range of other family-related factors
encourage ‘high moral standards’ in young people and also
equip them to resist structural corruption in society. Secondly,
Nigerian society appears to have more negative reactions
toward traditional crime than toward cybercrime. Thirdly, some
established cybercriminals in Nigerian universities are ‘gang
members’ who have an external support-network comprised of
people in positions of authority.

Apart from the above-mentioned agents of the state apparatus,
some respondents observed that cyber-criminals sometimes
turn to the spiritual realm to help with their online criminal
activities. Specifically, participant 16Y commented that some
corrupt spiritualists prepare magic armlets for cyber-criminals
in return for economic benefits:

With respect to “a good family environment” and the range of
family-related factors, interviewees frequently brought up the
phrase ‘moral standard’ during their interviews. Some of them
interchangeably referred to ‘moral standards’ as ‘person wey no
sabi wayo’ or ‘person wey no fit magomago’, which means a
person who has a high moral standard or a person who would
never cheat/scam others. While some of them linked it directly
to a person’s susceptibility to involvement in cyber-criminality,
others identified it as being a crucial aspect of quality parenting
in Nigeria.

“Some small boys weh dey come my shop here even say dem
dey use juju take money from people hand for internet” [I heard
from some young men, my customers here (referring to her
shop), that they – cybercriminals, are using magic to defraud
their victims]
B

Peer Group

Also, some respondents felt that merely associating with
delinquent peers could make a child more vulnerable to
corruption in adulthood. This notion was vividly captured in
Participant 5EB’s statement:

This notion of ‘moral standard’ echoes Situational Action
Theory (SAT) [30], [31], [32], [33], which postulated that
regardless of a person’s level of self-control, a high moral
standard is necessary and sufficient to buffer them from
becoming involved in criminal activities. The centrality of the
family in instilling strong morality in people during childhood
is critical: a person with a low level of morality is deemed most
likely to cyber victimize others. Also, if people develop high
moral standards during childhood, they would be more
equipped to eschew corrupt practices in society. Arguably, a
good family environment could be invaluable in protecting
children and instilling resilience, autonomy and self-regulation
against structural corruption. Also, the fact that most
cybercrime breeding factors in Nigeria converge remarkably
along the lines of familial variables reinforces a long-standing
assertion in the Nigerian juvenile delinquency literature.
According to this long-standing assertion, family-related

“A lot of the things children grew up with, they pick up from
home, peers, friends, and the people they associate with. In
Nigeria, when the parental upbringing is weak, children
normally follow a bad convoy of peers, because in Nigeria there
is constant drive to follow the wagon: “if you can’t beat them,
you join them”.
C

DISCUSSION

University Environment

Other participants indicated that even when young people leave
their homes to acquire a university education, they often
become vulnerable to university-campus gang membership, the
notion being that gang members are most likely to participate
in cyber-fraud offences. This idea was captured below:
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factors are the most important ones in terms of juveniles’ risks
for involvement in criminal activities [16], [17]. One possible
explanation for this assertion is that family obligations are at the
core of the Nigerian cultural values and societal expectations
encourage these values in people.

‘cyber-criminality’ and ‘cultism’ are very visible. A majority of
‘area boys’ in Nigerian universities are university cult
members. As Tade [20] articulated, most cyber-criminals have
been implicated in cultism and the use of “magic” to ensnare
their victims. In fact, data from this current study revealed that,
cybercriminals (yahoo boys), university ‘thugs’ (area boys),
and university cult members (cult boys) are intertwined; they
collectively sustain the highest level of social hierarchy within
the Nigerian university context.

Secondly, in Nigeria, there is less negative societal reaction
against cybercrime than terrestrial crimes such as armed
robbery. This socio-cultural ‘understanding’ could be due to the
relative absence of ‘real victims’ and ‘blood and knives’ when
it comes to cybercrime. This invokes Becker’s [6] notion about
the relativity of crime and deviance. Unlike the case of
cybercrime, negative societal reactions against terrestrial crime
could act as a deterrence mechanism even in the presence of
low moral standards. Therefore, it is the society’s reactions that
define what is a ‘crime’ in Nigeria [4], [6]. Social reactions
inherent in Nigeria, in terms of cybercrime may have knock-oneffects on of cybercrime involvement among the youths. This
suggests that morality may be more of an index factor for
‘cybercrimes’ than terrestrial crimes in the Nigerian context. It
also reinforces the importance of a complex web of familial
factors and structural forces, alongside cultural forces, when it
comes to explaining cybercrime involvement among Nigerian
youth.

These groups of boys (yahoo, cult, and area boys) ‘who are
often up to no good’ constitute the inner circles of Nigerian
universities. Evidently, it accords with various findings that
have identified Nigerian higher institutions as breeding grounds
for cybercrime [18]. Therefore, in complementing the existing
studies, this paper conceptualizes these groups of individuals as
‘the circle of bad boys’ (CBB). The CBB are the ruling class in
Nigerian universities, due to their role in creating and
discarding informal university rules. They have an unequal
power relation with other university students: These three
groups of CBB are strongly linked to one another, partly
through their links with corrupt politicians, police officers,
bankers and spiritualists in Nigeria society, and partly due to
their role in sustaining the highest level of social hierarchy in
Nigerian universities. The centrality of ‘university’ here is of
the utmost importance, because university students generally
serve as a source of aspiration to most Nigerian children. Most
children look up to university students from their towns and
villages as role models, and the CBB members therefore act as
negative role models.

The implication is that the role of familial factors in the lives of
the university students who are often the subject of cybercrime
studies were taken for granted and not properly teased out,
given assertions from a number of developmental theories
about the stability of delinquency across the lifespan [9], [34].
One possible explanation for this oversight in samples of
university students could be due to cross-sectional studies
generally neglecting a long-time historical perspective on the
complexity and diversity of lives within the target group.

According to participant 2BM who claimed to be a cult member
in his university days:
“The beginning of cultism in Nigerian universities in those days
was to fight against oppression, fight for people who were too
weak to fight for themselves. But in recent years, [cult
members] those who are suppose to fight against oppression
now become the oppressors, intimidating their fellow students
physically and financially with 419 benefits. Upon that, online
fraudulent guys do not face the consequences of their crimes,
because the big ogas [big bosses] in politics, police force,
support them. This makes it attractive for their friends from
good homes too. This group of people, online thieves, control
things in the universities”.

Thirdly, consistent with the existing literature on cybercrimes
in Nigeria [18], [19], [20], [25], data from this study revealed
that agents of state apparatuses were thought to be promoting
cyber fraud in Nigeria. According to interviewees, some corrupt
politicians, police officers, bankers and spiritualists have
unique relationships with cyber-criminals (locally known as
yahoo boys). The relationships between these ‘yahoo boys’ and
the authorities have reciprocal effects on both groups. Analysis
of data on corruption revealed that during Nigerian elections,
corrupt politicians have been known to hire unemployed youths
and undergraduates known as ‘4area boys’ to intimidate their
political opponents. The implication is that the politicians who
employ these ‘thugs’ during elections also protect them from
being arrested – other criminal activities.

This is consistent with the idea that cybercriminals intimidate
other students. They also bring more bribery into the university
system, even beyond the halls of academia [19]. In line with
Ojedokun and Eraye [19], the analyses have found that in
Nigerian universities, the conspicuous lifestyles of yahoo boys
and the violent identities of cult/area boys cast their shadows on
other students and create the social strata. As a result, they may

Analyses have also revealed that the relationship between
university ‘area-boys’ or ‘thugs’ and politicians is important for
understanding the linkage between children and cybercrime in
Nigeria. In Nigerian universities, the presence of ‘thuggism’
4 Area boys, comprising mostly teenagers, are loosely organized

street-level gangs in Nigeria.
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condition “good guys, from good homes” to join them so as to
be protected from psychosocial humiliation.

customary gift-giving gestures in Nigeria. The key point is that
whilst spiritualists in the physical sphere aid cyber-criminality
in contemporary Nigeria, they ‘policed’ crime in pre-colonial
Nigeria. Arguably, due to the fact that some spiritualists today
are caught up in the web of bribery and corruption within
cybercriminal networks, they promote cybercrime. In turn, they
negatively impact on the maintenance of high moral standards
in some children. This in turn could increase children’s
likelihood of involvement in the socioeconomic cybercrime and
highlights Jaishankar’s [38] idea of cyber criminology - that the
causations of crimes that are relevant in the cyberspace
concurrently impact in the physical space and vise versa.

One possible implication of this phenomenon in Nigerian
universities is that it makes CBB membership attractive for
other students. It could erode the resistance to criminal
activities in other students, especially those with the type of low
self-control described in Gottfredson and Hirshchi’s [35]
general theory of crime, and in accordance with SAT [30], [31],
[32], [33]. However, unlike the general theory of crime,
wherein low self-control has a direct and causal link to all
offending, with SAT, a person’s capacity to exert self-control
depends on the presence or absence of a strong moral standard.

VI.
This emphasizes the importance of familial factors in sustaining
morality in children, even in the presence of negative peer
influence and other external factors such as corruption. Given
the primacy of family name and obligations in Nigerian society,
the promotion of high moral standards during childhood could
act as a viable micro-mechanism in combating cybercrime
involvement in Nigeria. On the other hand, it suggests that
Nigerian university students who were able to resist CBB
membership have a very high level of both self-control and
moral standards. Regarding cybercrimes in Nigeria, these types
of individuals are not often represented in various discourses
such as the media. In fact, they are not only under-represented
or ignored, but their very existence is often denied.

CONCLUSION

Contrary to most cybercrime data in Nigeria, this current paper
has emphasized that a range of familial factors such as “a good
family environment” have more influence on a person’s
susceptibility to involvement in cybercrime than external
factors such as corruption. As well, peer pressure within the
university environment and Nigerian society in general has an
influence. Consequently, this paper has used insights from the
moral standard element of SAT [30], [31], [32], [33] to shed
light on the socioeconomic cybercrime in Nigeria. Specifically,
these insights have helped to underscore the significance of
familial factors when addressing cyber fraud involvement
among Nigerian youths. Concomitantly, it stressed that
importance of cyber criminology [38] because in terms of the
causations of cybercrimes, the physical space and the digital
space are intertwined.

This problem runs extremely deep. If the majority of police
officers in Nigeria are not corrupt, it would be difficult for
members of the public to bribe them. By the same token, if
members of the public are not vulnerable to corrupt practices, it
would be challenging for police officers to successfully initiate
corrupt practices. Most corrupt individuals often use the saying
“…if you can’t beat them, you join them” to justify their
actions; the saying in itself sustains corrupt practices and
normalizes them in Nigeria to some extent. Also, it makes it
challenging for the ‘good apples in a rotten basket’ to reinvent
the ‘wheel of the game’ [36] in Nigerian policing. In other
words, the alleged informal principles of Nigerian policing
could render good officers in ‘ground-level services’ vulnerable
to intentionally or unintentionally corrupt practices when
dealing with members of the public who are powerful and
corrupt.

The above findings should be interpreted with caution, as there
were only 17 participants (a small sample). That said, unlike
some other studies that have interviewed people who have
openly identified themselves as cybercriminals, this paper has
explored parents’ perceptions on the causes of cybercrime in
Nigeria. Moreover, these limitations by no means undermine
the importance of this study’s achievement: highlighting that a
complex web of familial factors and structural forces, alongside
cultural forces, explains the degree of cyber fraud involvement
on the part of Nigerian youths.
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The spiritualists in Nigeria may be conceptualised as
individuals who are engaged in a form of public service. The
role of spiritualism in cybercrime in Nigeria intersects with the
notion of ‘escapelessness’ in the pre-colonial Sub-Saharan
region [37]. Tankebe [37, pp.69] explained that
“[E]scapelessness meant that the ancestral spirits were thought
to be all-knowing; no violation of the norms of society and no
offender escaped their surveillance”. It could be that those who
represent the ancestral spirits in the physical realm (i.e., priests)
are not so immune to corruption as the ancestors in the spiritual
sphere. It could that the priests’ vulnerability to corrupt
practices has metamorphised over time from the age-old
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Fraudster: “Honey, your sparkle always lights
up my heart.” Victim: “Oh, hmmm, I love you,
darling.” Fraudster: “Me too. I can’t wait to hold you
in my arms. But there’s a little problem.” Victim:
“What is it, honey?” Fraudster: “I urgently need a
small amount of money to hasten the process of my
travelling documents and visa.” Victim: "How much
do you need, darling?” 1 The above type of dialogue
may be commonplace in a cyber-fraud context, and
we often hear stories about cyber-fraudsters duping
victims through catfish2 relationships (Whitaker,
2013). While we may know little about cyberfraudsters (Levi, 2016), in recent years there has been
an upsurge in victim-oriented studies (Button et al.
2014; Cross, 2016; Owen, Noble & Speed, 2017;
Webster & Drew, 2017). At least two factors are
responsible for this upsurge: first, the extensive
media coverage of high-profile victims in the West
(BBC, 2016), and second, victims are mainly
defrauded in the context of “love” and “friendship”
(Kopp et al. 2015; Whitty & Buchanan, 2016).
Romance is in itself a source of excitement and
mystery, whereas romance that is created through
freestyle tricks is different. Freestyle tricks is the use
of online dating sites and apps by cyber-fraudsters to
befriend unsuspecting victims to the extent that
victims fall in love with the perpetrators and support
them instrumentally (Ibrahim, 2016a). Research on
the psychology of cyber-fraudsters could offer a
greater understanding of cyber-fraud, especially the
fraud that emanates from Nigeria. According to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI, 2010)
statistics3, Nigeria is the third worst country globally
when it comes to the prevalence of “cybercrime”
perpetrators.
The term “cybercrime” encompasses a broad
spectrum of rule-breaking behaviours, such as cyberfraud, cyber-bullying, cyber-stalking and cyber
espionage (Hutchings and Chua, 2016; Yar, 2016).
This research, however, focuses exclusively on
cyber-fraud, not least because it constitutes the bulk
of cybercrimes that emanate from Nigeria (Adeniran,
2011; Ojedokun & Eraye, 2012; Trend Micro &
INTERPOL, 2017). The defrauding of victims for
monetary benefits is the most significant theme in the
analysis of Nigerian cybercriminals, and cyber-fraud,
for this study, refers to the computer or/and internetmediated acquisition of financial benefits by false
pretence, impersonation, counterfeiting, forgery or
any other fraudulent representation of facts (Ibrahim,
2016a). While there are many types of cyber-frauds
associated with the broader canon (Button & Cross,
2017; Schoepfer et al. 2017), researchers have
predominantly
associated
the
Nigerian
cybercriminals with Advance Fee Fraud (AFF) or

"419" fraud (Igwe, 2007; Adogame, 2009; Rich,
2017). AFF is a confidence trick in which victims are
deceived into advancing relatively small sums of
money in the hope of realising a much larger gain
(Chang, 2008; Rich, 2017). The term “419” is
historically derived from section 419 of the Nigerian
Criminal Code4 and deals with fraud and money
laundering. Therefore, this research acknowledges
that, historically, online 419-fraud has been situated
in a Nigerian context, and thus, “cybercrime” in this
article is exclusively understood as cyber-fraud (e.g.,
romance-scam, advance fee fraud). Before the
digitalization of these crimes, a Nigerian lawyer, Fred
Ajudua, supposedly revolutionised multiple offline
“419”-formats (Longe, Mbarika, Kourouma, Wada,
& Isabalija, 2010). The online versions of 419 and
AFF are locally known as “yahoo-yahoo” (Adeniran,
2011; Melvin & Ayotunde, 2010). “Yahoo-yahoo” is
coined from the dominance of Yahoo emails, apps
and instant messaging in perpetrator-victim
communications during the mid-2000s (Trend Micro
& INTERPOL, 2017) when there was an Internet
boom in Nigeria. The perpetrators of “yahoo-yahoo”
are popularly called “Yahoo-Boys” (Aransiola &
Asindemade, 2011). Having defined the above terms,
this article examines the ways Yahoo-Boys are
represented in hip-hop music. In particular, it
assesses the connections between them (Yahoo-Boys
and musicians) looking for, in Swidler’s (1990) term,
the empirical clues of “culture in action.”

Media Representations of
Yahoo-Boys and Singers Connections
“In the Nigerian music industry, Yahoo boys reign
supreme” - Music Critic, Tayo
D’banj’s song “Mobolowowon,” which came out
in 2004, was the first song with a cyber-fraud-theme
in hip-hop music (Tayo, 2017). It supposedly
described how the singer escaped from the British
police when he was wanted for credit card scams in
London. Beyond D’banj’s alleged biographical
accounts, he explained in a recent interview5 that
“most of the new generation record labels are
founded by Yahoo-Boys” (e.g., Daily Post, 2018).
D’banj’s explanation aligns with some Nigerian
music critics and commentators’ assertions that
“Yahoo-Boys have floated music labels, and some
are singers themselves” (e.g., Tayo, 2017, p.1). Such
speculations have drawn huge (social) media
attention. They have, for example, triggered various
discussions on national TV channels in Nigeria, such
as “Linda Ikeja Hot Topics TV Show” (2017). While
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one might still question whether singers and YahooBoys are indeed “birds of a feather that flock
together,” it is worth considering the following: First,
according to the Daily Post (2017), many singers do
not only benefit directly from the cyber-fraud, but
they are also ex-con men (see also University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 2017). For example, “9ice,” a
singer with a cloak of respectability, mentioned
“street-names” of some five popular Yahoo-Boys,
allegedly his associates, in his recent song “Living
Things” (Punch, 2017a). Like “9ice,” other singers
(DJ Sidez featuring Slimecase and Masta T) also
mentioned names of well-known Yahoo-Boys in their
recent song, “Oshozondi6. However, not all singers
share a similar viewpoint (Computer World, 2010).
Microsoft and the Nigerian government have jointly
sponsored some singers to campaign against YahooBoys as part of a war against cyber-fraud in Nigeria.
In particular, Microsoft’s Internet Safety Security and
Privacy Initiative for Nigeria was prompted by one
primary reason: to reduce the impact of Yahoo-Boys
on singers and vice versa. Second, beyond the above
loose link between Yahoo-Boys and singers, Nigerian
hip-hop star Dammy Krane was arrested on cyberfraud charges before boarding a private jet in Miami
(Neal, 2017). Additionally, while Sauce Kid, a
Nigerian rapper, was jailed in America for cyberfraud (Punch, 2017b), another prominent figure in the
Nigerian music industry, Special Ed, had been
arrested in the USA for First Degree Forgery
(Information Nigeria, 2014). Third, apart from these
direct connections between cyber-fraud and singers,
Rapper N6 (a singer), summarised his views on the
connection between Yahoo-Boys and musicians as
follows:
Entertainers cannot be separated from illegal
money....Most of the highest money that they’ve
[singers] made come from people that have made
money from illegal means....The new guys are
the militants [Yahoo-Boys]. They are the new
money guys. We are all trying to get a militant
godfather. (as cited in Hot TV Topics, 2017, p.1)
Insights from the above suggest that Yahoo-Boys
and music artists may not be two separate entities
with clearly defined boundaries. Beyond the realm of
social media, however, research has not yet
established the connections between Yahoo-Boys and
musicians. In other words, apart from media
speculations (Punch, 2017a, 2017b), the ethics of
Yahoo-Boys and their representation in music have
only been discussed as gossip in most Nigerian
chatroom forums and some television channels. For
this article, the ethics of Yahoo-Boys can be
understood as a set of perceptual alterations that offer
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them “psychological shields” to justify their conduct
and thus, circumvent self-condemnation (Bandura,
1999; Sykes & Matza, 1957). Three questions are at
the core of this study: [1] What are the ethics of
Nigerian cyber-criminals as expressed by music
artists? [2] Which techniques do artists deploy to
describe their views on cyber-criminals? [3] What
might the justifications say about the motives for
“cybercrime”? To gain a deeper insight into the ways
crime and illegal money are represented in hip-hop
music in general, this article proceeds with a
literature review. Doing so is prompted by two
central drives: [1] to examine the core characteristics
of hip-hop culture and [2] to assess the main features
of Yahoo-Boys.

Literature
Hip-Hop Ethics and Culture
“Keep in mind when brothas start flexing the verbal
skillz, it always reflects what’s going on politically,
socially, and economically7”
Most generalizable research on hip-hop has
traced the genesis of hip-hop in Nigeria to African
communities in the South Bronx (New York), where
contemporary hip-hop music originated during the
1970s (Blanchard, 1999; Shonekan, 2013). However,
Bailey (2014) and Persaud (2011) pointed out that
hip-hop culture is rooted in multiple cultures, and
prominent among these are West African cultures.
Hip-hop singers were historically believed to serve as
“griots” in their social communities. Since the griots
were respected West African oral historians and
praise-singers (Keyes, 2002; Persaud, 2011), they
were believed to have preternatural creative and
emotional intelligence or talents (Blanchard, 1999).
For Schulz (1997) and Blanchard (1999), the oratory
messages of griots generally attract more followers
than questioners. The “griots” have immense power
to impose reception, not primarily due to the
uniqueness of their messages, but also because their
messages have always been at the heart and lips of
the masses – they represent the harsh realities of their
lives (Blanchard, 1999; Schulz, 1997). In this
context, the griots are the voices of those who
otherwise have no power to impose reception. For
Bourdieu (1977), powerful speakers speak, not
exclusively to be understood, but more importantly,
to be believed, respected, and repeated (p. 648).
Repeating discourses normalizes their claims, and the
orthodoxy of the griots by implication is almost
certain.
The American hip-hop and rap8 artists, through
their African oral storytelling heritage, could be seen
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as the contemporary griots, and by the same token,
they are powerful speakers who have an immense
power to impose reception (Blanchard, 1999; Keyes,
2002; Persaud, 2011). These music artists not only
depict and reflect the realities of American inner
cities (Royster, 2016), but they primarily embody
street entrepreneurship, practices, dispositions, and
habits. This type of embodiment has been referred to
as “street habitus” (Ilan, 2015, p.57; see also Dimou,
2017). By implication, most American artists,
through songs, performances and records, chant
about their life stories and experiences such as gang
violence, glamorization of wealth, illicit drug
business, street hustling, and thug life (Dimou, 2017).
For example, the following song from Notorious
B.I.G, “Juicy,” (Genius Lyrics, 2018, p.1)
summarised a part of his life succinctly. “Yea, this
album is dedicated to all the teachers that told me I’d
never amount to nothing, to all the people that lived
above the buildings that I was hustling in front of that
called the police on me when I was just trying to
make some money to feed my daughter” (Genius
Lyrics, 2018, p.1). Therefore, it is key to remember
that first, hip-hop singers such as Notorious B.I.G are
like the griots (Peraud, 2011), and their songs can
influence attitudes possibly due to the artistic and
emotional framing of their messages (Louw, 2017).
Second, a specific aspect of hip-hop singers’
dispositions and attitudes is street habitus, and as Ilan
(2015) noted, street habitus is fundamentally
embodied and cannot be easily “tried on” (p. 57).
Hip-hop music symbolizes street habitus and
contributes to who we are: “In short, hip-hop lyrics
instruct listeners in how to make sense of urban street
crime and how to understand the identities of those
who participate in crime (or avoid) it” (Kubrin, 2005,
p.367). Kubrin’s (2005) study on music and
behaviour pointed out that while hip-hop and rap
music do not cause crime, they offer vivid
vocabularies of motive, which justify criminal
conduct and provide a way for listeners to understand
and appreciate them. Rehn and Sköld (2003) noted
that the effects on listeners of narratives that
glamorise material goods, such as in Puff Daddy and
colleagues’ hit song “[I]t's All About the Benjamins”
(“Lex and Range Rovers…/...../It’s All About the
Benjamins, baby...”), is plausible. Benjamin here
denotes the US$100 note, because it has Benjamin
Franklin’s head on it. Such songs may influence
listeners’ attitudes toward the consumption of brand
goods and the means to obtain them (via crime or
otherwise).
Like their historical antecedents in America,
researchers have argued that Nigerian songs such as
“I go chop your dollar” were supposedly produced
for the recruitment of youths into cyber criminality

and “easy ways to affluence” (e.g., Oduro-Frimpong,
2014). In the Nigerian context, due to the absence of
an economic, medical, and social security system as
well as political impunity (Shonekan, 2013; Smith,
2008), hip-hop music has served as an escape vehicle
to self-employment for some Nigerian youths
(Oladipo, 2017; Shonekan, 2013). Most university
students “hustle” to pay school fees, and they face
unemployment or poor wages and inefficient health
care when they graduate (Ibrahim, 2016a; Smith,
2017). As a consequence, established Yahoo-Boys
are often perceived as heroes and transnational
“Robin Hoods” who take “dollars” from the rich in
the West and give to the poor in West Africa (Tabu,
2011). Indeed, according to some media
commentators, “many awesome Yahoo-Boys and
kind-hearted artists are using their money to open
foundational programs and help the poor masses”
(e.g., Segun, 2017, as cited in Naijaloaded, 2017,
p.1).
Although
the
links
between
unemployment/poverty and offending rates are far
from straightforward (Newburn, 2016), it is plausible
that economic hardship unified the destiny of hiphoppers and that of Yahoo-Boys in part, offering
real-life scripts for singers to represent “street
entrepreneurship” and cyber-fraudsters in their songs.
This study will henceforth provide a brief historical
overview on Yahoo-Boys.
Yahoo-Boys and University Students/Graduates
Historically, the colonial9 police and head
teachers had noted that Nigerian schoolboys were
“excellent psychologists” in manipulations (e.g., U.S.
Consulate, 1949). These teenagers were described as
“psychologists” because they defrauded many
“knowledgeable and intelligent” victims in Western
societies with postal scam letters (Ellis, 2016, p.28).
These observations illuminate the psychology of the
offline fraudsters. Some researchers have shed light
on the psychology of their online successors (i.e.,
cyber-fraudsters) by examining their fraudulent
emails (purportedly from Yahoo-Boys; Adogame,
2009; Dion, 2010; Rich, 2017). These researchers
highlighted that authors10 of scam emails (who may
or may not be Nigerians) deploy a “trust rhetoric”
(Rich, 2017), embody a “Machiavellian worldview”
(Dion, 2010) and use “authoritative and urgent”
language (Chang, 2008) to defraud their victims. In
particular, Rich (2017) investigated how fraudsters
invoke trust with the Nigerian-email-scam-formats
and how recipients interpret such trust-laden offers.
He found that references to trust language are most
common in emails purported to have originated from
the African continent and those that promised a large
amount of money. These studies (Chang, 2008; Dion,
2010; Rich, 2017) expanded our understanding of the
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psychology behind the scam letter format. The
current study builds on insights from the above
studies, and it examines the cultural dynamics of
cyber-fraud. Indeed, it investigates the ways YahooBoys are represented in hip-hop music, and the
connections between them (Yahoo-Boys and
musicians) searching for, in Swidler’s (1990) term,
the empirical traces of “culture in action.”
Decoding the term Yahoo-Boys is a critical entry
point for understanding the cultural dynamics of
cyber-fraud originating in Nigeria. The “Boys” after
the term “Yahoo” suggests that the perpetrators of the
infamous sweetheart swindles, among other types of
AFF, may be primarily male. In support, there is a
reasonably clear pattern to suggest that young adult
male Nigerians, mainly university students/graduates,
constitute the bulk of cyber-fraudsters (Aransiola &
Asindemade, 2011; Tade & Aliyu, 2011). While the
accusation of male university students may be
reminiscent of that of the colonial schoolboys in the
1940s mentioned above, the evidence on the
demography of contemporary Nigerian swindlers
demands a closer look. For example, Aghatise (2006)
speculated that “80% of perpetrators in Nigeria are
students in various Higher Institutions” (p. 2).
However, he failed to provide any evidence for his
claim. Empirical evidence for the prominence of
male university students in the theatre of cyber-fraud
came from Aransiola and Asindemade (2011), Tade
(2013), Ojedokum and Eraye (2012) and Tade and
Aliyu (2011). Like Ojedokum and Eraye (2012) and
Tade and Aliyu (2011), Aransiola and Asindemade
(2011) specifically contended that [1] male university
students between the ages of 22-29 years mainly
commit cyber-fraud that originates from Nigeria; [2]
Nigerian universities serve “as the breeding grounds”
for “yahoo-yahoo” (p. 762); [3] some 'Yahoo-boys'
subscribe to the occult-economy11, that being the use
of spiritual-powers in the virtual world for wealth
generation.
However, while the above studies portrayed
youth cultures and male juvenile offenders to assume
the appearance of ever-increasing outrage in Nigeria,
they solely relied on university students as their
samples, and this pattern of data has led to the
authors’ assertions. Conversely, other researchers
who interviewed students and non-students (Jegede,
Elegbeleye, Olowookere, & Olorunyomi, 2016),
parents (Ibrahim, 2016b), and students and
spiritualists (Melvin & Ayotunde, 2010) arrived at
the same conclusion as the above authors (e.g.
Aransiola & Asindemade, 2011). Considering that
cyber-fraud involves cyberspace, this social
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phenomenon should not be limited by parochial
conceptions that give it little or no global significance
in our computer age (Hall, 2013 Levi, 2016;
Kirillova, Kurbanov, Svechnikova, Zul'fugarzade, &
Zenin, 2017). Indeed, the virtual world and cultural
nuances in society are not separate entities
(Jaishankar, 2011; Ibrahim, 2016a; Stratton, Powell
and Cameron, 2017). These studies (e.g., Jegede et
al., 2016; Ojedokum & Eraye, 2012), therefore,
provide clues on the dynamics of youth cultures and
cyber-fraud. Most Nigerian youths, despite economic
hardship and the glamorization of crime, do resist
criminal activities, whereas, for other youths, cyberfraud constitutes innovative self-employment
(Adogame, 2009; Jegede et al., 2016). The key point
is that offenders and non-offenders respond
differently to the same social and contextual
conditions in society. “The line dividing good and
evil cuts through the heart of every human being”12,
whereas there is no objective viewpoint for the
rationalization of an “immoral” act (Bandura, 1999).

Theoretical Guidance
Unlike in a Nigerian context, Hutchings (2013)
and George (2014), in Western societies, have used
“neutralization techniques” (Sykes & Matza, 1957)
and the “moral disengagement mechanisms”
(Bandura, 1999) theories to assess cybercrime
respectively. The neutralization techniques proposed
by Sykes and Matza (1957) and moral disengagement
mechanisms put forward by Bandura (1999) are
essentially based on the premise that offenders and
non-offenders have the same normative orientations
and general moral beliefs (Ribeaud & Eisner, 2010).
Similar to Sykes and Matza’s (1957) argument that
individuals offend if they find excuses to remove the
feelings of blame from themselves, Bandura,
Barbaranelli, Caprara, and Pastorelli (1996) argued
that “people do not ordinarily engage in reprehensible
conduct until they have justified to themselves the
rightness of their actions” (p. 365). There is
considerable overlap between the neutralization
techniques and Bandura’s (1999) mechanisms of
moral disengagement (summarised in Table 1,
modified from Ribeaud & Eisner, 2010). Since
people do not ordinarily offend until they have
justified to themselves the rightness of their actions
(Bandura, 1999), it is conceivable that this theoretical
background will shed light on the cultural dynamics
of cyber-fraud that originates from Nigeria.
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Table 1: Conceptual Similarities Between Theories

Cognitive Mechanism

Neutralization Techniques
(Sykes & Matza, 1957)

Cognitive Restructuration

1. Appeal to Higher Loyalties
2. Euphemistic labeling (implied)

Minimizing Own Agency

Denial of Responsibility

Disregarding/Distorting
Negative Impact

Denial of Injury

Blaming/Dehumanizing Victim

Denial of Victim

Condemnation of Condemner

Condemnation of Condemner

Moral Disengagement
(Bandura, 1999;
Bandura et al., 1996)
1. Moral Justification
2. Euphemistic Labeling
3. Advantageous Comparison
1. Displacement of Responsibility
2. Diffusion of Responsibility
1. Disregarding Consequences
2. Distorting Consequences
3. Attribution of Blame
3. Dehumanization

Note: Table modified from Ribeaud and Eisner, 2010, p. 301

Method
5.

Lyrics Data Collection
The following systematic steps listed were taken to
select lyrics listed in Table 2:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Searched on Google with phrases such as
“list of Nigerian musicians” and made a list
of all Nigerian Hip-hop and rap artists.
Validated list with two professional
Nigerian hip-hop DJs to ascertain that no
artists have been missed. The underlying
idea is that while some singers are famous in
the realm of public spaces such as dance
halls, they might not have produced their
official first album. For example, 2Face
Dibia (one of the most successful Nigerian
pop stars) was already a national star while
performing in Nigerian university-campuses
before he released his first album.
Visited the online profiles of each singer
found and selected the ten most popular
songs in descending order of significance
from each artist. The criterion that songs are
relatively the most popular of each artist
ensured that the music had reached a
significant proportion of the population as is
evident in the case of ‘Yahooze13’
Selected only songs produced in English,
pidgin English, and three major indigenous
languages in Nigeria (Igbo, Yoruba, and
Hausa) respectively. Nigeria has over 500

6.

7.

8.

indigenous languages, and due to practical
reasons, songs produced in other numerous
ethnic languages were excluded.
Selected songs produced between 2007 to
2017 because while Nigerian hip-hop
emerged in the late 1980s, it has only
become
highly
commercialized
and
accessible during the internet boom in the
late 2000s (Adjirakor, 2017; Inyabri, 2016;
Shonekan, 2016). The availability of
electronic music production, editing, and
distributing applications facilitated open
participation in the street-entrepreneurship
of hip pop music for underprivileged youths
(Shonekan, 2016). Like Kubrin's (2005)
study, which investigated rap music in the
USA from 1992 to 2000 for a related reason,
our study chose to capture this period.
Read the lyrics of the remaining songs from
music
websites
such
as
“freenaijalyrics.com” and “sweetlyrics.com”
while searching for cyber-fraud themes.
Made a list of songs that explicitly depicted
“yahoo-yahoo” while using a wide spectrum
of Yahoo-Boys’ slangs such as “maga,”
“wire
wire,”
“419,”
“Gameboy,”
“freestyling,” and so on as a guide.
Validated the list with four professional DJs
in Lagos and Abuja (the previous and
current capital cities respectively) from the
four popular nightclubs concerning the
popularity of selected songs in leisure
spaces. A list of songs was presented to
these DJs, and any song that was not
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endorsed by at least two DJs was excluded.
Any song with less than 50% (n=2) of these
DJ was excluded.
9. Selected 18 songs that explicitly represented
‘Yahoo-Boys’ over the period of 10 years as
outlined in Table 2 (i.e., 2007-2017 and nine
songs for every five years).
10. Songs were selected in descending order of
significance; that is, if a singer has two
songs that depicted cybercrime, the one that
most explicitly represented ‘Yahoo-Boys’
ethics was chosen in place of the other one.
Except if a singer is not a lead singer and
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has one or more co-singers involved in a
second song, only one song from each singer
is eligible for inclusion in order to have, in
Kubrin’s (2005) term, a diverse collection of
lyrical “vocabularies of motive.”
11. Lyrics were subjected to a directed approach
to qualitative content analysis (DAQCA)
(Hsieh and Shannon, 2005), and coded
based on the moral disengagement
mechanisms proposed by Bandura (1999).
Findings, as shown in Table 3, are
discussed.

Table 2: List of Songs Studied
Song
1.

Yahooze (from Olu Maintain, 2008)

2.

Living things (from 9ice, 2017)

3.

Maga don pay (from Kings, 2015)

4.

Yahoo boyz (from X-busta, 2016)

5.

Yahoo boys (from Prince Hollywood, 2009)

6.

Yahoo boys (from Gnext, 2011)

7.

Maga don pay (from Larry Prince, 2013)

8.

Maga don pay (from Kelly Handsome, 2008)

9.

Maga no need pay (from Banky W and other artists, 2010)

10. I go chop your dollar (from Nken Owoh, 2010)
11. 419 state of mind (from Modenine, 2011)
12. I dey block IP (from Tupengo, 2011)
13. 2musssh (from Reminisce, 2013)
14. Irapada 2:0 (from Junior Boy featuring 9ice, 2016)
15. Maga don pay (from Jupitar featuring Patorinking, 2016)
16. Penalty lyric (from Small Doctor, 2017)
17. Mercies of the lord (from Oritse Femi, 2008)
18. Maga don pay (from Big Joe, 2015)

Table 3: Theory and Themes in Songs Connection

Cognitive Mechanism

Neutralization Techniques
(Sykes & Matza, 1957)

Cognitive Restructuration

3. Appeal to Higher Loyalties
4. Euphemistic labeling (implied)

Minimizing Own Agency

Denial of Responsibility

Moral Disengagement
(Bandura, 1999;
Bandura et al., 1996)
4. Moral Justification
5. Euphemistic Labeling
6. Advantageous Comparison
3. Displacement of Responsibility
4. Diffusion of Responsibility
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Songs and Themes
(songs as chronologically
listed in Table 2)
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
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Blaming/Dehumanizing Victim

Denial of Victim

Discussion
Four central themes emerged from lyric data14.
Three of them support the theoretical framework
outlined in Table 3, whereas a new theme also
emerged. Accordingly, the following fundamental
themes are most basic to the discussion that follows:
[1] blaming/dehumanizing the victim, [2] minimizing
own agency, [3] cognitive restructuration, and [4]
glamorization and de-glamorization of cyber-fraud.
Blaming/Dehumanizing the Victim
Firstly, as represented in most of the lyrics
assessed, Yahoo-Boys blame victims for bringing
suffering on themselves. Specifically, according to
singers such as Modenine, “some call it 419 or
advance fee fraud /I say it’s getting doe [money]
from greedy victims.” For Yahoo-Boys, victims are
“greedy,” and hence, they are to be blamed for their
plight. Conversely, the attribution of blame to victims
enables Yahoo-Boys to circumvent the feeling of
guilt for their fraudulent actions. “Mistreatment that
is not clothed in righteousness makes the perpetrator,
rather than the victims, blameworthy” (Banduras,
1999, p.203). Yahoo-Boys do not only blame victims,
but they also dehumanize them. It is simplistic to
suggest that Yahoo-Boys dehumanize their victims
fundamentally because of the distance between them
(facilitated by networked computers). At some stage
of the romance scam cycle, the Yahoo-Boys’
“freestyle format” may involve face-to-face
interactions (Ibrahim, 2016a). In a similar vein,
Whitty and Buchanan’s (2016) interview study
indicated that victims of romance scams actually
meet their sweetheart swindlers offline. Arguably,
irrespective of the distance between the victims and
the perpetrators, as Wang and Krumhuber (2016)
reminded us, objectification becomes permissible
when targets are seen as senseless or foolish, hence
being equated to mindless objects.
Accordingly, Yahoo-Boys commonly perceive
victims as having low mental abilities, and likened
them to stupid sub-humans. For example, as
expressed in the lyrics, Yahoo-Boys used derogatory
names for victims, particularly, “maga” or/and
“mugu,” which locally connote(s) “foolish, senseless,
and gullible.” However, linguistically, both words
have slightly different meanings, where “maga” is
more derogatory than “mugu,” and means “foolish,
stupid, or senseless animal.” The mechanisms of
moral disengagements, such as de-humanization,
precede immoral acts and are central to their
immediate causation (Bandura, 1999). The utilization

3. Attribution of Blame
3. Dehumanization

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11,
15, 16, 18

of “maga” and “mugu” in “yahoo-yahoo” primarily
functions as a “shield” against feelings of guilt.
While the use of “maga” and “mugu” offers
significant insights into dehumanization within
cyber-fraud and Yahoo-Boys’ ethics, this study will
briefly introduce some critical Nigerian cultural
folklore so as to contextualize these explanations.
In Nigeria, hunters commonly consider
themselves wiser than and superior to the animals
they hunt, which are conceived of as foolish and
inferior. The antelope is the most common gamebeast, generally thought to symbolize the rewards of
the hunt. By the same token, hunters are believed to
possess superior mental acumen in comparison with
antelopes, which often fall into their traps (Igwe,
2007). It is the perception of mental superiority that
enables hunters to bypass the feeling of guilt for
killing senseless sub-humans (antelopes). As linguist
Igwe (2007) noted, Nigerian fraudsters generally
thought of their victims as “mgbada” (antelope in
Igbo language), and of themselves, in contrast, as
hunters in the digital realm. By implication, hunting
is a “game.” A game in itself is not a crime. In the
same vein, when cyber-scam is likened to hunting, it
becomes a game. This is vividly captured in Larry
Prince’s song: “Maga don pay [the senseless animal
has paid], it’s a holiday for the Gameboys../…/….”
Metaphor establishes the basis of people’s everyday
comprehension of life (Santa Ana, 2002). In hunting,
victims are divested of human characteristics, and if
perpetrators believe “yahoo-yahoo” is a game, it is a
game in terms of its consequences. “It is difficult to
mistreat a humanized person without suffering
personal distress and self-condemnation” (Bandura,
1999, p. 200). Relatedly, the dehumanization of
victims in the personification of hunter and antelope
is a crucial entry point to unpack the code word
“maga” (victims). Based on the above insights and
Igwe’s (2007) analysis of “mgbada,” this article
concedes that the word “maga” has linguistically
metamorphosed from “mgbada” (antelope).
The Igbo-speaking communities in the Delta and
Anambra states of Nigeria are essential for
understanding fraud neologism and vocabulary (from
mgbada to maga). Although the actual demography
of cyber-fraudsters and their offline antecedents is
not fully established, Longe and colleagues’ (2010)
assumptions offer a glimpse of the main players.
According to these authors, some high profile
graduate fraudsters, such as Fred Ajedua (who
originated from these Igbo speaking regions),
dominated the 419-game before the “cyber”
component of fraud emerged in Nigeria. It is
reasonable, therefore, to theorise that the indigenous
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language used by these high-profile, educated
fraudsters has facilitated the entry of “mgbada” into
the “419” vocabulary. The deployment of this coined
word (from mgbada to maga) is particularly
significant as it sheds light on the ethics of the
Yahoo-Boys, as depicted in most of the songs
studied. The perpetrator-victim relationship as that of
a hunter and his game-animals (prey) is based on
dehumanization: the ethics of the Yahoo-Boys. The
centrality of the dehumanization of victims is vividly
captured in the following lyric by Nkem Owoh:
“/You be the mugu,…./When they fall into my trap o
/I dey show them fire.../…” (You are the foolish,…./
when they fall into my trap, I show them no mercy).
Minimizing Own Agency
A second theme found in the lyrics examined in
this study was the obscuring or minimization of the
agentive role of the Yahoo-Boys concerning the
harms they cause by shifting responsibility to
circumstances beyond their control, such as poverty
and unemployment. As expressed by a majority of
music artists in this study, mass unemployment,
abject poverty, and a lack of social welfare in Nigeria
are responsible for the “yahoo-yahoo” that originates
from Nigeria. Some singers are beneficiaries of
active Yahoo-Boys’ fraudulent activities (University
of Wisconsin-Madison, 2017), while some others are
convicted cyber-fraudsters or ex-cyber criminals
(Neal, 2017; Punch, 2017b) as mentioned. It is
reasonable, therefore, to suggest that the
rationalization of cyber-fraud as found in most songs
in Table 2 exposes the displacement and diffusion of
responsibility as a key moral disengagement
technique deployed by Yahoo-Boys. By implication,
both Yahoo-Boys and the singers externalize the
locus of control for socially sanctioned behaviours.
The sympathetic representation of Yahoo-Boys and
their “self-employment” endeavours online in the
hip-hop songs examined are hinged on the
assumption that harsh socio-economic realities in
Nigeria are fundamentally a push factor. This type of
representation also supports Ibrahim's (2016a, p.55)
thesis that 'what constitutes cybercrime in Nigeria is
rooted in socio-economics.'
However, not all Nigerian youths resort to
Internet fraud as an answer to economic insecurity.
Arguably, by obscuring the agentive role behind their
harmful cyber actions, Yahoo-Boys not only justify
their reprehensive activities but also remove feelings
of blame from themselves. Self-exemption from the
consequences of cyber-fraud is one of the moral
disengagement mechanisms (Bandura, 1999) or
neutralization techniques (Skyes & Matza, 1957) that
delinquents deployed to deny responsibility for their
harmful actions. The following lyric from X-Busta
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captures this strategy: “... no job for street/no pay, no
way, how boys go eat? /…/Dem no go do yahoo if
dem get choice/....” (no employment, no income, no
hope, how will the youths survive? They would not
commit internet fraud if they had the choice).
According to this excerpt from X-Busta’s song, most
Nigerian youths face acute unemployment or poor
wages, and “yahoo-yahoo” has become a way of
survival for them. Closely related to the minimization
of agency is cognitive restructuration.
Cognitive Restructuration
The song lyrics analysed also indicated that
cognitive restructuring is one of the moral
disengagement mechanisms the Yahoo-Boys use to
make their cyber criminality appear acceptable. The
following lines from G-Next’s song, “next of
kin/bank to bank/ attorney fee/ affidavit/ cost of
transfer/….”, as well as Prince Hollywood’s song,
“Wilson has paid attorney fees, Wilson has paid the
cost of transfer/…. Affidavits…/”, are a clear
illustration of the deployment of euphemistic
language as a means of cognitive restructuration.
Yahoo-Boys use professional legal and banking
terms, as represented in the above songs, to mask
their criminal acts with a cloak of respectability.
Whilst the “attorney fees” and “affidavits” scamming
format are traceable to 419-letter scams prior to the
digital version, the deployment of such terms in
cyber-fraud illustrates the contemporaneity and
efficacy of these old scam templates or formats.
Scam templates enable Yahoo-Boys to sanitize
their fraudulent actions: “Cognitive restructuring of
harmful conduct through sanitizing language, and
exonerating comparisons, taken together, is the most
powerful set of psychological mechanisms for
disengaging moral control” (Bandura, 1999, p.196).
Yahoo-Boys also use advantageous comparisons to
render condemnable benevolent or righteous actions.
The following lyrics by X-Busta are instructive in
this regard: “/Police pursue thiefs/ Leave Yahoo boyz
o/ Police pursue thiefs/ Leave Yahoo boyz o/…Dem
no wan carry gun so dem grab computer/ as dem no
see job after dem fight for Aluta/…” (Police go after
thieves, leave Yahoo-Boys alone... They [YahooBoys] have refused to carry guns [commit violent
crimes], instead, they have only used computers
[commit cyber-fraud], because of the lack of jobs
after a university education). Similarly, Modenine’s
song is an example too: “…advance fee fraud/ [is]
getting doe [money] from greedy victims
abroad/Without pulling a trigger contact or slashing
with
a
sword…”
These lines of the song make a sharp contrast
between “thieves” and Yahoo-Boys. Culturally, the
actions of “thieves” including non-violent ones, such
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as pickpocketing in public spaces, often receive
vigilante justice (Smith, 2008, 2017). On the other
hand, multiple variations of crimes committed
through deception, such as the embezzlement of
public funds, are perceived as “business as usual” in
a Nigerian context (Smith, 2008, 2017). Indeed, they
are “business” in terms of their consequences.
Insights from Chawki, Darwish, Khan, and Tyagi
(2015) suggest that Nigerian cyber-fraudsters and
hard-working, law-abiding citizens share a similar
overarching ethos: the philosophy that “knowledge is
power.” So, possibly, this similarity may be
implicated in shaping people’s perceptions/attitudes
towards Yahoo-Boys in relation to “thieves.” There is
no objective viewpoint for the critique or compliment
of an “immoral” act (Becker, 1967/1997; Garson,
2015; Reiner, 2016). The process by which an action
is graded as a crime in relation to other actions is a
“moral enterprise” (Becker, 1967/1997, p. 9). The
moral enterprise here encompasses not only the
worldviews of Yahoo-Boys and their allies (hiphoppers) but also involves the socio-cultural views of
Nigerian society. The moral sanctification of YahooBoys’ actions as opposed to that of “thieves”
normalizes their claims in Nigeria. Nigerian society
is, therefore, the moral entrepreneur in the social
construction of “thieves” and “Yahoo-Boys”: “While
terms appear to be objective, they are actually
underpinned by value judgements that are rooted in
particular cultural assumptions” (Ribbens, McCarthy,
& Edwards, 2011, p. 6). The sharp comparison used
by Yahoo-Boys to avoid self-condemnation,
therefore, is grounded in a Nigerian contextual
situation and the cultural meaning of “thieves” in
relation to Yahoo-Boys. The Nigerian hip-hop songs
examined here, therefore, are reflective of social
realities in Nigeria, like their historical antecedents in
America. Closely related to the above is the concept
of “drift” (Matza, 1967), which intertwines with the
Yahoo-Boys’
cognitive
restructuration.
Criminals are generally attracted to delinquency,
not because of oppositional morality, but because of
an exaggerated adherence to widely held
“subterranean” values, such as the pursuit of
adventure, hedonic lifestyles, excitement, and leisure
activities (Matza, 1967; Matza & Sykes, 1961). For
Matza (1967), delinquents transiently flirt with both
convention and crime, responding in turn to the
demands of each. Comparably, our data analysis
suggests that Yahoo-Boys transiently flirt with both
internet fraud and convention, which is evident in the
following lyrics. While the first one, by Olu Maintain
(2008), illustrates that Yahoo-Boys work hard in the
same way that law-abiding citizens work weekdays
and have leisure time during the weekends, the
second one, by X-Busta, makes a moral justification

in an attempt to redeem their condemnable cyber
actions: [1] “Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Boys dey hustle / Friday, Saturday and
Sunday gbogbo aye, Hennesy, Champagne, Mowet,
for everyone/.../” (Weekdays, boys are busy on the
Internet, weekends, they shut down clubs, declaring
champagne and expensive spirits for everyone). [2]
“/this one na self employment/so dem go see food for
their table/ attend to family issues, so life go stable/”
(this is self-employment, so as to put food on the
table, take care of family needs, so as to maintain a
stable
family).
Despite the small sample size of this study, the
above verses can be seen as a window into the
Yahoo-Boys’ world. Yahoo-Boys view “hard-work”
and having a stable family as virtuous, whereas,
paradoxically, victims of cyber-fraud (and their
families)
may
experience
severe
negative
psychological and financial consequences (Kopp et
al. 2015; Whitty & Buchanan, 2016). Irrespective of
victims’
predicaments,
Yahoo-Boys
achieve
paradoxical
adaptations
through
cognitive
restructuration (Bandura, 1999). Additionally, given
that they do not oppose conventional values (e.g., the
virtues of hard-work), it is reasonable to suggest that
they are attracted to “yahoo-yahoo” due to their
exaggerated adherence to the pursuit of adventure
and hedonic lifestyles (as vividly captured in Olu
Maintain’s lyrics above). Arguably, the Yahoo-Boys’
perspectives on “hard-work” (directly or by
implication) overlap with the ethos of law-abiding
citizens in many respects. The above comparison is
reminiscent of Matza’s (1967) idea that offenders
may not stand as an alien in the body of society, but
may represent a disturbing reflection instead. The
moral compasses of the two seemingly separate
camps (offenders and non-offenders) appear to have a
high degree of congruence. Also, the theory that most
Nigerians glamorize wealth irrespective of its source
(through crime or otherwise; e.g., Adeniran, 2011)
reinforces the view that the boundary between
offenders and non-offenders is blurred, inasmuch as
the people involved in such moral categorization are
economically successful and “hard-working.” Also,
given that musicians are generally influential as the
“griots,” by implication, they may shape the
perceptions of cyber-fraud in the eyes of music
lovers.
Glamorization and De-Glamorization of
Cyber-Fraud
Unlike the themes discussed above, the
“glamorization and de-glamorization theme” did not
fit squarely with the overlapping theoretical
frameworks in Table 1 because they cannot be
termed as neutralization techniques as such.
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Nonetheless, they are also revealing. Whilst most
songs (n=16) explicitly glamorised the Yahoo-Boys,
only one directly de-glamorised them. For example,
Kelly Handsome’s song explicitly glamorised cyberfraud: “…Maga don pay/ Mugu don pay / shout
hallelujah…/...hallelujah
hallelujah
owo…/
…/...hallelujah hallelujah ego.../… hallelujah
hallelujah kudi, kudi../I don suffer, but I now don
hammer, papa God don bless me, no one can change
it.../…” (The gullible has paid, the senseless has
remitted/ shout hallelujah…/...hallelujah hallelujah
money…/...hallelujah
hallelujah
money…./…/
hallelujah hallelujah money, money… I have suffered
a lot, but now I have hit the jackpot, Almighty God
has blessed me, [and] no one can change it). While
the above song glamorized cyber-fraud, it embodied
biblical allusion (i.e. a reference to the Bible
regarding prosperity as a critical element of
religiosity). It reflects Yahoo-Boys’ worldview that
'earthly riches' have spiritual aetiology mentioned
earlier. The notion of spirituality in wealth
acquisition (occult-economy) as depicted in Kelly
Handsome's song, therefore, is also an aspect of the
glamorization of cyber-fraud.
However, seven artists who collectively
composed/performed the de-glamorised song, “Maga
no need pay,” were allegedly sponsored by Microsoft
and the Nigerian government (Computer World,
2010). As far as this research is concerned, the song
itself remains the only song that has been put forward
against “yahoo-yahoo” in Nigeria (Computer World,
2010). By implication its content is not only
dislocated from dominant narratives, but as “9ice”
pointed out, it is “out of touch with reality” (Punch,
2017a, p.1) because “fraud is the way the less
privileged people take care of these family in
Nigeria” (Punch, 2017b, p.2). Capturing Nigerian
socio-economic reality, Oritse Femi’s song mostly
blames harsh economic situation and bad government
for Yahoo-boys’ actions, which implicitly supports
the glamorization narratives: “…Bad government
leading my people astray / Some working everyday
but their salary dem no dey pay [salary is not
enough].” The critical point is that the oratory
narratives of singers who glamorized Yahoo-Boys
reflected the socio-economic realities of Nigerian
situation more than the de-glamorization narrative:
“But maga no need pay to get a good degree/ or have
a good opportunity” (But victims do not need to
make payment for the perpetrators to acquire a good
degree/ or have a good job opportunity). For Barker
and Taylor (2007) and Duncan (2017, p.33)
“authenticity of an artistic creation” has both a
representational element (something which is what it
claims to be) and a cultural component (something
which is in line with a contextual or cultural
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tradition). Based on the above definition, it is
conceivable that the song “Maga no need pay”
dislocates from the socio-economic and contextual
conditions in Nigerian society in two central areas:
representational and cultural.
Sex Roles and Cultures
Closely related to the glamorization of yahooyahoo is the idea that cyber-crime is male-dominated
in a Nigerian context. Notably, like the male
domination of cyber-criminality, the singers of all
songs selected in Table 2 are male apart from song
number nine: “Maga no need pay,” which involved
seven multiple artists. Allied with the above is the
evidence for the prominence of young male Nigerians
in the theatre of cyber-fraud mentioned (e.g., Jegede
et al., 2016; Ojedokum & Eraye, 2012). In Nigerian
society, the value of economic power (through crime
or otherwise) is intertwined with the social work that
it does (or fails to do) in human relationships (Smith,
2017). Insights from a range of gender-oriented
studies about Nigeria (Chinwuba, 2015; Lazarus,
Rush, Dibiana, & Monks, 2017) are revealing.
Firstly, recent years have witnessed an upsurge of
women in the paid workforce (Eboiyehi, Muoghalu,
& Bankole, 2016), whereas ‘men rather than women
in this context, are predominantly socialized to be
breadwinners’ and the supreme head of the household
(Ibrahim, 2015, p.329). Secondly, unlike women,
economic power for men has limitless advantages.
For example, a Nigerian man who has economic
power, irrespective of his age, ‘under customary and
Islamic types of marriages can marry multiple wives’
(Lazarus, Rush, Dibiana & Monks 2017, p.352).
While he can even marry wives as young as 14 or 13
years old, depending on his “tastes” (Lazarus, Rush,
Dibiana & Monks, 2017), culturally, even his
adultery is seen as “a heroic feat” (Chinwuba, 2015;
Smith, 2017). These types of gender relations not
only shape the manner in which Nigerian society
socializes its female citizens, but it also influences
how women (and girls) are culturally expected to
relate to males regarding wealth acquisition and
status sustenance (Agozino, 2017; Mama, 1995).
“Life online is an extension of life offline”
(Morahan-Martin, 2000, p. 689), and as Ibrahim
(2016a) speculated, “men's cultural positionality in
society influences them to be generally more
‘desperate’ to achieve financial success than women
online” (p. 54). Given that men are culturally and
predominantly raised to be breadwinners illuminates
the evidence for the male domination of cyber-fraud
perpetrations and perhaps the prominence of male
singers in Table 2.
Financial Incentives
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Closely related to the gender dynamics of this
type of cyber-fraud is the idea that ‘financial
incentives’ are central to the meaning of ‘cybercrime’
in a Nigerian context. In fact, all the songs studied
made explicit references to money, which translates
as “ego,” “owo,” and “kudi” in the Igbo, Yoruba,
and Hausa languages respectively (the three main
indigenous languages in Nigeria). The centrality of
money as expressed in these songs support the
convergence of emerging evidence (Adogame, 2009;
Jegede et al., 2016; Ojedokun & Eraye, 2012) that
Yahoo-Boys are principally motivated by the need
for economic reward and empowerment. The
following lyrics from Prince Hollywood and Kelly
Handsome, respectively, vividly captured this claim:
[1] “Hello Mr. Wilson / Yeah hello/how are you? I’m
fine / have you made the payment? / yes, I’ve / Let me
have the ten-digit number/2657785232 /…/ I’ll get
back to you as soon as possible / bye /…”.
[2]“Plenty, plenty maga, no matter the time you get
the control numbers” (multitude of senseless victims,
no matter what time is it, you are sure to receive the
payment numbers). Therefore, it is reasonable to
conclude that pecuniary benefits in a Nigerian
context mainly propelled cybercrime because the
efficacy of a Yahoo-Boy is reflected in the number of
victims that “wire wire [transfer money]” to him on a
regular basis. For example, financial incentives are
apparent in Kelly Handsome’s song: “/..plenty dollar
straight to aboki make eh start to dey change it/….”
(plenty dollar straight to a bureau de change man
[locally called aboki] to change it into naira
[currently, $1 =380 naira]). Additionally, the crucial
importance of money in yahoo-yahoo is also evident
in most YouTube videos of songs in Table 2 (e.g.,
displaying briefcases filled with US dollars, spraying
of dollar bills, showcasing expensive cars, partying
with exotic drinks and women). In the language of
Olu Maintain, which is reminiscent of Puff Daddy
and colleagues’ 1997 popular song (It’s all about
benjamins), “it’s all about ‘Benjamin’ baby/…”.
Arguably, monetary success is a specific aspect of
Yahoo-Boys’ moral enterprise as represented by all
songs investigated in this study.

Conclusion
This study has drawn attention to the notion that
Yahoo-Boys and some musicians may be reciprocally
constructing the destiny of one another. It is not only
the first study to assess the ethics of Yahoo-Boys as
expressed by music artists in a Nigerian context in
particular, but it also the first study to explore how
cyber-fraud, in general, is depicted in Nigerian
popular music. Additionally, it has explored the
presence of the mechanisms of moral disengagement

(Bandura, 1999) and neutralization techniques (Sykes
& Matza, 1957) in yahoo-yahoo. Thus, these analyses
have not only helped to shed light on motives for
cyber-fraud, but they have helped to conclude that
Yahoo-Boys embody a range of the most powerful
set of psychological mechanisms for disengaging
moral control. Accordingly, given that Yahoo-Boys
have been implicated in defrauding a multitude of
victims all over the world (e.g., see Chang, 2008;
Rich, 2017), insights from this study could provide a
greater understanding about cyber-fraud that
emanates from Nigeria.
Furthermore, the presence of the conceptual
frameworks (see Table 1) in music lyrics illustrates
the relevance and contemporaneity of these theories
in modern times, and this is revealing. Hip-hop lyrics,
therefore, could serve as useful tools in teaching
these theories (see Table 1), because music not only
may appeal more to a wide spectrum of students than
abstract theories, but also musicians are more
impactful and meaningful in the lives of youths than
theorists (and abstract concepts). Additionally, the
oratory messages of hip-hop singers may attract more
followers than questioners, especially young people,
as Inyabri (2016) noted. The lyrical words of
musicians are often believed, respected, and repeated
possibly as their historical antecedents, the griots.
Repeating discourses normalize their claims. Hip-hop
songs that legitimise yahoo-yahoo by implication
could make it attractive to more people than
otherwise. The adherents of music, in general, may
not merely consume songs, but they may also coproduce the meaning they embody and thus,
normalize the lyrical messages with all its entireties.
Arguably, while music has the power to influence our
beliefs and practices (Louw, 2017), online/offline,
music contributes to making us who we are due to its
artistic and emotional embodiment. Accordingly, this
article has highlighted Jaishankar’s (2011), Ibrahim’s
(2016a) and Stratton, Powell and Cameron’s (2017)
concept that contextual factors that are critical in the
cyberspace are also vital in the physical space
(implicating multiple academic disciplines). In
exploring youth cultures, deviance, language, and
communications, it has brought together topics of
criminology, cultural sociology, social psychology,
even musicology (if disciplinary boundaries are
stretched a bit) to achieve its aims in an ‘eclecticway’15. It has done so by using data from a
significant and underrepresented area (sub-Saharan
hip-hop music).
Having operated within the constraint of what is
currently available (a small sample size), this study’s
findings have limited generalizability at best.
However, alongside the above contributions, it has
not only underscored that some ethos of law-abiding
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citizens is central to Yahoo-Boys’ moral enterprise,
but it has also highlighted that Yahoo-Boys, as
represented in the hip-hop music examined, represent
a disturbing reflection of our digital-age society. It is
therefore critical that Yahoo-Boys phenomenon
should not be ghettoized within parochial
conceptions with little or no global significance.
There is indeed a danger of failing to capture
globalization in all of its complexities if each of such
relevant social phenomenon is not taken as
unconditionally serious beyond its physical
geographical context (Hall, 2013; Tankebe et al.
2014). While this article has particularly examined
Yahoo-Boys' phenomenon and their representation in
hip-hop music within Nigerian society, by
implication, these issues are also universalizable.
Studies on rap music in the USA (e.g., Kubrin, 2005)
have already enlightened cultural dimensions of
street-violence and “thug life” because rap music
could provide a way for listeners to understand and
appreciate inner cities’ youth culture and violence.
Similarly, given that Yahoo-Boys and singers are
“birds of a feather,” and the oratory messages of
singers may attract more followers than questioners,
this study illuminates the cultural dimensions of
cyber-fraud that emanate from Nigeria. In particular,
insights from this study suggest that cyber-fraud
researchers might look beyond traditional data
sources (e.g., cyber-fraud statistics) for the empirical
traces of “culture in action” (Swidler, 1990) that
render fraudulent practices acceptable career paths
for some Nigerian youths. Finally, further research
may interview hip-hop singers to expand upon this
study.
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Endnotes
1

An excerpt from an online chatroom app.

2

A relationship that is forged by one side through adopting a fraudulent or fictional online persona.

3

However, critical perspectives pointed out that the statistics the FBI relied on to inform the currency of
cybercrime perpetrators across nations are socially and selectively constructed. By implication, the FBI’s claims
are merely pictorial representations of that construction [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijlcj.2016.07.002]

4

Nigerian Criminal Code Act: [http://lawsofnigeria.placng.org/laws/C38.pdf]

5

D’banj was interviewed at the Social Media Week, Nigeria, February 28, 2018.

6

Oshozondi was released in 2018: [https://itunes.apple.com/gb/album/oshozondi-feat-slimcase-masta-tsingle/1337331237]

7

Davey D. (1998) "Why Is Rap So Powerful". Davey D's Hip-Hop Corner.
[http://www.daveyd.com/whyrapispowerart.html]

8

'Rap is a branch of hip-hop music, which makes use of rhyme, rhythmic speech, and street vernacular, which is
recited or loosely chanted over a musical soundtrack' (Keyes, 2002, p.1).

9

Nigeria was created by the British government through colonization from 1914 to 1960 (Lazarus et al., 2017).
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Authors of scam emails may or may not be Nigerians, and “there is an impossibility of knowing if every cyber___ criminal using the Nigerian 419 or AFF letter/email templates is actually a Nigerian citizen” (Ibrahim, 2016a,
___ p.51).
11

The occult economy refers to the idea that the spirit world is an actual source of wealth and as a result, real or
___ imagined, of magical means, can be used for material ends.
12

A quote from a Russian historian, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
[https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/10420.Aleksandr_Solzhenitsyn]

13

Ex-US Secretary of State Colin Powell has joined a Nigerian performer, Olu Maintain on stage, while he sang
his hit Yahooze [http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/7670788.stm]

14

Given that most of the songs are bilingual, and not in standard English, as Davies and Bentahila (2008) and
Gritsenko and Aleshinskaya (2016) suggested, to translate songs that are bilingual serves as a means of opening
up the lyrics to ‘outsiders’, etc.
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Abstract: This article is a theoretical treatment of the ways in which local worldviews on wealth
acquisition give rise to contemporary manifestations of spirituality in cyberspace. It unpacks spiritual
(occult) economies and wealth generation through a historical perspective. The article ‘devil advocates’
the ‘sainthood’ of claimed law-abiding citizens, by highlighting that the line dividing them and the
Nigerian cybercriminals (Yahoo-Boys) is blurred with regards to the use of magical means for material
ends. By doing so, the article also illustrates that the intersectionality of the spirit world and the
acquisition of wealth (crime or otherwise) is connected with local epistemologies and worldviews,
and its contemporaneity has social security benefits. Therefore, the view that the contemporary
manifestations of spirituality in cyberspace signify a ‘new-danger’ and an ever-increasing outrage in
Nigerian society is misplaced. I conclude that if people believe all aspects of life are reflective of the
spiritual world and determined by it, the spiritual realm, by implication, is the base of society, upon
which sits the superstructure comprised of all aspects of life, especially wealth. Inferentially, this
conceptual position that the spirit world is the base of society is an inversion of Orthodox Marxist’s
theory of economic determinism.
Keywords: sociology of religion; spiritual and magical powers; economic anthropology; gospel of
prosperity; Mami Wata or Olokun; digital spiritualization; spiritual manipulation of victims; Nigerian
cybercriminals and scams; occult economy; Yahoo Boys and money rituals

1. Introduction
The delinquent may not stand as an alien in the body of society but may represent a disturbing reflection or
a caricature instead (Matza and Sykes 1961, p. 717).
Money Doublers and Money Doubling
Spiritual and magical powers, despite the fact that the dominant culture ignores and even denies
their reality and contemporaneity, persist and continue to emerge in modern societies (Bever and
Styers 2018). While it is of utmost importance to advance our understanding of the spiritual aspects of
digital crimes (Melvin and Ayotunde 2010), the spiritual dimension of these crimes is under-theorized.
This current endeavor is prompted by the need to urge cyber-fraud researchers to look beyond normal
“scientific evidence” and consider the traces of “spiritual manipulations of victims” for material gains
that are all too often ignored in “normal social science”. A better understanding of this phenomenon
lies in our capacity to unconditionally value all insights across the global South and global North
(Cross 2018; Lazarus 2018). Indeed, crimes committed on the Internet constitute global issues, with
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global consequences (Kirillova et al. 2017), having brought, for example, Nigerian1 cybercriminals to
the attention of the international community (Trend Micro and INTERPOL 2017). This article is broadly
based on the premise that Nigerian cybercriminals who use magical/spiritual powers to defraud
victims may not be “alien” to the body of society, to use Matza and Sykes’s (1961, p. 717) term, but
may represent a disturbing reflection or a caricature instead. The word “alien” here means “foreign”,
i.e., the characteristics of Nigerian society that are not its own. The article, therefore, sets out to trace
the roots of contemporary manifestations of spirituality in a Nigerian context.
In order to achieve this, stepping backwards is enlightening. The contemporary manifestation of
spirituality in cyberspace has to be analyzed with history in mind, to understand the past that created it.
In the 1940s, before the digitalization of social life, many colonial head teachers observed that a group of
Nigerian schoolboys (money doublers) were diabolic manipulators in trickery and scams (US Consulate
1949). These “money doublers” (Wayo-Boys) closely collaborated with indigenous spiritual knowers,
such as herbalists or “native doctors” (Igwe 2007). While these “money doublers or Wayo-Boys” were
implicated in defrauding many victims in Western societies with scam letters and magical amulets
(Nkoh 1963), “money doubling” has always been associated with mystical powers in this context
(Ellis 2016). This article, therefore, explores the importance of mystical and spiritual powers in wealth
accumulation through the lens of cyber-spiritualism. For Tade (2013), “cyber-spiritualism” is the use of
spiritual powers to defraud victims in cyberspace. Analogously, the defrauding of victims for monetary
benefits is the most significant theme in the analysis of Nigerian cybercriminals and the “419-fraud2 ”
thesis (Ibrahim 2016a, 2016b). While many types of cyber-frauds are associated with the broader canon
(Button and Cross 2017; Goutam and Verma 2015), the most widely known feature of all of them is
‘deception’ (Goutam and Verma 2015). The Nigerian cybercriminals, however, are predominantly
known for Advance Fee Fraud (Dobovšek et al. 2013) which criminals themselves refer to as a ‘game’
(Lazarus 2018). Advance Fee Fraud or “419-fraud” is a ‘game’ for cybercriminals possibly because it
embodies not only ‘deception’ but also includes a range of other characteristics. Such features include
the manipulation of victims, the blaming of victims for their predicaments and the “dehumanization
of victims” (Lazarus 2018, p. 70). Because Advance Fee Fraud (AFF) encompasses these multiple
characteristics, the perpetrator-victim relationship and communication are paramount in the ‘game’.
Rich’s (2018) comprehensive analysis of the Nigerian fraudulent emails, for example, elaborated that
victims are commonly deceived into advancing relatively small sums of money in the hope of realising
a much larger gain. The online versions of AFF are locally known as ‘yahoo-yahoo3 ’ (Akanle et al. 2016).
The perpetrators of yahoo-yahoo were hence commonly known as “Yahoo-Boys” (Ogwezzy 2012). The
term Yahoo-Boys not only signifies that the perpetrators of the infamous yahoo-yahoo are predominantly
male (Cross 2018; Lazarus 2018), but also indicates that they are young. Other empirical studies
support the youthhood4 of Yahoo-Boys as well (e.g., Aransiola and Asindemade 2011; Lazarus and
Okolorie 2019).
In what ways are the actions of youths who tap spiritual resources for online gain a reflection
of local epistemologies and worldviews in Nigeria? Are these actions alien in the body of Nigerian
society? In attempting to answer these questions, this article will deconstruct the prevailing meaning
of cyber-spiritualism in order to stimulate interdisciplinary dialogue. It will do so by weaving
together published documents from across a number of disciplinary boundaries (West African poetry,

1

2

3
4

However, critical examinations have pointed out that the statistics the FBI relied upon to inform the currency of cybercrime
perpetrators across nations, even when they represent the underlying reality, are socially and selectively constructed, and
cannot (or should not) directly speak for themselves (Ibrahim 2016a, pp. 50–52).
The term “419” is historically derived from section 419 of the Nigerian Criminal Code which deals with multiple variations
of frauds. Nowadays, “419” is ‘loosely’ used in everyday parlance as a simple antonym for cheating, falsification and
fraudulent representation of facts.
The term ‘yahoo-yahoo’ originated from the dominance of Yahoo emails, apps and instant messaging in
perpetrator-victim communications.
However, in the public discourse, people above 30 years of age are commonly and culturally seen as “youths”; the meaning
of “youths” in Nigeria must be read in terms of the definitions they carry in a Nigerian context.
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religious studies, anthropology, sociology, and cultural criminology), to unpack the ways in which
local epistemologies and worldviews on wealth acquisition give rise to contemporary manifestations of
spirituality in cyberspace. While the inclusion of West African poetry, in particular, may seem strange
to some modern sociologists, the sociological eye, as Longo (2015) suggested, can be sharpened by
our engagement with literary sources. The deployment of these strategies is prompted by two central
motives: (1) to underline that contextual realities on the ground should be taken seriously, beyond
their particular geographical and disciplinary contexts; and (2) to underscore that the contextual and
cultural realities should inform policymaking in the real world of a spiritually embedded economy.
2. Defining “Digital Spiritualization”
One of these realities is that many Nigerians, like the people before them, believe that the
spirit world is the true source of material wealth (Akanle and Adejare 2018; Ellis 2016; Rosen 1989).
In particular, many Nigerians believe that no one can succeed in his or her career, whether in crime or
legitimate professions, without securing divine blessings, first and foremost, from spiritual beings (Ellis
2016; Rosen 1989). ‘There are certain events in life that hard work or physical strength cannot achieve
except one understands and possess some spiritual powers5 ’ Notably, some qualitative studies have
indicated that the Nigerian cybercriminals use magical powers to defraud victims all over the world
(Melvin and Ayotunde 2010; Ibrahim 2016b). While some of these studies have implicitly6 observed
the spiritual dimension of cyber-fraud (Aransiola and Asindemade 2011; Ajirola 2015; Ibrahim 2016b;
Lazarus and Okolorie 2019), others have explicitly examined the same phenomenon (Melvin and
Ayotunde 2010; Tade 2013). In recent years, what is remarkable is that most of these victims are
mainly swindled in the context of “love” and “friendship” (Trend Micro and INTERPOL 2017). While
some researchers hypothesized that the people who are most susceptible to the romance scam are
those who describe themselves as seeking out perfect partners or “true” love (i.e., online profiles)
(Whitty et al. 2017), this conjecture did not consider the role of charms and magic in romance-scam
victimization. Many cybercriminals (Yahoo-Boys) control their “clients” (victims) with various spiritual
means, known locally as “African Jazz” (Ajirola 2015; Information Nigeria 2017). Such spiritual means
include, for example, putting spells on victims’ photographs in shrines and communicating with them
via the telephone (Information Nigeria 2017) through “words-of-power” (Peavy 2016), locally known as
“do-as-I-say” (Ajirola 2015). The do-as-I-say spell or words-of-power include the use of verbal postulations
to unlock cosmic forces that can make the spiritual manifest itself in the physical realm (Peavy 2016).
In this way, spells can be invoked or undone by words-of-power or oratory postulations, depending
on the invokers’ intentions. For example, words-of-power could be invoked to enhance or inhibit a
person’s examination performance (educational-spiritualism), make a person fall in or out of love
(love-spiritualism) or help a person recover from illness or become ill (health-spiritualism). Concerning
the role of charms and magic in online scam victimization, the narratives of frontline law enforcement
officers are revealing. According to Lazarus and Okolorie’s (2019, p. 24) study which interviewed
40 Economic and Financial Crimes Commission agents, one of the ritualized practices used by some
Nigerian cybercriminals to manipulate their victims is:
to put a victim’s picture under the laptop [that is] after the spiritualist (native doctor) might have
“worked on” the picture (cast a spell on it possibly in his/her shrine). It is then necessary and sufficient
for fraudsters to simply place the photograph under the computer while chatting/messaging the
victims of fraud. Also, in the words of one respondent, “fraudsters also talk to the [victims’] pictures
repeatedly” which represent the words-of-power (“do as I say” rhetoric).

5
6

A direct quote from one of Melvin and Ayotunde (2010, p. 369) participants.
Explicit and implicit: for example, Ibrahim (2016b) interviewed 17 parents regarding children’s vulnerability to involvement
in cybercrime (implicit), whereas Tade (2013) interviewed 10 Yahoo-Boys on the spiritual dimension of cybercrime (explicit).
However, while both studies relied on different groups of Nigerians as participants, i.e., parents and Yahoo-Boys, they
agreed on the significance of spiritual and magical powers in the discussion of cyber-frauds that emanate from Nigeria.
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Yahoo-Boys commonly not only use spiritual means to increase the economic benefit of their
fraudulent activities, but also use them as “spiritual insurance” so that no harm may befall them
while carrying out their criminal activities (e.g., Adebayo 2013; Lazarus and Okolorie 2019). Based on
the preceding remarks, I will henceforth deploy a more critical examination of the existing literature
on spirituality in cyberspace, or cyber-spiritualism. While there is a dearth of empirical studies on
this topic, my quarrel with the current definition of cyber-spiritualism (Tade 2013) or “spirituality in
cyberspace” (Melvin and Ayotunde 2010) is based on three central reasons. In particular, while I build
on Tade’s (2013, p. 702) and Melvin and Ayotunde’s (2010, p. 374) work on spirituality in cyberspace, I
disagree with them in three related ways: (1) I question the implicit polarization of the real world and
the virtual world, which ignores that cyber-spiritualism has emerged from a well-established origin;
(2) I disagree with the assertion that cyber-spiritualism has a singular meaning; and (3) I oppose the
negativization of spirituality in the virtual world.
First, Melvin and Ayotunde (2010, p. 364) drew from the Yoruba7 cultural cosmos (Nigeria)
and explained that ‘spirituality has been a crucial factor in the activities of offenders involved
in both organized and non-organized crimes’ in the virtual world. Accordingly, cybercriminals
(Yahoo-Boys) who defraud their victims using supernatural powers are called “Yahoo-Boys plus” (Melvin
and Ayotunde 2010). Building on Melvin and Ayotunde’s (2010) work, Tade (2013, p. 690) defined
cyber-spiritualism as
a cybercrime strategy which blends spiritual elements with internet surfing to enhance victimisation
rates on the web. Cyber spiritualism involves the procurement and use of mystical, spiritual, and
supernatural powers by yahoo boys to cast a spell on their victims. Through this method, victims
become hypnotised and, without objection, offer their treasures (products and money) to the fraudsters.
These lines capture how the author interpreted the meaning of cyber-spiritualism. While the
above meaning of cyber-spiritualism does not deal with offline fraud practices, it sheds light on how
cybercriminals, through their inventiveness, deployed offline beliefs and practices on the Internet.
It is this inventiveness that the above author conceives as alien and, by the same token, the term
cyber-spiritualism (this accusation is justified further down). As far as this article is concerned, offline
practices predate online ones; the licit and illicit tapping of spiritual resources for wealth acquisition
offline predates the use of this practice online, and clarifies the concept of cyber-spiritualism. By the
same token, it agrees with the notion that the polarization of the real world and the virtual world
obstructs the understanding of socially constructed cues offline, which are concurrently impactful
in the digital realm (McGerty 2000; Jaishankar 2007; Powell et al. 2018). Many researchers have
indeed highlighted the “life-offline” and “life-online” linkages8 , but they have coined different phrases
or joined different sets of words to express the same idea. For example9 , while for McGerty (2000,
p. 895) “nobody lives only in cyberspace”, for Morahan-Martin (2000, p. 689) “life online is a mere
extension of life offline”. While Jaishankar (2007, 2011) factored a crime element into the equation
and called it “cyber criminology”, Powell et al. (2017, 2018) on the one hand renamed Jaishankar’s
(2011) version as “digital criminology”, they on the other hand elaborated on the notion that the
“life-offline” and “life-online” are inseparable (e.g., McGerty 2000; Morahan-Martin 2000) and captured
this notion as “digital society”. While the preceding remarks may not represent the entirety of the
above authors’ contributions, they help to shed light on the pattern of the body of knowledge on which
this current scholarly endeavor leans. Therefore, I argue that this contemporary phenomenon called
cyber-spiritualism is, like history, the witness that testifies to the passing of time.10

7
8
9
10

‘Yoruba’ constitutes one of the main three ethnic groups in Nigeria (the other two are Hausa and Igbo).
The “life-online and life-online” connections are also reminiscent of Goffman’s (Goffman [1959] 1990) notion of the
“front-stage” and “back-stage” interactions.
This is by no means an exhaustive list of relevant authors on this topic (life-offline and life-online connections) but it gives
an indication of the layers of contributions prior to this current endeavor.
Paraphrased from Marcus Cicero’s famous words, “history is the witness that testifies to the passing of time”.
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Second, based on the above remarks, it is conceivable that the historical backdrop to spirituality in
cyberspace is indeed the licit or illicit occult economy in society (Comaroff and Comaroff 1999; Jansen
2011). For this article, the occult economy can be understood as the deployment, real or imagined,
of magical means for material ends (Comaroff and Comaroff 1999; Jansen 2011; Steinmüller 2011).
Accordingly, this inquiry will draw upon indigenous epistemologies and worldviews to challenge the
simplistic rendering of cyber-spiritualism in Nigerian society as alien because of the following reasons:
(1) cyber-spiritualism has emerged from a well-established origin; (2) spirituality in cyberspace is
a reflection of the past that created it. By the same token, cyber-spiritualism has a dual meaning,
since it reflects both the “licit” and the “illicit” components of the occult economy from which it has
emerged (e.g., spiritually blessing or cursing a person). Cyber-spiritualism, therefore, has, like the
occult economy, a dual meaning or two dimensions: licit and illicit. Thus, this current endeavor defines
digital spiritualization or cyber-spiritualism as the use of magical and spiritual powers in cyberspace
for functional purposes (e.g., online job applications or online examinations) or dysfunctional purposes
(e.g., online scamming or online stalking), depending on subscribers’ intentions and the circumstances
they address. Moreover, cyber-spiritualism concurrently manifests in the physical space. Arguably,
Melvin and Ayotunde (2010, p. 374) and Tade (2013, p. 702) err in conceiving cyber-spiritualism
as a singularity, and this misconception has implications, such as the negativization of spirituality
in cyberspace.
Third, by assuming that cyber-spiritualism has a singular meaning, the above authors
fundamentally constructed it as a troubling phenomenon that needs to be addressed or solved (Best
2008, pp. 14–15). The negativization of spirituality in cybercrime is another basis of my quarrel with
the prevailing conceptualization of cyber-spiritualism. For example, Tade (2013, p. 702) particularly
claimed that “cyber spiritualism portends danger for a developing country like Nigeria. It leads to
image battering which impedes development. A way out of this social ill is a genuine restructuring of
the social values of Nigerian society”. These authors represented cyber-spiritualism as a phenomenon
that symbolizes a new societal problem, that “portends danger” (Tade 2013, p. 702) and “calls for
concern” (Melvin and Ayotunde 2010, p. 374). The current endeavor does not intend to justify the
illicit occult economy in cyberspace. However, it points out that the manifestation of spirituality in
cyberspace is a reflection of a broader and widely accepted indigenous spiritual epistemology and
worldview in Nigeria (which is contextualized further down). The claim-makers here (Melvin and
Ayotunde 2010; Tade 2013) constructed cyber-spiritualism as a phenomenon that should be recognized
as troubling or as a social problem (Best 2008; Gabe and Bury 1988). The negativization of spirituality in
cybercrime dislocates it from the well-established indigenous worldview from which cyber-spiritualism
emerged. Digital spiritualization or cyber-spiritualism is a reflection of the past that created it. By
implication, the negativization of cyber-spirituality echoes chronocentrism. Chronocentrism is a
“misconception that one’s times are paramount, [while] other periods pale in comparison” (Fowles
1977, p. 1). It is referring to the slighting of the past’s historical importance, while exaggerating the
historical significance (positive or negative) of the present (Rock 2005). Hence, in an attempt to further
justify my disagreement with Tade’s (2013, pp. 690, 702) and Melvin and Ayotunde’s (2010, p. 374)
positions, I will explore the occult economy in a variety of different manifestations, namely: (1) The
traditional African spiritual system; (2) the Olokun deity; (3) the Gospel of Prosperity; and (4) the
villagization of the modern public sphere, in order to nuance the intersectionality of the spirit world
and the acquisition of wealth.
3. Different Manifestations of the Occult Economy
3.1. Traditional African Spiritual System
The contemporary manifestation, i.e., cyber-spiritualism, serves as an entry point to the
intersectionality of the spirit world and the acquisition of wealth in a Nigerian context. Since “a
social phenomenon cannot ultimately be understood apart from the cultural context in which it occurs”
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(Beirne 1983, p. 373), it is reasonable to consider how it may be a reflection of a broader Traditional
African Spiritual System (TASS). The TASS constitutes both the “good” and the “bad” elements,
depending on subscribers’ intentionality as well as the circumstances they are addressing (Peek 2016;
Smalls 2015). In the TASS, all aspects of life, wealth, health, death, and happiness have their roots in the
spiritual realm, the authorities therein consisting of a Supreme Being, lesser divinities, ancestors, and
spirits (Magezi and Magezi 2017; Peavy 2016). If people have a good relationship with the principal
figures in the spirit world, they will be rewarded with wealth, health, happiness, and protection
(Smalls 2015; Washington 2012). Conversely, a breakdown of a harmonious relationship between the
spirit world and the physical one has adverse consequences for humans (e.g., sickness, barrenness,
death) (Peavy 2016; Smalls 2015).
Since all aspects of life are reflective of the spiritual world and determined by it, the spiritual
world is, therefore, the base of society, upon which sits the superstructure, comprised of all aspects of
life such as material wealth. The conception that the spirit world determines the material conditions
is an inversion of Orthodox Marxist’s theory of economic determinism. For Marx and Engel’s (Marx
and Engel 1967) theory of economic determinism, the economy is the base of society that shapes all its
institutions such as family, education, government, religion and the media. Simply put, while Marxist’s
theory positions the economy as the base of society, it situates religion as a part of the superstructure.
Conversely, I argue in this article that the spirit world is the base of society, for believers, in a Nigerian
context. Nonetheless, for symbolic interactionists, the meanings that things and social objects (persons)
have for people form the basis of their actions (Blumer 1969a, 1969a). Equally, a good relationship or a
breakdown of a harmonious relationship between the spirit world and the physical one is associated
with the broader socio-moral order and indigenous penal thoughts (Assimeng 1986). While indigenous
penal thoughts are rooted in the spiritual realm, the centrality of spiritual beings in people’s lives is
apparent in Assimeng’s (1986, p. 49) and Tankebe’s (2008, p. 69) notion of “escapelessness” (an aspect
of TASS):
Escapelessness meant that the ancestral spirits were thought to be all-knowing; no violation of the
norms of society escaped their surveillance, and no offender did. The “severity” of sanctions was used
to deter the rest of society; the ancestral spirits were thereby upholders of the socio-moral order.
Hence, some West African literary scholars (Brew 1975; Clark 1975; Okri 1991) reminded us
that people are their ancestors; they follow their footsteps and rarely live in “new times”. Since
spiritual beings were the upholders of law and order, one might be inclined to suggest that the
concept of escapelessness might retain its efficacy online, as it does offline in contemporary Nigeria
and elsewhere. Equally, given that the meanings that things and social objects (persons) have for
people are the basis of their actions (as mentioned earlier), the contemporaneity of escapelessness in
the virtual world highlights the value of the interactionist perspective in the area of cybercrime and
cybersecurity. Relatedly, it is therefore common for families to go beyond life’s physical challenges to
assess their spiritual etiology, since every existential problem is rooted in the spiritual realm according
to TASS (Peavy 2016; Sogolo 1991; Washington 2012). Essentially, the manifestation of life’s problems
necessitates inquiries into the spiritual world for remedies. It also provides guidance on relationship
maintenance between the two worlds (Peavy 2016; Peek 2016). For example, a person may sacrifice
a goat to ancestors for relationship maintenance. It is believed that when the goat is killed, the vital
energy that was the goat is released. In turn, the released energy can then be captured and reused in
TASS for “good” purposes, such as asking supernatural authorities for healing, prosperity, and other
worthy purposes, or for “bad” purposes, such asking them to curse or aggravate people (Smalls 2015).
Cyber-spiritualism, therefore, is “old wine in a new bottle” that connects with the concept of
escapelessness in social surveillance. If an individual believes that ancestral spirits are omnipresent
and omnipotent, they are omnipresent and omnipotent in their consequences. In fact, legitimacy
and conformity to social rules are central to self-regulation (Tyler 1990; Weber [1946] 1992). What is
remarkable here is the legitimacy and meaning that spiritual powers hold for a vast, generalizable
body of Nigerian society in their unquestioned conformity to rules that are believed to derive from
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ancestral spirits and powers. They do not question the legitimacy of the ancestral spirits and gods; they
accept their existence, as they perceive themselves as beneficiaries of their rules, all embedded in the
concept of escapelessness. For example, most Nigerians would not hesitate to adhere to warning signs
associated with “spiritual powers”, as shown in Figure 1a,b, because they believe that no offenders
can escape their surveillance. The concept of escapelessness could help to facilitate cybersecurity in
West Africa, as has been demonstrated in other aspects of security in West Africa from the distant past
Religions
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to the present.
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This current article, therefore, advocates for agents of the overall cybersecurity ecosystem to take on
board the importance of spirituality in the lives of digital-age Nigerians. While spiritual beings are
the true givers of wealth (Ellis 2016), no offender or violation of social norms escapes their
surveillance (Tankebe 2008). Because of this, it is conceivable in Nigeria that a central prerequisite for
analyzing material welfare is not only an understanding of a person or people’s spiritual welfare
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This current article, therefore, advocates for agents of the overall cybersecurity ecosystem to take on
board the importance of spirituality in the lives of digital-age Nigerians. While spiritual beings are the
true givers of wealth (Ellis 2016), no offender or violation of social norms escapes their surveillance
(Tankebe 2008). Because of this, it is conceivable in Nigeria that a central prerequisite for analyzing
material welfare is not only an understanding of a person or people’s spiritual welfare (Ellis 2016; Kalu
1977), but also an understanding of real-life social security implications (e.g., escapelessness). Having
used the TASS to illustrate that cyber-spiritualism has emerged from a well-established indigenous
spiritual worldview, I will henceforth draw upon the concept of the Olokun deity.
3.2. Olokun
So drunken, like ancient walls
We crumble in heaps at your feet;
And as the good maid of the sea,
Full of rich bounties for men,
You lift us all beggars to your breast—Clark (1975, p. 44)
Our engagement with literary sources can sharpen the sociological eye (Longo 2015). As depicted
in Clark’s (1975) poem above, decoding the name “Olokun”, popularly known in the global West
African diaspora as “Mami Wata” (mother of water), is a critical entry point for analyzing spiritual
welfare as material welfare in a Nigerian context (Rosen 1989). In the ancient mythology of the Benin
kingdom,11 Olokun is considered the giver of material wealth (Peavy 2016). Olokun is a critical entry
point for understanding the symbolic meaning of the spiritual realm as a real source of economic
power in Nigerian communities. Mami Wata is the water spirit, culturally and popularly believed to
possess immeasurable riches in its kingdom beneath the sea (e.g., in Yoruba, Igbo, and Edo culture in
present-day Nigeria) (Rosen 1989; Peavy 2016). Where is the money? If people believe Mami Wata’s
kingdom is where the real12 money is, Mami Wata’s kingdom is real in its consequences (Thomas
and Thomas 1928). Accordingly, worshippers commonly offer sacrifices to the deity of money for
blessings believed to exist in abundance beneath the sea. Therefore, worshippers act based on the
meanings Olokun has for them. The reciprocal exchanges between families and their “imagined others”
in the spirit world are critical to the relationship between them (Falola 1995; Guyer 2004). The mutual
exchanges implicitly expressed, such as when praying, or explicitly demonstrated, such as when
tithing, ensure the coming and going of souls and things that are all intermingled with one another
(Droz and Gez 2015). Notably, the spirit world and the realities of financial success were strongly linked
in the social communities that became known as Nigeria13 (Kalu 1977). For symbolic interactionists,
while meanings are the basis of human actions, these are reproduced through interactions with beings
(e.g., the water spirit and members of human society) (Blumer 1969a). In a Nigerian context, it is
conceivable that these meanings are derived from socio-spiritual interactions.
The significance of Olokun in Nigerian culture reinforces the notion that the spirit world is the real
source of wealth for adherents who often offer sacrifices. These sacrifices or customary “handshakes”
with Olokun or Mami Wata have reciprocal effects. While the givers may receive earthly wealth,
they are indebted to Olokun in terms of obedience and further sacrifices (Rosen 1989; Peavy 2016).
“Gifts to humans and the gods serve the purpose of buying peace between them both” (Mauss 1925,
p. 21). For this article, the meaning of “wealth” is not merely about material wealth (money), but also

11
12
13

Contemporary Nigerian society has sprouted from the ruins of three ancient West African kingdoms: the Benin Kingdom,
the Bornu Empire, and the Songhai Empire (Ibrahim 2016a).
The encounter of a famous Nigerian singer, Sir Victor Uwaifo, with Mami Wata is recounted here: http://www.informationng.
com/2015/09/meet-sir-victor-uwaifo-the-nigerian-musician-who-saw-a-real-mermaid-narrates-experience.html.
On 1 January 1914, His Majesty the King of Great Britain amalgamated the Northern and Southern British Protectorates into
the colony of Nigeria. Nigeria remained a British colony until 1960 (Lazarus et al. 2017).
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encompasses other aspects of life such as fertility, children, good health, and happiness (e.g., Ellis
2016), which helps explain indigenous epistemologies of prosperity. In particular, wealth could come
to adherents in the form of fertility and a baby boom in the extended family. Large numbers of children
are culturally seen as an essential aspect of wealth. Children are believed to be gifts of the gods, and
the significance of children is evident in some Nigerian names14 (Amadi et al. 2017). By the same
token, the contemporaneity of the preceding statements is evident in these Nigerian names15 (Amadi
et al. 2017), which concomitantly explain indigenous epistemologies of prosperity (e.g., in the Yoruba,
Igbo, and Edo languages). Nigeria has over five hundred local languages (Lazarus 2018), but these
multi-ethnic variations have a historical bond in the spiritual significance of children’s names (Amadi
et al. 2017).
The spiritual significance of some Nigerian names highlights the notion of wealth that people
have. To have large families (wives and children) is an excellent source of wealth. Wealth is strongly
associated with mystical and spiritual powers. Consistent with the indigenous epistemologies of
prosperity, people who are wealthy were and are presently thought to have special blessings from the
invisible world (Falola 1995; Peavy 2016). Large numbers of children manifest by implication in an
abundance of material wealth (Peavy 2016). Large numbers of servants and slaves are also symbols of
wealth and favor from gods such as Olokun (Rosen 1989; Peek 2016). For example, in the pre-colonial
era, people who accumulated more wealth than their neighbors were thought to have received special
favors from the spirit world (Ellis 2016). Consequently, a farmer who has more land and laborers (e.g.,
children, wives, slaves, servants) would prosper more than his peers–in terms of land and people
(Falola 1995). In fact, as Peavy (2016) explained, some Nigerians believed that no one ever lives without
knowing the arch spirit of wealth called Olokun or Mami Wata, a real symbol of “wealth”.
By implication, for believers, no one can buy or sell anything without having to touch and
know money, Olokun. To have a good relationship with the spirit world guarantees material rewards
(children, slaves, and servants); which is an inversion of Orthodox Marxist’s theory of economic
determinism as previously mentioned. For instance, a slave or a servant represents a store of value,
and wealth-in-people could easily translate into wealth-in-money (Ellis 2016; Guyer 2004). Every good
relationship requires maintenance. Having strong allies and networks of people were useful assets
in the accumulation of wealth, for example when paying (bride prices) for wives or selling/buying
slaves for a different purpose, such as valuable items to be sacrificed to the spirit world (Guyer 2004).
The preceding comments illuminate how the invisible world becomes central to the acquisition of
slaves in pre-colonial Nigeria, and align with the idea that the spirit world is indeed the actual source
of wealth. For example, until the late 1950s, the Aro shrine16 (also known as the long-juju shrine)
served as the theocratic administrative machinery (Ellis 2016; Shankland 1933). It also had the power
to bless adherents and curse transgressors and their families (Shankland 1933). A fuller analysis of the
contemporaneity shrines in modern Nigeria is given below.
A standard method of punishing the convicted—without extending the punishment to the
transgressor’s family members—was to sell the sentenced into slavery (if the transgressor’s “kinsmen”
were not able to pay a certain amount of money to the administrative system of the shrine) (Falola
1995). Once such a shrine17 has turned a person into a slave, it does not matter if the individual was
sold or freed by his/her family; that person symbolizes a store of value one way or the other. Some

14
15

16
17

Such as (1) Oyagbemi in the Yoruba language, meaning “the goddess has rewarded me”; and Chukwuyem in Igbo language,
meaning “Almighty God gave me (child)”.
Such as (1) Omosigho in the Edo language, meaning “a child is more valuable than money”; (2) Efemena in the Isoko/Urhobo
language, meaning “this one (child) is my wealth”; and (3) Nwakaego in the Igbo language, meaning “a child is greater than
material wealth”.
Whilst the Aro-shrine was geographically located in the Eastern Nigerian region, its spiritual effects extended to present-day
Congo and Sierra Leone (Shankland 1933).
Also, similar to ‘Trokosi’ spiritual practice in Ghana (another West African country), where any adult who transgresses
against the collective sentiment of the village social community submits a young girl from his/her family to the traditional
Shrine Priest to labour and serve for 3–5 years in shrines as a way of atonement (Rush and Lazarus 2018).
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people believe in the long-juju shrine’s power over life and death. By implication, the long-juju shrine
is omnipotent in its judgments and consequences. It recalls Thomas and Thomas’s (1928) idea that if
people believe situations are real, they are real in their consequences. Relatedly, most ritual killings of
victims (often slaves) were believed to increase the wealth of the person who offered the sacrifice of
the victim to the invisible world, reinforcing the real source of wealth (Agozino 2017; Falola 1995; Kalu
1977). In every conceivable manner, the spirit world is no less significant today than in the Nigerian
past. It is reasonable to suggest that the belief that the spirit world is the actual source of wealth is
a link to the past and a bridge to our future. For example, the contemporaneity of ritual killings for
money success is well documented in various discourses (Aghedo 2015; Agozino 2017; Igbinovia 1988).
In most cases in contemporary Nigeria, as Aghedo (2015, p. 140) explained, the perpetrators
would kill the victims and take “vital parts of their bodies” for money rituals. Although the ritual
killing of a human is inhuman and gruesome, its contemporaneity in Nigeria also reinforces the
indigenous epistemologies about the use of magical powers to “get rich” (Aghedo 2015; Igbinovia
1988). While the use of human body parts for money rituals reflects the “dark side” of magical/spiritual
exploitation, it is legally and publicly condemned in Nigerian society. In fact, the killing of a human for
money rituals often results in public vigilante justice against the perpetrators, especially in the public
discourse (Aghedo 2015). However, the condemnation of ritual killings does not undermine the idea
that some Nigerians see spiritual welfare as material welfare (Agozino 2017). Equally, it is noteworthy
that not every Nigerian subscribes to the power of the spiritual realm in dictating the outworking
of the physical and social domains, be it “good or evil”. One may be inclined to presume that most
subscribers (e.g., to the Olokun deity) would be from Yorubaland or Benin, but this is only due to the
prominence of depictions of these groups in the existing literature (Rosen 1989; Peavy 2016). There are
no statistical data to support speculations regarding the features of those who tap religious resources
for wealth accumulation. Even if such data exist, there is a danger of failing to capture indigenous
spiritualities in all their complexity, beyond their physical-geographical context or ethnic groups that
are represented or directly implicated in the literature.
A more critical issue is perhaps that subscribers must make a distinction between benevolent
and malevolent spiritual agencies, good and evil intentionality. This article does not suggest that
the cultural interpretation of the use of spiritualism for licit and illicit ends acts as one and the same.
Equally, it does not intend to reify and justify a fraudulent act (yahoo-yahoo) that many Nigerians
condemn themselves, not least in light of the use of magical/spiritual powers by some Yahoo-Boys to
defraud victims all over the world. Many Nigerians, for instance, culturally view the use of spiritualism
to seek licit favors and blessings such as fertility, promotion, healing, in a positive light. On the flip side,
the same cannot be said concerning the use of such spiritualism to attain wealth through ritual killings.
For example, according to recent trends in social media, many Nigerians condemned cybercriminals
who steal women’s panties, sometimes at gun/knife points, for money rituals18 The financial realities
of women’s panties in Nigeria are reflective of a spiritually embedded economy and also reinforce
that indeed, the spirit world is the real source of wealth. Nonetheless, the preceding remarks on the
concept of the Olokun deity shed light on how cyber-spiritualism may have emerged—it could be seen
as a reflection of the past that created it. Utilizing a historical perspective, I have used the concept
of the Olokun deity to argue that the allure and reproduction of mystical/spiritual agency and its
appropriation by cybercriminals (Yahoo-boys) in their virtual transactions reflect a well-established
socio-spiritual script in the discourse on wealth accumulation in Nigeria. By implication, digital
spiritualization is the intersectionality of the spirit world and the acquisition of wealth in cyberspace. I
will henceforward draw on the concept of the “Gospel of Prosperity” (Adogame 2010; Heuser 2016;
Kangwa 2016; Lausanne Theology Working Group 2010) to further contextualize this intersectionality.

18

Media sources such as, “Fear of ‘Yahoo boys’, ritualists forced female students in Delta state tertiary schools to stop wearing
pants”: https://www.legit.ng/1211206-fear-yahoo-boys-ritualists-forced-female-students-delta-state-tertiary-schoolsstop-wearing-pants.html.
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3.3. The Gospel of Prosperity
Historically, the Nigerian religious landscape, representing West Africa, has metamorphosed
from the debris of beliefs/practices in the pre-colonial era into a multiplicity of religious traditions
(Adogame 2010; Adogame et al. 2012; Heuser 2016; Magezi and Magezi 2017). This multitude of
religiosities includes the indigenous religions (embodying shrines) and the Abrahamic religions, i.e.,
various strands of Christianity and Islam (Kangwa 2016). I draw mainly upon African Christianity,
due to the significance of the “Gospel of Prosperity” (Heuser 2016; Lausanne Theology Working Group
2010) in teasing out much of the innovative energy in prosperity-oriented faith in God. The Gospel
of Prosperity involves the power of divination, offerings, tithing, and material-prosperity oriented
“prayers” (Csordas 2009; Kangwa 2016). Symbolically, these interactions with the imagined others (e.g.,
offering, tithing, praying) merge the spirit world and the physical world (Heuser 2016). As Nigerian
sociocultural relationships are codified and guaranteed via the spirit world (Washington 2012), loyalty
and “tithing” are essential aspects of social relationships and Nigerian sociocultural identity, and
serve to bind modern-day Nigerians and their “kinsmen” (Ellis 2016). In gift giving (e.g., offering
and tithing), the honor of giver and recipient is reciprocally engaged (Mauss 1925). For Droz and Gez
(2015), gift exchanges, offering, and tithing are a form of ritualized bonding between believers and God.
The critical point here is that quest for wealth-oriented mystical manipulation, which is a reflection of
TASS, is a specific aspect of multiple strands of African Christianity in contemporary Nigerian society
(Amanze 2013; Magezi and Magezi 2017). One may say that culture is an interwoven set of beliefs
and practices that define people’s way of life. Unlike DNA, culture is not innate or embedded in the
chromosomes, but like DNA, it is a reflection of ancestral faces19 . African Christianity is not immune
to local epistemologies of wealth acquisition (Amanze 2013). For Kangwa (2016), African churches,
including Nigerian churches, embody a culture of continuity by reproducing an identifiable character
and regaining a pneumatic and charismatic religiosity that existed in traditional African society with
their prophetic energy.
The power of divination connection with occult economies is central to traditional African society
(Jansen 2011; Kangwa 2016). The power of clairvoyance is the conveyor belt on which the present
life situation is transported to the future, so that glimpses of the future can direct the current waves
of present life events (Jansen 2011; Peek 1991). At the core of divinity lies the power of the word
(Washington 2012), and the practices of the oracular words (words-of-power) are commonplace in Nigeria
(Ellis 2016). To fully understand the concept of words-of-power, we must examine the intentionality
that created it (benevolent or malevolent). Depending on the issues the concept of words-of-power is
invoked to address, the use of words-of-power in itself is not an inherently immoral act. While the
featuring or absence of prophecy and words-of-power in churches determines their growth, pastors
who can prophesize and work miracles with oracular words-of-power undoubtedly would have more
followers than their peers (Kangwa 2016). Indeed, words-of-power is a critical tool in the success or
failure of the Gospel of Prosperity, which lies at the core of African Christianity. Where is the money?
The spirit world is a true source of wealth in modern Nigerian churches (Akanle and Adejare 2018,
p. 7) (and as emphasized elsewhere, by implication, cyber-spiritualism may not be an alien in the body
of Nigerian society). Similarly, Kangwa (2016, p. 4) observed:
Material blessings (fertility and children, good health, secure shelter, plentiful harvests) are explained
as signs of divine blessing. Conversely, the root of all problems is spiritual and, therefore, the solution
must also be spiritual. If one cannot overcome by oneself the forces that hinder success, one has to look
for assistance from those who have the power needed to summon or manipulate spiritual forces.
For example, there is an elaborate procedure for selecting a spouse, and it is not uncommon for
families of spouses-to-be to ascertain that their family-in-law-to-be does not suffer from curses or

19

Paraphrased from James Small’s sentence, during one of his public speeches on “Occult”.
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illnesses such as leprosy, and/or is not noted for witchery/wizardry. In particular, such investigation
of the affine is often done by exploiting the spirit world, to expose the future and the hidden history
of their family-in-law-to-be (Amponsah et al. 2006). Also, Chinwoke Mbadinuju, the governor of
Anambra state in Nigeria (1999–2003), ordered members of his cabinet to swear an oath of loyalty
at an Okija-shrine20 to ensure the influx of his “assorted” gifts, and they did (Ellis 2016; Ujumadu
2015). There is no statistical data to estimate the numbers of law-abiding citizens who tap religious
resources for wealth accumulation. However, it is not uncommon for claimed Christians who are
in politics in Nigeria, from local councilors to presidential candidates, to exploit the spirit world via
pastors and native doctors as a critical part of election preparation and career enhancement (Ellis 2016).
There is no objective viewpoint to critique or compliment this as an “immoral” act (Becker [1974] 1967;
Reiner 2016).
Besides, cyber-spiritualism has a dual meaning. Its “good” and “bad” components depend on
subscribers’ intentionality as well as the circumstances and life problems they are invoked to address.
Like claimed law-abiding Nigerians, Yahoo-Boys, far from deviating, conform to the commonly held
indigenous worldview. So, in “devil advocating”21 the “sainthood” of claimed law-abiding citizens,
the argument’s critical point here is that the motivations informing spirituality in cyberspace (or
in any form of the licit/illicit occult economy, for that matter) are based on local epistemologies
and worldviews. For example, Lazarus’s (2018) study on the representations22 of Yahoo-Boys in
hip-hop music is revealing, because it demonstrated that the Yahoo-Boys’ embodiment of spirituality is
reminiscent of the Gospel of Prosperity. In this study (Lazarus 2018, p. 73):
a singer, Kelly Handsome, depicted Yahoo-Boys as follows, “ . . . Maga don pay/ Mugu don pay/shout
hallelujah . . . / . . . hallelujah hallelujah owo . . . / . . . / . . . hallelujah hallelujah ego . . . / . . .
hallelujah, hallelujah kudi, kudi . . . /I don suffer, but I now don hammer, papa God don bless me, no
one can change it . . . / . . . ”. (The gullible has paid, the senseless has remitted/shout hallelujah . . . /
. . . hallelujah, hallelujah money . . . / . . . hallelujah, hallelujah money . . . / . . . /hallelujah, hallelujah
money, money . . . I have suffered a lot, but now I have hit the jackpot, Almighty God has blessed me,
[and] no one can change it).
Considering the biblical allusion above (i.e., a reference to the Bible regarding prosperity as a
critical element of religiosity), the line dividing cybercriminals and claimed law-abiding Nigerians
is blurred. In other words, with regards to the use of spiritual and magical powers for wealth
acquisition, the seeming distinction between cybercriminals and claimed law-abiding Nigerians is far
from straightforward. The preceding remarks further suggest that cyber-spiritualism cannot ultimately
be understood apart from the sociocultural context in which it occurs (because it has a history). Equally,
the bottom line here is that material gain is a prime motivation for cyber-spiritualism on the one
hand. On the other hand, the notion that the spirit world is the true source of wealth is an inversion
of Orthodox Marxist’s theory of economic determinism as previously mentioned. Having used the
Gospel of Prosperity to contextualize cyber-spiritualism, I henceforth use the analysis of Kalu (2002)
and his term “the villagization of the modern public sphere” to nuance the intersectionality of the
spirit world and the acquisition of wealth.

20
21

22

Over 70 human bodies and skulls were discovered on the premises of the Okija-shrine in 2015 (covering about a decade).
Here, the phrase “devil advocating”, means arguing against the ‘righteousness’ or ‘sainthood’ of a group (claimed
law-abiding citizens) in order to uncover any misrepresentation of the evidence favouring them (e.g., concerning the
use of magical/spiritual powers for wealth generation).
It is noteworthy that the representation of fraudsters by Nigerian singers predates the digitalization of fraud. For example,
a singer, Ogbogu Okonji, in his song “Alusi Ego”, meaning the god(dess) of money, personified Fred Ajedua (an alleged
419-fraud kingpin in the 1990s) as follows (translated from Enuani to English): “ . . . /Fred-o! who is like Fred-o!/the God of
money, who is like Fred-o/ . . . /The sun that shines for the masses/who is like Fred-o!/ . . . / . . . ”.
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3.4. The Villagization of the Modern Public Sphere
Contemporary Nigerian identities could be seen as Janus-faced. For example, irrespective of the
primacy of Christianity or other religions in people’s lives, most ethnic groups in Nigeria bury their
dead according to indigenous spiritual worldviews and rituals (Ellis 2016). While such burial rites
are major community events (Ibrahim 2015; Peavy 2016), they are primarily intended to nurture the
relationship between the ancestral spirits and the human family (relationship maintenance is one of the
most crucial aspects of material welfare) (Peavy 2016). Drawing from Ekeh (1975), Kalu (2002, p. 674)
coined the term “the villagization of the modern public sphere” to describe the Janus-faced identity
of modern Nigerians. For Kalu (2002, p. 674), most modern Nigerians are “as viruses feeding on the
red blood corpuscles of the primal world and spiritual shrines in rural areas”. According to Ekeh’s
(1975) original formulations, modern Nigerians simultaneously live in two opposed yet intersecting
public spheres. The first involves influences from cultural beliefs and practices (e.g., burial rites). It is a
local sphere made up of strong bonds of kinship located in villages and the birthplaces and shrines
therein. The second sphere is that constituted by colonial endeavors such as the national assembly,
parliament, federal government, and the national press. The historical, political, and sociocultural
context of Nigeria merged these two spheres, which revolve around familial ties and places of origin
or nativity.
Within the Nigerian cultural realm, kinship-nurturing is commonplace (Ibrahim 2015). A man
may be the most powerful person in the nation politically, but he is socioculturally indebted to his
place of origin. The client-patron relationship between people in the villages/towns (gatekeepers of
the shrines and sacred sites) and the holders of political power and national resources is reciprocal
(Ekeh 1975). This reciprocity can be understood through an African proverb: “the left-hand washes
the right-hand, and the right one washes the left one and both become clean”. By implication,
“people’s socioeconomic insecurity necessitates a strong rather than less reliance on ties to family and
community” (Ibrahim 2015, p. 316). People’s strong reliance on families and communities also helped
vitalize “the villagization of the modern public sphere” exemplified in public-fund embezzlements
and spiritual shrine consultations (Ekeh 1975). In this way, national resources are funneled down to
one’s place of origin, for personal purposes—with impunity23 .
The cultural and symbolic “hand washing” not only helps harness unity, but also blurs the
boundary between the meaning of “bribe” and that of “dash” (Ellis 2016; Osoba 1996). While the
sociocultural delineation between the two words is not a sharp line, a “dash” is a local term for a gift in
a Nigerian context. Contexts are a resource for understanding any social phenomenon (Goffman [1959]
1990; Morris 2018). Since in a Nigerian context a “bribe”, from a cultural, social, or political lens,
can be a “dash”, it would not be a far stretch to maintain that a “bribe” is a “dash” and a “dash” is a
“bribe”, depending on the givers’ intentions as well as the circumstances or life problems they are
given to address. While metaphor establishes the basis of people’s everyday comprehension of life
(Santa Ana 2002), I argue that it diffuses the meaning of dash and bribe in a Nigerian context. This is
because of the following reasons: Although “corruption is a symptom and outcome of institutional
deficiency” (Dasgupta and Ugur 2011, p. 2), expertise in bribery has hitherto been deemed necessary
and sufficient for political candidates and public post applicants in order for them to be successful in
Nigeria (Ellis 2016). Given that in a Nigerian context earthly riches are commonly believed to have
spiritual etiology, this worldview on earthly riches has consequences. Some spiritualists and “native
doctors” are caught up in the web of bribery (Ibrahim 2016b) within the networks of what Andreski
(Stanislav [1968] 1996) called kleptocracy (Stanislav [1968] 1996). Kleptocracy can be defined as a
system where the “functioning of the organs of authority is determined by the mechanism of supply
and demand rather than the law and regulations”, and kleptocrats are the principal social actors in
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The ‘impunity’ here implies that under some institutional umbrellas, as Lazarus’s (2019, p. 1) literary work depicted, “the
fraudsters are also in charge of fraud-taskforce”.
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kleptocracies (Stanislav [1968] 1996, p. 109; Osoba 1996, p. 378). For example, the expenditure of
large amounts of money and spiritual engagements to acquire a political post has by the same token
transformed such political positions into market commodities (Joseph 1987; Osoba 1996). In turn,
“market commodities” will inevitably be exploited in to repay any “debts” incurred, in addition
to furthering profits and mystical exploitations needed to finance subsequent elections or senior
civil-service posts. The foregoing remarks shed light on how cyber-spiritualism may have emerged.
By the same token, it also suggests that political corruption is commonplace in Nigeria.
Kalu (2002) and Ekeh (1975) explained that shrines are invaluable political mechanisms for
mobilizing economic and sociocultural power in the modern sector and contemporary government
offices. For example, it is not uncommon for civil servants or politicians to use the public funds in their
possession to finance “worthy” causes in their birthplaces and regularly contribute to the treasury of
their “kinsmen” (Ellis 2016). The holders of public posts require spiritual, political, and social support
from their places of origin, and their “kinsmen” in the villages can then tap into the economic resources
available to politicians and/or holders of public posts (Ekeh 1975; Kalu 2002). Equally, as part of their
sacerdotal duties, the gatekeepers of shrines render spiritual services to people (their symbolic sons and
daughters) in government and civil service. Reciprocally, the spiritualists gain access to the immense
wealth available to the holders of public offices such as those of politicians. Arguably, in Nigeria, as
Ellis (2016, p. 195) noted, traditional shrines and churches can be conceptualized as “lubricants of
political, civil, and commercial relationships”. In this way, meanings of the spirit world as the true
source of wealth are continuously produced and reproduced through interactional processes between
holders of public posts and chief priests in villages/towns (Blumer 1969a; Carter and Fuller 2016). The
above discussion illuminates how and to what extent the relationship between the spiritualists and
the holders of public offices in Nigeria forms a critical dynamic in the construction and negotiation of
identity and belonging. It also illuminates Kalu’s (2002) idea that modern Nigerians could be viewed
as “feeding on the red blood corpuscles of the primal world and spiritual shrines in rural areas”,
as mentioned.
The symbolic meaning of this idea not only reinforces the notion that the spirit world is the true
source of material wealth, but also underscores that material wealth embodies not only a mechanical
reflection but the imputed sentiments as well. For (Cooley 1992, [1909] 1998), the thing that moves us
to our pride or ‘shame is not the mere mechanical reflection of ourselves, but an imputed sentiment,
and the imagined effect of this reflection upon another’s mind—our people’. Arguably, most Nigerians
perceive the spirit world (shrines) in their places of origin and their “kinsmen” (keepers of the shrines)
as a vital source of legitimacy, a meaningful life, and symbolic sources of their wealth. Similarly, shrine
keepers and “kinsmen” see their sons/daughters in public offices as symbols of pride, prestige, and
ultimately, sources of wealth (Ekeh 1975). “Ancestral faces saw us, And said: They have not changed!”
(Brew 1975, p. 43). Some core aspects of culture are transmitted from generation to generation (Ibrahim
2015; Smalls 2015), and as Brew’s (1975) poem depicted above, people are reflections of their ancestral
faces. With the aim of tapping spiritual recourses for wealth acquisition, most individuals, families,
and villages, regardless of their proclamations of Christianity or other dominant religiosities, have
shrines within their residential areas and beyond—gateways to communicate with their ancestors,
such as during burial or festive ceremonies. I challenge the simplistic rendering of cyber-spiritualism
and indigenous epistemologies in Nigeria as distinctly separate entities with easily defined boundaries,
because the polarization of the real world and the virtual world obstructs the understanding of licit
cyber-behavior and cybercrime.
4. Summary
First, to recapitulate, the use of spiritual powers for financial success is in itself not exclusive to
yahoo-yahoo enterprises, but represents a reflection of the broader Nigerian society that created it. By
implication, cyber-spiritualism may not be an alien in the body of Nigerian society. Indeed, concerning
the licit and illicit tapping of spiritual resources for wealth acquisition, “the line dividing good and evil
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cuts through the heart of every human being”,24 and this line is thin. Spirituality in the virtual world is
an extension of cultural nuances in society, and the tapping of spiritual resources for wealth acquisition
is no less critical to cyber criminality than it is to claimed law-abiding citizenship. Yet, claim-makers
Tade (2013) and Melvin and Ayotunde (2010) demonized Yahoo-Boys, as in Best’s (2008, p. 14) words
“a social problem”, simply for their involvement in the occult economy in the virtual world. I argue
that the relationship between its users, whether cybercriminals or law-abiding citizens, is far more
complicated than hitherto portrayed in prevailing scholarship. I also argue that the significance of the
spirit world and its connections to the acquisition of wealth online are reflections of well-established
indigenous spiritual worldviews in Nigerian society.
The significance of the dual meaning of cyber-spiritualism necessitates a more critical
examination of cultural boundaries between law-abiding Nigerians and Yahoo-Boys. If we conceive
cyber-spiritualism as a singularity (as having only one dimension), the problem is that we would be
led to conclude that cyber-mysticism is an inherently negative phenomenon. This current endeavour
argues that cyber-spiritualism embodies dual meanings (the good and the bad) depending on
subscribers’ intentionality as well as the circumstances and life problems they address. It reinforces
the notion that the centrality of the spirit world as a real source of wealth is no less significant to
the ethos of law-abiding citizens of Nigerian society than to that of the Yahoo-Boys. This notion, in
particular, suggests problems with the prevailing definition of cyber-spiritualism. The “good” and the
“bad” components of cyber-spiritualism have previously been taken for granted as only a negative
phenomenon, whereas the dual meaning of cyber-spiritualism has implications. Cyber-spiritualism
may not in itself “batter the image of Nigeria”, as Tade (2013, p. 702) argued. The identification
of cyber-spiritualism in cybercrime scholarship simply reinforces the view that spiritual welfare is
analogous to material welfare in Nigerian society (Ekeh 1975; Kalu 2002). It is reasonable then to
concede that “economic benefits and wealth generation are the primary motives for cybercrime in a
Nigerian context” (Ibrahim 2016a, p. 51). Indeed, Yahoo-Boys’ deployment of magical and spiritual
powers to cast spells on victims in the virtual world is reflective of the connections between the spirit
world and the acquisition of wealth in Nigerian society.
5. Conclusions
To understand cyber-spiritualism, I have examined the past that created it and found that
contemporary manifestations of spirituality in cyberspace (life-online) are a reflection of local
epistemologies and worldviews in society (life-offline). In particular, I explored the occult economy in
a variety of different manifestations (TASS, Olokun deity, the Gospel of Prosperity, and the villagization
of the modern public sphere) in order to demonstrate the intersectionality of the spirit world and
the acquisition of wealth, which goes back a long way in Nigerian society. I have proposed that the
spiritual world is the base of Nigerian society, upon which the superstructure comprised of all aspects
of life, especially wealth, sits. Theoretically, this viewpoint that the spirit world is the base of society,
indeed, is an inversion of Orthodox Marxist’s theory of economic determinism.
Additionally, I have pointed out that the existing definition of cyber-spiritualism is a recipe
for confusion, as it acknowledges only one dimension, and then negativizes it. I have redefined
cyber-spiritualism and proposed that it has dual meanings (the good and the bad), like the concept of
TASS. Consequently, I have challenged the simplistic rendering of cyber-spiritualism and indigenous
epistemologies in Nigeria as distinctly separate entities with easily defined boundaries. In devil
advocating the righteousness of claimed law-abiding citizens, I highlighted that the seeming distinctions
between them and cybercriminals are blurred with regards to the use of mystical powers to increase
material wealth. Where is the money? ‘Wealth’ is rooted in the spirit world. The centrality of the
spirit world in wealth acquisition in the physical realm in Nigeria is reflected in the Yahoo-Boys’ modus
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operandi in cyberspace. Thus, I have demonstrated that the discrepancies between its users (whether
Yahoo-Boys or claimed law-abiding citizens) are far from straightforward. In this context, economic
actions are always and inevitably sociocultural actions. They should be interpreted and judged as such.
By exploring the moral foundations of economic action (licit/illicit), I have argued that it is misplaced
to see Yahoo-Boys’ exploitations of spiritual powers in cyberspace as signifying “new danger” and an
ever-increasing outrage in Nigerian society. Yahoo-Boys’ exploitation of spiritual/magical powers in
the virtual world not only aligns with local epistemologies and worldviews on wealth and prosperity,
but also highlights that cybercrime in a Nigerian context is rooted in socioeconomics, whose success
(like that of licit professions) requires spiritual blessings.
Finally, examining the spiritually embedded economy in all of its complexities would be
undermined if tethered to one or two disciplinary contexts and traditions. In this article, I therefore
attempted to stimulate an interdisciplinary dialogue between sociology, religious studies, anthropology,
and cultural criminology. Analyzing digital spiritualization and contextualizing it within frameworks
of traditional and Pentecostal concepts of prosperity and kinship—which may (or may not) develop into
practices of political corruption and criminality—is a highly appropriate topic that is underrepresented
in research on the intersectionality of religion and economic actions in Africa (or anywhere, for that
matter). Contextual and cultural realities on the ground should inform policymaking for information
technologies in West Africa, including Nigeria.
The intersectionality of the spirit world and the acquisition of wealth (illicit or licit) are connected
with local epistemologies and worldviews, and their contemporaneity has social security benefits
through the concept of escapelessness. On a policy level, if digital-age West Africans believe that the
spirit world is the true source of wealth and that no offender escapes the punishment of their ancestral
spirits and gods (escapelessness), these beliefs have direct policy implications for socioeconomic,
cybersecurity, and religious issues in West Africa and elsewhere. In dealing with the historical and
foundational issues of socioeconomics and wealth generation, I underscored that life-online is a mere
extension of life-offline. A policy conclusion from this article, therefore, is that the above insights
from this research could deepen our understanding of the ways local epistemologies and worldviews
on wealth acquisition give rise to contemporary manifestations of spirituality in the virtual world.
Also, insights from this research could deepen our understanding of the spiritual dynamics of the
relationship between Yahoo-Boys and their victims all over the world. A better understanding of this
type of online fraud can be achieved when we unconditionally value, sponsor, and share all insights
from across the global South and the global North, as Lazarus (2018) and Cross (2018) have suggested.
I, therefore, urge cyber-fraud researchers to look beyond normal “scientific evidence” and consider
the traces of “spiritual manipulations of victims” for material gains that are all too often ignored in
“normal social science”.
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1.

Introduction

2016; Potter 2015; Sharp 2015). This article is
a plea for greater expansion of our analysis of
This article sets out to discuss the value of feminist gender issues in all areas of cyber criminology.
For Jaishankar (2007, 2011), “cyber criminoltheory in understanding digital crimes. Almost a
century ago, Freud (1927) had reminded us in his ogy” is the notion that the causations, experiences,
consequences, and patterns of
analysis of “civilisation and
crimes that are relevant in the
its discontents” that technolSuleman Lazarus is an Austrian independent
physical space concurrently
ogy is not only responsible
scholar who is currently a visiting lecturer at
impact in the cyberspace and
for our advancement, but also
the University of Greenwich, United Kingvice versa (see also Lazarus
for our “misery” (see also
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his
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the
cultural
2019; Powell et al. 2018).
Kirillova et al. 2017). It is
dimensions of digital crimes. While he comBy the same token, in most
indisputable that the critical
pleted an empirical study on the connections
investigations of crime, the
aspects of costs and benefits
between hip hop artists and cybercrimipolarisation of the real world
associated with the use of
nals in 2018, his conceptual work in 2019
nuances “the intersectionality of the spirit
and the virtual world obsinformation and communicaworld and the acquisition of wealth.” He is
tructs the understanding
tion technologies (ICTs) are
also a published poet and his most recent
of gender dynamics online
different for men and women
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(Al Izki and Weir 2015;
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2018;
McGerty
2000;
McGerty 2000; Mumporeze
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Morahan-Martin
2000a;
and Prieler 2017). Indeed,
Vasilescu et al. 2012). Indeed,
gender issues in cyberspace
are reflections of their antecedents in society “nobody lives only in cyberspace” (McGerty 2000,
(Baym and boyd 2012; Braithwaite 2014; Jane p.895). “Life online is a mere extension of life
2016a,b); who is victimised, why, and to what offline” since socially constructed cues on gender
effect are the critical starting points for the anal- offline are concurrently impactful in the digital
ysis of gender and crimes (Burgess-Proctor 2006; realm (Morahan-Martin 2000a, p.689). Using these
Cook 2016; Eagly 2016). However, these gen- ideas as a starting point, this paper asks: do strucder issues are obscured through the definitional tured gender relations retain their efficacy in online
lens of “cybercrime” and mainstream criminology contexts? Do gender forces in society influence
theories. While mainstream criminologists have online behaviours and experiences? Doing so is
broadly taken for granted that men (and boys) prompted by two central motives: (a) to critique
predominate in traditional crimes as perpetrators, mainstream criminology and advocate the centrality
most generalisable criminological research on dig- of gender as a theoretical entry point for the invesital crimes is a mere reflection of the prevailing tigating of all aspects of cyber criminology; (b) to
criminology theories of traditional crimes (Cook critique the meaning of the term “cybercrime” and
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build a synergy between the feminist epistemology
of crime and a conceptual cybercrime framework.
The underlying impetus is that it is of the utmost
importance for the umbrella term “cybercrime”
and other typologies and theories that inhibit a
more critical examination of gender dimension of
crime to be revisited and redefined because they
have significant consequences for interpretations.
To illustrate that online behaviours and attitudes are
mere extensions of offline social processes and relationships, this article will chronologically provide
an overview of gender gaps in a range of digital
crimes (online harassment, cyber-bullying, cyberfraud, revenge porn, and cyber-stalking). It will also
use a recent comparison of digital forms of crime
including digital piracy, i.e., Donner’s (2016) work,
as a case study to illustrate how mainstream criminology (and the term cybercrime) has, for example,
undermined the feminist epistemology of crime.

2.

Theoretical guidance

2.1

Feminist criminology perspectives

One way to begin understanding feminist criminology is to examine how conceptions of gender and
crime interact. Feminist criminology perspectives1
or the feminist epistemology of crime advocate a
more critical examination of gender issues regarding multiple social life experiences such as crime
and justice (Braithwaite 1989; Burgess-Proctor
2006; Eagly 2016; Sabon 2016). Feminist criminology perspectives are not simply the study of
crimes committed by women, nor are they just the
study of women and crime (Naegler and Salman
2016; Sharp 2015). The feminist epistemology of
crime explicitly takes into account the unequal
power of boys/men and girls/women in its approach
to the study of crime and gender (Lynch 2016;
Naegler and Salman 2016). Many scholars have
already noted that gender is situationally accomplished, socially constructed, and culturally performative, and its persistence as a significant factor
in real-life experiences is remarkable (Agboola
and Rabe 2018; Connell and Messerschmidt 2005;
Mumporeze and Prieler 2017; Oakley 2018; Sabon
2016; Schiebinger 2000; West and Zimmerman
1987; Wood and Eagly 2010). Equally, this article, like many scholarly articles before it (e.g.,
Burgess-Proctor 2006; Dean and Platt 2016; Potter
2015), acknowledges that gender intersects with
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multiple axes of social (dis)advantages such as
age, class, race, and sexuality: “[T]o advance an
understanding of gender, crime, and justice, feminist criminologists must examine [these] linkages between inequality and crime using an intersectional theoretical framework” (Burgess-Proctor
2006, p.28). By the same token, feminist criminologists must examine these linkages in society that extend to cyberspace through the lens
of digital intersectionality (Tynes, Schuschke and
Noble 2016). Indeed, the multidisciplinary field of
internet studies (e.g., cyber criminology, or digital
criminology, computer-mediated communications,
cyberpsychology) needs theoretical and methodological approaches that facilitate a more critical
examination of the uneven power relations embedded in these intersections that exist in technological
spaces (Jane 2016a; Tynes et al. 2016). However,
while the article acknowledges that the lens of intersectionality is a significant paradigm in feminist
scholarship, it admits that the intersections of the
multiple categories involved are many and complex.
This article, therefore, will mostly focus on gender
and crime connections due to its limited scope.
Equally, a core tenet of feminist criminology seeks
“to expand criminological theorising about gender
and to make gender a central theoretical starting
point for theorising about crime” (Lynch 2016,
p.3). In particular, “feminist criminology has been
largely motivated by the acknowledgement that
gendered analyses of crime are vitally important
to the field and that sexism influences social life
in ways that are nuanced, complex, and enduring”
(Cook 2016, p.335).
Building on these ideas, this paper aims to
contest the definitional rigidity of the umbrella term
(i.e., cybercrime). In a similar vein to feminist criminology, mutually constitutive categories shape people’s identities, experiences, and perceptions of all
aspects of life, both tangible and intangible (Lynch
2016; Sabon 2016; Schiebinger 2000). Both offenders and victims possess some commonalities, and
one of the most salient of these is gender (Hutchings
and Chua 2017; Watts et al. 2017). Arguably, as
McGerty (2000), Eklund (2011), Lazarus (2019),
and Vasilescu et al. (2012) pointed out, offline
and online contexts are not separate entities with a
clearly defined boundary, because people can never
be online without being offline too. For example,
gender practices and patterns in society continue
to thrive in new media (Baym and boyd 2012),
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whereas “online abuse of women is not fully recognised as entangling online and offline communications” (Eckert 2018, p.1282). Examining gender
differences in the virtual world prompts one to
consider how cultural nuances inhibit and promote
behaviour that, in turn, could shape a person’s
criminal or law-abiding social actions (Flavin 2001;
Jane 2016a; Lazarus and Okolorie 2019). Arguably,
examining the gender disparities in cybercrime
types is crucial to critiquing mainstream criminology theories as well as the term “cybercrime”.

2.2

Feminist critique of mainstream
criminology

Mainstream criminological theories claim to offer
generalisable explanations of criminal offending,
whereas they have, to a large extent, taken for
granted the predominance of men (and boys)
in offending (Cook 2016; Daly and ChesneyLind 1988; Potter 2015). This is because most
researchers follow theory as believers follow theology (Rimer 1997). Similarly, according to feminist criminology perspectives, most mainstream
criminology theories2 have missed critical opportunities necessary to advance our understanding of
gender and crime (Cook 2016; hooks [1984] 2000;
Sharp 2015). Prominent among these theories is
“A General Theory of Crime”, which argues that,
while low self-control has a direct and causal link
to all offending, “men are always and everywhere
more likely than women to commit criminal acts”
(Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990, p.143). The rationale for using this theory as an example acknowledges its substantial influence in criminology
and related disciplines. Indeed, as Cook (2016)
observed, it has attracted enormous central funding for doctoral training and consequently served
as critical theoretical guidance for many doctoral
projects in criminology. In particular, according
to Cook’s (2016) assessment, A General Theory
of Crime is closely associated with over 177,000
academic published articles and 57 books. It has
not only inspired many academic publications,
but it has also extended the conception of crimes
beyond the legalistic definition to include “acts of
force or fraud undertaken in pursuit of pleasure”
(Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990, p.15), which is one
of its fundamental contributions.
However, by failing to closely examine gender
as an analytical framework, it has ignored gender
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as a critical source of social (dis)advantage,3
which influences patterns of crime and victimhood
(Braithwaite 1989; Potter 2015). As Geis (2000,
p.40) rightly asked: “how can the general theory
of crime incorporate the uncounted number of
criminal abortions undergone by women before Roe
v. Wade in 1973 legalised the procedure?” Indeed,
it would be a stretch to maintain that the presence
of low self-control explains the actions of women
who have opted for illegal abortions (Geis 2000).
Debatably, Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) failed
to see that self-control contains “unacknowledged
value assumptions” (Geis 2000) and involves
socioeconomic and cultural dynamics (Potter
2015). For example, research in many nations, such
as Puerto Rico (Maldonado-Molina et al. 2009),
Japan (Chen et al. 2010), Ghana (Boakye 2013),
Korea (Bae 2017), and Nigeria (Ibrahim 2017),
illustrates that this is so. These authors highlight
that self-control is not immune to socio-cultural
assumptions and socially constructed cues (e.g.,
gender nuances), which vary across cultures.
To ignore socially constructed cues such as
gendered nuances not only undermines the centrality of these nuances as conceptual entry points
for examining crimes but has enduring real-life
consequences in academia. For example, as Sharp
(2015, p.912) succinctly noted, “generations after
generations of students are unaware of feminist
criminology and its contributions. They in turn
teach their own students mainstream theories,
with little, if any, reflection on more explicitly
feminist approaches”. It is also conceivable that
these “generations after generations of students”
would use mainstream theories to examine new
forms of crimes in digitalised societies (digital
crimes) at the expense of the feminist epistemology of crime. Arguably, mainstream criminology
theories (e.g., A General Theory of Crime) and
their generational subscribers not only perpetuate androcentric conceptions within criminology
(Potter 2015), but they dismiss volumes of criminological research documenting that gender is a
crucial index factor in crime and victimisation
(Cook 2016; Eagly 2016).
In a nutshell, most mainstream criminology
theories (e.g., A General Theory of Crime) have
missed critical opportunities necessary to advance
our understanding of gender and crime (Cook 2016;
hooks [1984] 2000; Sharp 2015). That is, the real
world and the virtual one are not independent spaces
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and internet users are rooted in both worlds simultaneously (Braithwaite 2014; Eckert 2018; Eklund
2011; Vasilescu et al. 2012). To draw attention
to these issues would encourage rather than discourage “corporations and governments agencies
in addressing misogyny issues in the cyberspace”
(Jane 2016a, p.292). Therefore, this paper is a
theoretical endeavour that explores the synergy
between feminist criminology and a conceptual
cybercrime framework to argue for the centrality of gender as a conceptual starting point for
investigating the socioeconomic and psychosocial
impacts of ICTs. The underlying impetus is that
most mainstream criminological theories sidetrack
gender nuances and impose their mainstream image
upon the feminist epistemology of crime. Equally,
most generalisable cybercrime typologies limit the
windows of opportunity to examine gender differences concerning a range of digital crimes and their
motivations. This current paper sets out to move
gender analysis of digital crimes, in hooks’ ([1984]
2000) term, “from margin to centre”.

3.

The meaning of
cybercrime and
ambiguities

3.1

An umbrella term and dual
typologies

Cybercrime refers to any criminal activity carried
out through the use of ICTs and the internet
(e.g., Gordon and Ford 2006; Richardson and
Gilmour 2015). It has been defined in different
jurisdictions and by many scholars (e.g., Gordon
and Ford 2006; Hutchings and Chua 2017) and
security agencies (e.g., National Crime Agency
2017; Norton 2015) to mean slightly different
things. However, the most consistent idea is that
the term “cybercrime” is an umbrella word for a
wide spectrum of digital crimes such as hacking,
cyber espionage, cyber-stalking, cyber fraud, cyber
vandalism, online revenge pornography, and the
distribution of computer viruses (Donner et al.
2015; Ibrahim 2016; Kirillova et al. 2017; Yar
2017). The term “cybercrime”, on the one hand,
is overly broad, and on the other it is rigid. By
implication, it is resistant to change because it is
“loosely” used in everyday parlance as a simple
“acronym” for all forms of crimes on the internet.
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FIGURE 1. The cybercrime dichotomy [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Consequently, there is a fairly clear pattern to
suggest that in using the term “cybercrime” as a
given, multitudes of researchers “clump together”
a wide spectrum of digital crimes with arbitrary
attributes (e.g., Bidgoli and Grossklags 2016; Hill
and Marion 2016; Sabillon et al. 2016). This paper
attempts to highlight the analytic consequences of
this homogenisation on gender issues. Many other
scholars (e.g., Gordon and Ford 2006; McGuire
and Dowling 2013; Rokven et al. 2018) have
used the terms “cyber-enabled crimes”, “peoplecentric cybercrimes” or “cyber-dependent crimes”
to represent a range of crimes, regardless of the
ambiguity the terms embody. As illustrated in
Figure 1, cyber-enabled crimes or people-centric
cybercrimes encompass all crimes that existed
before the advent of ICTs and that can now be digitalised, whereas cyber-dependent crimes or technocentric cybercrime comprise crimes or behaviours
that were made possible through the development
of ICTs.
The cyber-enabled/people-centric category
encompasses a broad spectrum of digital crimes
with arbitrary attributes, where they obscure the
meaning of each cybercrime type they represent,
which is problematic (Ibrahim 2016). Cyberenabled or people-centric cybercrime includes a
wide variety of criminal activities ranging from
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the illegal downloading of music (digital piracy) to
revenge pornography. Indeed, many of the digital
crimes that some researchers (Gordon and Ford
2006; McGuire and Dowling 2013) forced under
one rubric (i.e., cyber-enabled or people-centric)
appear distinctive enough to require other kinds of
explanations if we expect to be able to understand
them, their effects, and their occurrence with some
degree of consistency – other than that they are
“cyber-enabled”.
For example, cyberbullying and fraudulent
sales on eBay involve different motivations, victim–
perpetrator gains/losses and victim–perpetrator
relationship/dynamics, as shown in Table 1 (for a
fuller critique of varying cybercrime classifications,
see Ibrahim 2016). This article builds on Ibrahim’s
(2016) idea that social/contextual factors apply
online as they do offline and aims to advance it
by explicitly taking into account the perspectives
of feminist criminology. Accordingly, given that
such crimes (i.e., cyberbullying and fraudulent sales
on eBay) are qualitatively different, this current
endeavour sets out to highlight that these umbrella
terms (e.g., cybercrime or cyber-enabled crimes)
have, by implication, debilitated the examination
of gender comparison between cyberbullying and
fraudulent activities. As regards cyberbullying
and cyber-fraud, the victim–perpetrator motives
and gains and losses are not the same, as shown
in Table 1. In other words, the homogenisation
of crimes with different core attributes not only
inhibits the policing of these crimes (Rosenbach
and Belk 2012) but also debilitates a more critical
examination of gender psychology and victimisations in a wide spectrum of digital crimes.
Indeed, online behaviours and attitudes are
extensions of offline social processes and relationships (Al Izki and Weir 2015; Citron 2014; Lazarus
2019). Empirical evidence from many cultures4
such as Sweden (Priebe and Svedin 2012), Rwanda
(Mumporeze and Prieler 2017), Australia (Hutchings and Chua 2017), Nigeria (Lazarus 2018),
Thailand (Ojanen et al. 2015), Canada (Cunningham et al. 2015), Korea (Bae 2017), Germany,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United
States (Eckert 2018) demonstrate that this is so.
“Differences between men’s and women’s experiences of the internet are linked to broader questions of gender in society, and therefore gender
issues in cyberspace are likely to persist as long
as they exist offline” (Sherman et al. 2000, p.893;
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see also Jane 2016a; Eckert 2018). Anchoring on
the above insights, while “understanding gender
inevitably involves comparisons, such comparisons
are essential to developing an understanding of the
psychology of gender” (Eagly 2016, p.286) and
victimisations. Conceptually, this paper sets out
to advocate the centrality of gender as a starting
point for investigating various types of digital
crimes.

3.2

The Tripartite Cybercrime
Framework (TCF)

Social and contextual factors are a resource for
understanding the connections between gender and
digital crimes (Citron 2014; Jane 2016a; Lazarus
and Okolorie 2019). A nascent typology, and one
better suited to investigating the linkages between
gender and digital crimes, is the Tripartite Cybercrime Framework (TCF) proposed by Ibrahim
(2016). According to the TCF, cybercrime can be
divided into three broad motivational parts: socioeconomic; psychosocial; and geopolitical. Socioeconomic cybercrime can be defined as the computerand/or internet-mediated acquisition of financial
benefits by false pretence, impersonation, counterfeiting, forgery, or any other fraudulent representation of facts such as online fraud, credit card fraud,
romance scams, and e-embezzlement.
Psychosocial cybercrime refers to digital
crimes that are primarily psychologically driven,
such as cyber-stalking, cyberbullying, and cyberharassment, whereas geopolitical cybercrimes can
be defined as those cybercrimes that are fundamentally political in nature and involve agents of the
state and/or industrial representatives, e.g., cyber
espionage. The TCF is more robust than the term
“cybercrime” and other classifications mentioned
in Figure 1 in dealing with the complexities of
numerous varieties of cybercrime types. Because
structured gender relations retain their efficacy
in online contexts, this research will particularly
benefit from the TCF. The lens of binary classifications and that of the buzzword “cybercrime”
(discussed above) are ill-equipped, for example, to
differentiate between the psychosocial and socioeconomic categories. Unlike these classifications
(e.g., the dual groups), the TCF acknowledges
the importance of different motivations behind
criminal behaviours. These characteristics in themselves bring the TCF closer to the feminist
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TABLE 1. Perpetrators’ benefit and victims’ losses
PERPETRATOR & VICTIM

SOCIOECONOMIC

PSYCHOSOCIAL

GEOPOLITICAL

Perpetrator
(primary benefit)
Victim
(primary loss)
Perpetrator
(secondary benefit)
Victim
(secondary loss)

Economic gain

Psychological gain

Geopolitical, psychological & economic gain

Economic loss

Psychological loss

Geopolitical, psychological & economic loss

Psychological gain

Economic gain

Geopolitical, psychological & economic gain

Psychological loss

Economic loss

Geopolitical, psychological & economic gain

epistemology of crime than other typologies
mentioned.

3.3

The Tripartite Cybercrime
Framework (TCF) and feminist
criminology connections

There is an implicit overlap between the TCF and
the feminist epistemology of crime. The TCF is
rooted in social and cultural nuances of crime and
victimisation. It is essentially based on the premise
that perpetrators and victims of a wide spectrum of
digital crimes have a unique relationship and that
this relationship is fundamentally based on the perpetrators’ primary motivations and benefits and the
victims’ primary losses, as mentioned and shown in
Table 1 (adapted from Ibrahim 2016, p.47). Given
that, for example, online abuse disproportionately
affects women (e.g., Citron 2014) and “online abuse
of women is not fully recognised as entangling
online and offline communication” (Eckert 2018,
p.1282), conceptually, the TCF offers avenues to
situate gender at the core of crime analysis. Theoretically, locating gender at the core of crime investigation acknowledges the sources of social advantage
and disadvantage in society. While sources of social
advantage and disadvantage are related to patterns
of offending and victimisation (Näsi et al. 2015;
Newburn 2016), gender is one of the critical sources
of social advantage and disadvantage in society
(Fogiel-Bijaoui 2016; Lavee and Benjamin 2017;
Lazarus el al. 2017; Tynes et al. 2016). For example,
unlike men, deprived Israeli mothers are forced to
pay rents in the coin of sexual services (Lavee and
Benjamin 2017). On the flipside, women’s possession of high economic power can have detrimental
effects on their marriages and their chances of
remarriage in Nigeria (Lazarus et al. 2017).
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The critical point here is that gender inequality
itself structures these types of women’s experiences
in Israel and Nigeria mentioned above. Indeed,
gender is a central source of social disadvantages
that positions these women between exclusion and
belonging. Relatedly, for the TCF, it is conceivable
that gender comprises the everyday reality of crime
and victimisation, especially the perpetrator–victim
gains and losses. Similarly, for the feminist epistemology of crime, the analysis of gender and crime
begins with understanding who become victims and
why and what results ensue (Cook 2016; Eagly
2016; Potter 2015). For example, focusing primarily on cyber-hate, Jane (2016b, p.10) observed that
“women are being attacked online more often, more
severely, and in far more violently sexualised ways
than men” (see also Eckert 2018). The mismatch
between men’s and women’s involvement in, and
experiences of, internet crime are linked to broader
questions of gender in society (Citron 2014; Hutchings and Chua 2017).
Additionally, for feminist perspectives, contextual lenses are invaluable tools of analysis. For
example, Jones’ (2018) analysis of international
interoperability outlined the long histories of the
different cultural and legal contexts involving many
nations, e.g., European countries and the United
States. Similarly, for the TCF, “jurisdictional cultures and nuances apply online as they do offline”
(Ibrahim 2016, p.44). Indeed, while the TCF takes
into account the cultural and contextual nuances
of crime, it acknowledges the importance of the
motivation-based relationship between offenders
and victims in its classification of cybercrime.
Relatedly, feminist criminology explicitly takes
into account the unequal power of boys/men and
girls/women in its approach to the study of crime
and justice.

Feminism and the Tripartite Cybercrime Framework

3.4

Contrasting the socioeconomic and
psychosocial cybercrimes types

This current endeavour operationalises this framework (TCF), which comprises three components.
However, it focuses on only two parts (i.e., the
socioeconomic and psychosocial cybercrime
groups) to contrast the nature of their attributes.
This strategy resonates with the view that the motivations, victimisations, and relational processes
involved in these two parts are more connected
with the broader online experiences of individuals
than that of the geopolitical category (e.g., cyber
espionage) (Ibrahim 2016). While the distinctions
between these groups are remarkable (as illustrated
in Table 1), the TCF is based on the premise that “the
perceived world comes as structured information
rather than as arbitrary attributes, [and], this
condition can be achieved either by the mapping of
categories to given attribute structures or by the definition or redefinition of attributes to render a given
set of categories appropriately structured” (Rosch
1978, p.28; see also Ibrahim 2016, p.45). For example, there is a reasonably clear pattern that victims
of psychosocial cybercrimes such as revenge porn,
cyber-harassment, cyber-hate, and cyberbullying,
directly and primarily experience a range of
similar emotional, psychological, and behavioural
health consequences. These consequences include
anxiety, self-harm, depression, low self-esteem, and
suicidal ideation to varying degrees (Jane 2016b;
Watts et al. 2017). However, in addition to the direct
psychological costs of psychosocial cybercrimes,
coping with these psychologically-based crimes
can have indirect financial consequences. For
example, costs associated with therapy, residential
mobility, and time taken off work can drain a
victim’s financial resources. The same primary and
secondary losses do not fit squarely with victims
of cyber-fraud (socioeconomic cybercrime), as
illustrated in Table 1.
Some researchers (e.g., Tan and David 2017;
Whitty and Buchanan 2012, 2016) also suggest that
the act of deception involved in fraud can be driven
by a non-monetary reward such as a “psychological
thrill”. Equally, they argue that a financial loss due
to cyber-fraud can manifest in the victim physiologically as distress. These researchers (e.g., Whitty
and Buchanan 2016) mainly investigated the experience of romance-scam victims. In romance scams,
“criminals pretend to initiate a relationship through
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online dating sites then defraud their victims of
large sums of money” (Whitty and Buchanan 2012,
p.181). Thus, their finding regarding the negative
psychological consequences for victims may be
particularly marked given that romance scams are
in the realm of love and friendship and may not
be reflective of the experiences of victims of other
forms of cyber-fraud (e.g., insurance fraud, and
the misappropriation of public funds) without the
romance component. As Button and Cross (2017)
and Schoepfer et al. (2017) noted, cyber-fraud
includes hybrid fraudulent acts such as credit card
scam, identity theft, intellectual property crimes,
financial/bank fraud, and romance scams. Hence,
undoubtedly and primarily, a strong motivation for
cyber-fraud and a direct primary loss due to cyberfraud is money, as shown in Table 1. By implication, cyber-fraud is rooted in socioeconomics.
Even though victims are in some cases spiritually
manipulated, the spiritual/magical manipulations
of victims are rooted in socioeconomics (Lazarus
2019; Lazarus and Okolorie 2019). But the same
cannot be said regarding psychosocial cybercrimes
such as revenge porn and cyberbullying, which are
fundamentally more expressive or relational than
socioeconomic cybercrimes. For example, while
the negative experiences of women bloggers (e.g.
cyber-stalking, cyber-bullying, and rape threats),
discussed in Eckert’s (2018) article, cannot be
described as being primarily rooted in socioeconomics, indisputably, they belong to the psychosocial classification.
It is thus reasonable to suggest that psychosocial cybercrimes such as cyberbullying manifest
more through relational processes than socioeconomic cybercrimes such as cyber-fraud. It is also
reasonable to agree that the TCF fits with the psychology of gender perceptions and victimisations
of crime because the sources of social advantage
and disadvantage apply online as they do offline.
In fact, “power is not distributed equally online,
and this in itself may increase rather than decrease
prevailing gender differences in society” (MorahanMartin 2000a, p.683; see also Eckert 2018). In
turn, this article acknowledges here that gender is
critical to the analysis of socioeconomic and psychosocial cybercrime categories (with distinctive
perpetrator/victim gains and losses mentioned), and
this in itself underscores the utilitarian value of the
TCF alongside feminist criminology perspectives.
Henceforth, this current effort explores the synergy
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TABLE 2. Operational definitions of the six cybercrime types outlined
Cybercrime Types

Category

Online harassment

Psychosocial

Cyberbullying

Psychosocial

Cyber-fraud

Socioeconomic

Revenge porn

Psychosocial

Cyberstalking

Psychosocial

Digital piracy

Socioeconomic

Operational Definition
Online harassment can be defined as the act
of aggressively pressuring, intimidating,
distressing or spread denigrating rumours
about others.
Bullying is an intentional, aggressive
behavior, carried out repeatedly against a
victim, whereas with cyberbullying, the
power imbalance between bully and
victim and the repetitiveness of the
behavior typically involved in traditional
bullying are often missing from the
equation.
Cyber-fraud refers to the computer or/and
internet-mediated acquisition of financial
benefits by false pretence, impersonation,
manipulation, counterfeiting, forgery or
any other fraudulent representation of
facts.
Revenge porn is defined as non-consensual
sharing of sexually explicit images
(including photographs) and/or videos,
with an underlying motivation linked to
revenge.
Cyberstalking or “cyber dating abuse” can be
defined as the use of the internet and other
technological devices to monitor or harass
another person in a threatening way.
While digital piracy involves the illegal
uploading or downloading of computer
files and software, offenders generally
victimise creative artists, and their
respective industries, whose creative
works they acquire without paying for
them.

between the feminist perspective and two parts
of the TCF to illustrate that while conceptions
of gender and crime interact, they also intersect
with other categories (e.g., culture and sexuality) to
provide additional layers of explanation. In order to
achieve this, article pays particular attention to six
online crimes5 (outlined in Table 2).

4.

Overview of gender gap
online

4.1

Gendering online harassment
(psychosocial category)

While a person’s gender is a product of social
constructions, it has real-life consequences (Cook
2016; Everbach 2018; Naegler and Salman 2016)
that manifest in the virtual as they do in the
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Authors
Everbach (2018, p.134)

Cartwright (2016, p.2)

Ibrahim (2016, p.48)

Walker and Sleath (2017, p.2)

Marcum et al. (2017, p.375)

Donner (2016, p.558)

real world. The manifestations of these real-life
repercussions of gender are less obscured if
people’s perceptions of digital crimes are framed
with the TCF alongside feminist criminology
perspectives than with the term “cybercrime”
and the binary typologies. The underlying idea is
that the motivations, victimisations, and relational
processes involved in digital crimes listed in Table 2
do not commonly situate women and men similarly.
For example, as regards online harassment
(psychosocial cybercrime), Lindsay and Krysik’s
(2012) survey of 342 university students and Finn’s
(2004) survey of 339 college students support
the above assertion regarding the importance of
factoring gender into the cybercrime equation.
Their studies (both in the United States) found that
the perpetrator–victim relational processes were
particularly apparent in online harassment because
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the majority of participants reported that the perpetrators were people known to the victims. Regarding
the gender gap in online harassment, Barlett and
Coyne’s (2014) meta-analysis of 109 studies found
that while boys are more likely than girls to commit
online harassment in general, girls were more likely
to engage in cyber-harassment during adolescence
in particular. The underlying assumption is that
adolescence in itself is a time of turmoil6 (Hazen
et al. 2008; Larsen and Ham 1993; Schneider and
Csikszentmihalyi 2017) and adolescent children,
irrespective of their gender, commonly report more
negative conflict with their parents and peers.
However, a few studies, such as those of
Marcum et al. (2012) and Holt et al. (2012),
suggest that women are more likely than men to
harass their peers online. While the above findings
indicate that it is unclear whether there are consistent gender trends in online harassment, none of
the studies enquired as to whether online harassment (psychosocial cybercrime) is more gendered
than socioeconomic cybercrimes, such as cyberfraud, given the differences between them discussed
above. Closely related to online harassment is
cyber-bullying. Clear distinctions between cyberbullying and online harassment (as far as perpetrators and victims are concerned) have not yet
been thoroughly made in psychology (Englander
et al. 2017). Nonetheless, unlike cyber-bullying,
online harassment typically lacks a perpetrator–
victim power-imbalance structure (Englander et al.
2017).

4.2

Gendering cyberbullying
(psychosocial category)

Most generalisable research on gender gaps in
bullying suggests that boys/men are more likely
to be involved in physical bullying (e.g., Beckman
et al. 2013; Berger 2007; Smith 2012), whereas
girls/women are more involved in verbal, expressive, and relational bullying (e.g., Beckman et al.
2013; Berger 2007). The meta-analysis by Watts
et al. (2017) of 54 published articles highlighted
that individuals’ gender is implicated in leading
them to become cyber-bullies or continue to be
victims. In a similar vein, various studies of students
(Aricak 2009; Cunningham et al. 2015; Kraft and
Wang 2010; Schenk and Fremouw 2012) have
found that while women were more likely to report
involvement as cyber-bullying witnesses, men were
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more likely to report involvement as perpetrators.
Consistent with the above studies, Boulton et al.’s
(2012) study of 405 undergraduates in the United
Kingdom indicated that women view cyberbullying, and those who perpetrate it, more negatively than their counterparts (men). Relatedly,
Faucher et al.’s (2014) survey of 1925 Canadian
university students reported that fewer men than
women were cyber-bullied by acquaintances and
friends.
However, while the above studies portray
a fairly clear pattern regarding gender trends in
cyber-bullying, they relied exclusively on university students for their studies’ samples, and this
pattern of data may have influenced the authors’
assertions. Their assertions may not be generalisable to other populations, primarily because how
researchers produce knowledge is relevant to what
the claims are. Youth cultures and the exaggerated
masculinity inherent in youth groups may have
shaped the pattern of their results. Additionally,
as some researchers (Donner 2016; James 2010)
have observed, while it may be unclear whether
there are consistent gender trends in cyber-bullying,
the more diffused lifestyles available in cyberspace
complicate any gender trends within bullying in
the virtual world. “Indeed, greater computer expertise may resolve the power imbalance associated
with traditional bullying, conferring greater power
unto those who might otherwise lose a schoolyard fight or a ‘real world’ popularity contest”
(Cartwright 2016, p.2). While considerations of the
higher computer expertise of a victim may or may
not change the status quo typically associated with
gender trends in traditional bullying, none of the
above studies probed whether psychosocial cybercrimes such as cyber-bullying are more gendered
than socioeconomic cybercrimes, such as cyberfraud, given their dissimilarities through the lens
of the TCF, mentioned earlier.

4.3

Gendering cyber-fraud
(socioeconomic category)

Regarding cyber-fraud, general populations most
ordinarily view fraud by any means (online and
offline), and by both juvenile and adults, as similarly
reprehensible (e.g., Schoepfer et al. 2017). Insights
from white-collar crime suggest that most women
who embezzled money excuse their fraudulent
behaviour through feminine themes (e.g., caregiver
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role), whereas by contrast most men who embezzled
account for their crime through masculine themes,
reflecting gender roles and nuances in society (e.g.,
Zietz 1981). Similarly, Klenowski et al. (2011),
who interviewed 40 inmates in the United States,
examined how men and women “do gender” when
accounting for their crimes in their interview study.
They found that offenders draw on gendered themes
to align their actions with cultural expectations of
masculinity and femininity. For example, qualitative studies found that while Nigerian7 men (and
boys) predominate in “cybercrime” as perpetrators,
most Nigerians involved in “cybercrime” types, in
general, are involved in cyber-fraud in particular
(e.g., Aransiola and Asindemade 2011; Lazarus
2018; Lazarus and Okolorie 2019). Women, however, play subordinate roles, such as the retrieval of
fraud proceeds (e.g., Jegede et al. 2016; Lazarus and
Okolorie 2019). Ibrahim (2017), who interviewed
17 parents, demonstrated that gender roles involved
in cyber-fraud perpetration are reflective of a complex web of familial factors and cultural forces.
Familial and cultural forces socialise men
and women as masculine and feminine individuals
(Oakley 2018). Cultural expectations of masculinity
and femininity perpetuate the domination of men
over women (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005,
p.832) and in Nigeria, men (and boys) are socialised
to be sole bread-winners and the principal head
of the household (Ibrahim, 2015; Smith, 2017).
Under customary and Islamic types of marriages,
some men can marry multiple wives8 (Lazarus
et al. 2017), which increases their financial responsibilities: “In virtually every arena of Nigerian
men’s lives, money’s value is closely tied to the
social work that it does in men’s relationships with
women” (Smith 2017, p. 160). Since gender category membership is attached to the cultural expectations and performativity (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005; West and Zimmerman 1987), in
this context, “men’s cultural positionality in society
influences them to be generally more ‘desperate’
to achieve financial success than women online”–
cyber-fraud (Ibrahim 2016, p.54).
Based on the preceding insights, I argue that
men’s hegemonic role in cyber-fraud as perpetrators
is the mirror of, and made possible by, women’s subordinate position in society. Additionally, I argue
that, for many Nigerian cyber-fraudsters, cyberfraud is a way of demonstrating their masculinity
when legitimate means are denied. The critical point
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here is that cultural factors in Nigeria intersect with
gender and cyber-fraud. Through the lens of intersectionality, the value of a cultural context becomes
more apparent. While the Nigerian culture, for
example, serves as a resource for understanding
gender and crime connections, it offers additional
layers of explanation.
How such cultural contexts can be used as
a resource for understanding gender and crime
connections is also exemplified in the connection between music and cyber-fraud. Weitzer and
Kubrin’s (2009) analysis of rap songs in the United
States showed that while masculinity and femininity are central themes in music, artists do not
work in a vacuum, and their songs are reflective
of the broader gender hierarchy in society (see
also Efthymiou and Stavrakakis’s 2018 analysis of
gender and music in Greece). Similarly, Lazarus’s
(2018) study, which examined the ways Nigerian cyber-fraudsters are represented in hip-hop
music, is revealing (see also Lazarus and Okolorie’s 2019 study, which interviewed 40 Nigerian
law enforcement officers). These studies (Lazarus
2018; Lazarus and Okolorie 2019) found that while
some musicians and cyber-fraudsters are “birds
of a feather that flock together”, the core aspects
of their relationship are based on reciprocal economic benefits and determined by them. “Some
musicians are convicted cyber-fraudsters or excyber criminals, and some others are beneficiaries of active cybercriminals’ fraudulent activities”
(Lazarus 2018, p.71). Of interest is the observation
that “fewer women than men glamorised cyberfraud and cyber-fraudsters in their songs” (p.73).
The link between cyber-fraud and music reinforces
that online and offline lives are inextricably intertwined. In turn, real bodies and real people are
affected9 not only according to their gender but
also through the prisms of popular culture, which
acknowledges the importance of Tynes et al.’s
(2016) notion of the digital intersectionality. This
article, however, pays more attention to gender
and crime connections than other categories, as
previously mentioned.
While the above discussions expose the intersectionality of gender, the socioeconomic cybercrime (i.e., cyber-fraud), familial factors and popular culture, gender may be more of an index factor
for victimisation in psychosocial cybercrimes than
socioeconomic cybercrimes. For example, in light
of the broader experience of fraudulent activities
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(e.g., in the context of online shopping) in people’s
lives, socioeconomic victimisations are different
from those that are psychosocial, since a majority
of people, irrespective of their gender, regularly
experience fraudulent sales online (e.g., eBay) (FBI
2010, 2016). Unlike psychosocial cybercrimes,
socioeconomic digital crimes are primarily financially motivated victimisations. Equally, this resonates with the view that the primary and secondary
consequences of socioeconomic and psychosocial
victimisations are qualitatively different, as shown
in Table 1 (which challenges the definition of
the umbrella term, “cybercrime”). While relational
processes and dynamics mainly separate socioeconomic cybercrimes (e.g., credit card fraud and
digital piracy) from psychosocial digital crimes
(e.g., cyber-bullying and revenge porn), the latter
is more expressive than the former.

4.4

Gendering revenge porn
(psychosocial category)

Concerning revenge porn, a summary of the current
state of knowledge comes from Walker and Sleath’s
(2017) review of 82 published studies.10 They
reported that while four studies, which examined
the gender gap among adult populations, explicitly
stated that the victimisation rates were higher for
men than women, the gender gap was statistically significant in only a few studies (e.g., Priebe
and Svedin 2012) (for a fuller analysis, see
Walker and Sleath 2017). A careful examination
of Priebe and Svedin’s (2012) study in Sweden
(involving 1,592 men and 1,840 women) perhaps
sheds further light on the meaning of the gender
gap in question. These authors argue that cultural
nuances have double standards for men and women
sexual minorities (e.g., homosexual and bisexual),
which might have affected the above findings on
any gender gap. These researchers (e.g., Priebe and
Svedin 2012) revealed that a sexual minority group
of men had almost sixfold increased odds of victimisation, whereas for women the increased odds
were only twofold compared to their heterosexual
counterparts.
Gender and sexuality could be seen as two
sides of the same coin: they mutually construct each
other. Indeed, sexuality intersects with gender and
crime victimisation to offer a deeper explanation.
While the legal and cultural contexts of nation states
undeniably shape how the experiences of victims
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vary (Jones 2018), these contexts are critical to our
understanding of who is victimised, why, and to
what effect. For example, the Nordic nations (e.g.,
Finland and Sweden) and West African countries
(e.g., Ghana and Nigeria) are almost at the opposite
ends of the spectrum as far as the social rights
of minorities, in general, are concerned (Ibrahim
and Komulainen 2016; Rush and Lazarus 2018).
The legal and cultural penalties of homosexuality in Sweden are far less severe than those in
Nigeria, where, for example, homosexuality can
lead to capital punishment in the northern region
and 14 years’ imprisonment in the southern region
(Adebanjo 2015). While the lens of intersectionality
provides additional layers of explanation, it also
resonates with Buist and Lenning’s (2016), Cook’s
(2016) and Ball et al.’s (2018) view that placing
non-binary gender nuances as a theoretical starting
point for investigating crimes would stimulate a
more productive and more complete criminology
awakening from slumber.
In this respect, Drouin et al.’s (2013) study
on revenge porn in the United States elaborated
that victimisation, in general, was most prevalent,
in ascending order of significance, among people
in committed relationships (3 per cent), “no strings
attached” relationships (15 per cent), or cheating
relationships (21 per cent). Based on this evidence,
it is conceivable that mainstream cultural norms
and values about gender roles and “good” sexual
relationships are influential in shaping both the
patterns and extent of victimisations. Nonetheless,
while the above studies about gender gaps examined revenge porn, none compared psychosocial
(e.g., revenge porn) and socioeconomic categories
(e.g., cyber-fraud and illegal downloading of items).
This conceptual article therefore aims to encourage
researchers to investigate whether gender is more of
an index factor for psychosocial cybercrimes than
those which are socioeconomic (in line with the
TCF and feminist criminology).

4.5

Gendering cyberstalking
(psychosocial category)

While people perceive stalking through any
means (online and offline) as similarly severe
(e.g., Garnett-Bower 2017), some researchers have
assumed that the men-perpetrator/women-victim
structure applies as equally to cyber-stalking as
it does to physical stalking (e.g., Purcell et al.
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2009). However, like cyber-bullying, other central
premises are far from straightforward. Notably,
Smoker and March (2017) suggested that the
boundary between men and women in participating in and experiencing cyber-stalking behaviour
is blurred. Some researchers (e.g., Helsper and
Whitty 2010; Purcell et al. 2001, 2010) found that
women were more likely than men to cyber-stalk
their partners covertly. In particular, Helsper and
Whitty (2010) surveyed 920 people in the United
Kingdom and found that married women were more
likely than men to use technology to monitor their
partner’s behaviour discreetly.
The above researchers (Helsper and Whitty
2010; Purcell et al. 2010) suggest that women
(more so than men) use technology as a monitoring “toolbox” to maintain committed relationships. In a similar vein, Smoker and March (2017,
p.393) concede: “the motivation to attain intimacy
through preserving or establishing a relationship
may provide women with the drive to conduct
IPCS [increased opportunities for intimate partner
cyber-stalking]”. On the flipside, Marcum et al.
(2017) surveyed 890 university students and highlighted that men were more likely to cyber-stalk
and attempt log-ins to their partner’s social media
accounts. Marcum et al. (2017) explained the menperpetrator/women-victim structure as implicitly
constituting “cyber dating abuse”, whereas other
researchers (e.g., Helsper and Whitty 2010; Purcell
et al. 2001) framed their findings slightly differently, as discussed above.
A closer consideration suggests that Helsper
and Whitty (2010) surveyed people primarily over
30 years old (in the United Kingdom), whereas
Marcum et al. (2017) surveyed youths under
30 years old (in the United States). If the above
findings (Helsper and Whitty 2010; Marcum et al.
2017) are taken as a given, it is conceivable that
gender roles and cultural obligations in society (e.g.,
feminine roles and the social obligations of a married woman to protect her committed relationship
delicately) shaped their perceptions and behaviours
regarding cyber-stalking. The bottom line here is
that age interacts with gender to provide an additional layer of explanation, which acknowledges
the value of the lens of intersectionality. Equally,
even though the legal and cultural contexts in the
United States and the United Kingdom about cyberstalking vary (Jones 2018), it is reasonable, however, to argue that gender and cultural commitments
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in the nations where these studies were based offer
central explanations. Additionally, while some may
perceive cyber-stalking as “troubling behaviour”
and “dating abuse”, others may see it as a “monitory
gadget” or a functional behaviour to help maintain
a committed relationship. The internet does not
exist in a vacuum, and the ways in which online
behaviours and attitudes are extensions of offline
social processes and relationships is also evidenced
in the meaning of cyber-stalking. Arguably, this
mismatch between these different age groups concerning the meaning of cyber-stalking, however
trivial, suggests that, as Sheridan et al. (2016)
noted, the meaning of cyber-stalking is largely
socially constructed. While terms may appear to
be objective, they are actually underpinned by
value judgements that are rooted in particular cultural assumptions (Ribbens et al. 2011; StambolisRuhstorfer and Saguy 2014).
Indeed, there is no objective viewpoint for
the definition of an “immoral” act (Becker [1967]
1997; Reiner 2016). Cyber-stalking, as an action,
could be interpreted in a negative or positive light
depending on the perceived perpetrator–victimgender structure. Also, while cyber-stalking may
involve “behaviours that are ostensibly routine
and harmless” (Sheridan et al. 2016, p.2), some
people stalk to some extent even without any
malicious intent, given that the boundary between
socially acceptable courting and cyber-dating abuse
is blurred (Choo et al. 2017). It could be that
some people generally indulge in cyber-stalking at
some point as a socially acceptable courting act.
By implication, a variable minimum number of
occurrences for the action to be considered as cyberstalking may apply differently to each participant,
given that its meaning is diffuse and it primarily
occurs under the realm of “love” and romance
(Marcum et al. 2017). In fact, it is the degree of
prior intimacy between the victim and perpetrator
that largely influences most people’s perceptions
of harm in cyber-stalking behaviours (Sheridan
et al. 2016). Equally, cultural expectations and
norms for romantic relationships offline extend and
shape the meaning of cyber-stalking because people
generally have diverse opinions as to what exactly
constitutes cyber-stalking. The above studies highlight the need to understand gender differences in
cyber-stalking. Relatedly, gender differences identified in all the above studies (on cyber-stalking,
online harassment, cyber-bullying, cyber-fraud, and
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revenge porn) illuminate that the critical starting
points for the analysis of gender and crimes are who
is victimised, why and to what effect. Since psychosocial cybercrimes (e.g., cyber-stalking) could
be more gendered than socioeconomic ones (e.g.,
cyber-fraud), the meaning of “cybercrime” is problematic, as previously argued. It is noteworthy that
cyber-stalking (psychosocial cybercrime) has not
been compared with socioeconomic crimes (e.g.,
digital piracy) to better understand their differences
in the light of the TCF (and the feminist epistemology of crime).

4.6

A comparison of three digital crimes
(case study) framed with
mainstream criminology theory

A recent study (Donner 2016), which compares the
forms of digital crimes (hacking, online harassment,
and digital piracy), is framed with Gottfredson and
Hirschi’s (1990) General Theory of Crime. It contends that men were more likely to engage in online
offending and that this gender gap was reasonably
consistent across the board. In particular, this study
found that men were more likely to engage in online
harassment (psychosocial) and digital piracy (such
as illegal downloads of items, i.e., socioeconomic),
irrespective of self-control level, whereas “higher
immersion into the cyber-environment resulted in
men and women having similar rates of digital
piracy” (i.e., a socioeconomic cybercrime) (Donner
2016, p.570), which suggests that perhaps socioeconomic cybercrime is less gendered than online
harassment (psychosocial cybercrime) if viewed
from the lens of the TCF.
Accordingly, this study’s findings could have
been a little more clearly and directly expressed had
a more gender-sensitive framework been applied
in place of a mainstream criminology lens. For
instance, Donner (2016, p.571) acknowledged, “the
findings revealed that, regardless of self-control
level, men had higher rates [than women] of online
offending almost across the board, which is inconsistent with the theory. Thus, it appears that gender
may be more useful in explaining cybercrime than
self-control, although self-control is more important for low self-control individuals, as it eliminated the gender difference in digital piracy”. The
author then recommends that “future researchers
should consider utilising a bond-based measure of
self-control, which would be more theoretically
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consistent with the revised version of the theory”
(Donner 2016, p.572). These obscurities in reporting research findings nevertheless echo the suggestion that theories may be supportive or obstructive
to the researchers’ analytic capacity when they
have more faith in the correctness of the theories
than in the authenticity of their data (Greenwald
et al. 1986). This therefore reinforces the notion
that mainstream criminology theories may not be a
“toolbox” for cyber or digital criminology inquiries,
as in Rimer’s (1997) term, as theology is for followers. By building on the extant literature, I argue here
that who is victimised, why, and to what effect do
not apply in the same way to socioeconomic cybercrimes as they do to psychosocial cybercrimes.
Therefore, this article, framed with the TCF alongside the feminist epistemology of crime, advocates
the centrality of gender as a theoretical starting
point for the examination of the gender gap between
psychosocial and socioeconomic cybercrime types.
Prompted by the above primary limitation, this
article proposes that persisting with the umbrella
term “cybercrime”, the binary typologies, and some
mainstream criminology theories, does not help us
to understand how structured gender relations might
retain their efficacy in online contexts because a
person cannot be online without being offline. The
lens of “cybercrime”, as an umbrella term, and
the binary typologies obscure the manifestation of
gender cultures and nuances in multiple areas of
social lives. These typologies and theories undermine a more critical examination of gender issues
concerning a wide range of digital crimes. Framed
with the TCF, this article has demonstrated that
psychosocial cybercrimes could be more gendered
than those which are socioeconomic. For example,
as previously mentioned, Donner’s (2016) paper
demonstrated that digital piracy (socioeconomic
cybercrime) was perceived similarly across sexes.
On the flipside, as regards a range of psychosocial
crimes such as cyber-bullying (e.g., Cunningham
et al. 2015), revenge porn (e.g., Walker and Sleath
2017), cyber-stalking (e.g., Marcum et al. 2017),
and online harassment (e.g., Barlett and Coyne
2014), numerous studies demonstrate that who is
victimised, why, and to what effect are the critical entry points to the analysis of gender and
crimes. It is plausible, therefore, to argue that the
psychosocial category is more gendered than the
socioeconomic category (e.g., digital piracy and
cyber-fraud). Arguably, the TCF provides support
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for continuing to expand our analysis of gender
issues in cyber criminology, as well as a more
refined theoretical perspective for grouping a wide
spectrum of cybercrime types above. Thus, as Eagly
(2016) and Wood and Eagly (2010) illuminate,
rather than discounting, the existence of sex-related
differences, such differences and similarities are
reflections of cultural nuances and norms of social
interaction.

5.

Conclusion

While this article has underscored the utilitarian
value of the TCF, it aligns it with feminist
criminology perspectives. It accentuates that it is
of the utmost importance for the umbrella term
“cybercrime” and most mainstream criminology
theories to be revisited, redefined, and reconstructed
because they have huge consequences. They have,
for example, obscured the centrality of gender as a
theoretical starting point for examining a multitude
of digital crimes in academia. Such theoretical
and methodological oversights in research, in turn,
have real-life repercussions. A likely consequence
of these omissions is that many corporations and
government agencies may not fully recognise
the importance of gender and crime connections
in their responses to many forms of digital
crime.
I recommend that researchers on “cyber criminology” or “digital criminology” should unconditionally take on board the feminist criminology
agenda, given that many digital crimes may not
possess the same features as the traditional ones
from which they have emerged. Indeed, a greater
computer expertise on the part of women (and girls)
may realign the prevailing men/women unequal
power relation associated with perpetrator/victim
traditional crimes. Mere proficiency in ICT and
immersion in cyber-environments may reshape patterns of offending and victimisation for crimes that
depend primarily on ICT skills.
Fundamentally, this paper is a theoretical
endeavour that advocates the centrality of gender
as a conceptual starting point for investigations in
cyber criminology. Building on previous works that
have critiqued mainstream criminology (e.g., Cook
2016; hooks [1984] 2000; Sharp 2015), this article
argues that more has to be done to wake criminology
from its “androcentric slumber”. Accordingly, this
paper has attempted to stimulate contemporary
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scholarly endeavours to be more alert or sensitive to
gender issues. It has attempted to stimulate scholars
to situate the feminist epistemology of crime at the
core of criminology enquiries, because generations
after generations of scholars who are unaware of
feminist criminology as students concomitantly
teach their students mainstream theories at the
expense of feminist approaches (Sharp 2015), as
discussed above. Consequently, only the marginal
voices whose endeavours fit squarely with the aims
and scopes of marginal publication venues (often
with “low or average impact factors”) tend to challenge the orthodoxy of mainstream criminology.
As long as the term “cybercrime”, the binary
typologies, and most mainstream criminology theories are taken as a given in cyber criminology
research (and influence researchers the way theology does believers), windows of opportunities
necessary to advance our understanding of gender
and a range of digital crimes will continue to
be limited. Additionally, this article has not only
demonstrated that structured gender relations retain
their efficacy in online contexts, but it has also
illustrated what gender is and that women and men
do interact with other categories (e.g., age and
sexuality) to influence the experiences of victims
of digital crimes. Thus, the article has not only
benefited from the lens of TCF but also from an
additional lens. Simply put, by employing the lens
of digital intersectionality, it has considered other
categories of social (dis)advantages to answer the
question: do structured gender relations retain their
efficacy in online contexts?
While this paper has benefited from the
advancement of the TCF, the TCF itself is, however,
not immune to limitations. Mainly, the TCF is somewhat simplistic. Given that the apparent boundaries
between TCF’s categories are blurred, they could
be seen as a loose grouping of cybercrime types.
A complex web of hybrid forms of crimes on the
internet exposes the TCF’s weakness. For example,
cyberbullying could eventually lead to cyberextortion, or hacktivists exposing stolen personal
data from police officers, as a political protest could
have psychosocial and geopolitical consequences at
the same time (as shown in Table 1). Although the
TCF has flaws, it has useful contributions in spite
of them. It has attempted to move gender analysis
of digital crimes “from margin to centre”. We
will accomplish more, and quicker, if we consider
this current endeavour as an avenue to situate the
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feminist perspectives at the core of cyber
criminology enquiries. Future research is needed
to strengthen the synergy between the TCF and the
feminist epistemology of crime.
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Notes
1. While there are many
examinations of girls/women and
crime that are not feminist, there are
men who are feminist
criminologists, and there are many
women in criminology who are not
feminist (Sharp 2015).
2. However, some mainstream
theorists have acknowledged the
importance of incorporating
feminist approaches into
criminology as a field of study
(Broidy and Agnew 1997).
3. Social (dis)advantage –
inequality in the central and value
things people are able to be or do
(Dean and Platt 2016).
4. However, the legal and cultural
contexts vary across nations (Jones
2018).

5. These six online crimes outlined
resonate with the original
formulation of the TCF.
6. It is noteworthy that the turmoil
associated with adolescence may
vary across different measures and
social contexts (Schneider and
Csikszentmihalyi 2017).
7. Listed in the prevalence of
cybercrime perpetrators, Nigeria,
the United Kingdom, and the United
States (in ascending order of
significance) are at the top of the
FBI’s (2010) “league table”.
However, a critical examination has
pointed out that the statistics the
FBI relied upon to inform the
current state of cybercrime
perpetrators across nations, even
when they represent the underlying
reality, are socially and selectively
constructed – the FBI’s statistics,
therefore, cannot (or should not)

directly speak for themselves
(Ibrahim 2016, pp.50–52).
8. Even men’s adulterous
undertakings are culturally seen as
an additional layer of prestige
(Smith 2017).
9. In Nigeria, for example, “most
cybercriminals involved in stealing
panties for money rituals are
exclusively involved in stealing
women’s panties, sometimes at
gun/knife points” (Lazarus 2019,
p.10).
10. Walker and Sleath (2017)
review of 82 published studies from
the US (n=48), Australia (n=13),
the UK (n=5), Spain (n=5), Italy
(n=2), Canada (n=3), Sweden
(n=1), Thailand (n=1), Germany
(n=1), Switzerland (n=1), Belgium
(n=1), and others from unidentified
countries.
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While this article sets out to advance our knowledge about the characteristics of Nigerian cybercriminals (Yahoo-Boys), it is also the first study to explore the narratives of the Economic and
Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) officers concerning them. It appraises symbolic interactionist insights to consider the ways in which contextual factors and worldview may help to
illuminate officers’ narratives of cybercriminals and the interpretations and implications of such
accounts. Semi-structured interviews of forty frontline EFCC officers formed the empirical basis
of this study and were subjected to a directed approach of qualitative content analysis. While
prior studies, for example, indicated that only a group of cybercriminals deploy spiritual and
magical powers to defraud victims (i.e. modus operandi), our data analysis extended this classification into more refined levels involving multiple features. In particular, analysis bifurcates
cybercriminals and their operations based on three factors: educational-attainment, modus-operandi, and networks-collaborators. Results also suggest that these cybercriminals and their
operations are embedded in “masculinity-and-material-wealth”. These contributions thus have
implications for a range of generally accepted viewpoints about these cybercriminals previously
taken-for-granted. Since these criminals have victims all over the world, insights from our study
may help various local and international agencies [a] to understand the actions/features of these
two groups of cybercriminals better and develop more effective response strategies. [b] to
appreciate the vulnerabilities of their victims better and develop more adequate support schemes.
We also consider the limitations of social control agents’ narratives on criminals.

1. Introduction
“I went to Nigeria to meet the man who scammed me”
In Nigeria, over 77% of youths live on less than USD2 per day (African Development Bank, 2018), and online and offline lives are
inextricably intertwined (Lazarus, 2019a, b; Powell et al., 2018). Even though the link between offending and poverty is far from
straightforward (Newburn, 2016), unemployment and poverty have strong connections with online crimes “within a given nation”
(Kigerl, 2012, p. 483). What is notable is that the Nigerian youths have been disproportionately implicated in defrauding victims all
over the world (Akanle et al., 2016). Internet crimes are global issues (Kirillova et al., 2017; Wall, 2007; Yar, 2017), and millions of
people with email accounts have undoubtedly encountered Nigerian scam emails (Rich, 2017). Consequently, recent years have
⁎
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witnessed an upsurge of research on victims of cyber-fraud that supposedly originates from Nigeria (e.g. Cross et al., 2018; Owen
et al., 2017; Sorell and Whitty, 2019). We still, however, know very little about Nigerian cyber-fraudsters (Lazarus, 2018). Remarkably, no study has attempted to explore the narratives of officers who have close interactions with these cybercriminals, even
though frontline law enforcement officers who routinely investigate, arrest, interview, interrogate and prosecute these cyberfraudsters have insiders’ insights. The narratives of these frontline law enforcement officers, therefore, merit examination. This study
asks: “what are the narratives of frontline law enforcement officers about cyber-fraudsters and their activities in Nigeria?”.
This contextual inquiry concerns the Nigerian cybercriminals, the narratives of law enforcement agents on the ground about these
cybercriminals, and the implications of these narratives. A primary objective of this study is to shed light on the characteristics of the
Nigerian cyber-fraudsters. Doing so is prompted by a central motive: to enlighten government agencies around the world about these
cybercriminals so that they are in a better position to: [a] understand the actions/features of these cybercriminals better and develop
more effective response strategies; and [b] appreciate the vulnerabilities of their victims better and develop more adequate support
schemes. The study examines life on the ground in Nigeria and Nigerian law enforcement officers’ own thoughts about cyber-fraud
and cybercriminals. Since situations must be understood from the inside, this article sets out to explore the narratives of people
(social actors) regarding their fellow men and women, which are the most meaningful within their particular cultural dynamics. Since
cyber-frauds are social products, they must also be read, in Hayward and Young’s (2004, p. 259) words, “in terms of the meanings
they carry.” This article assesses the connections between the indigenous worldview and cyber-fraud activities, looking for, in
Swidler’s (1990) terminology, the empirical traces of “culture in action.” In particular, it harnesses law enforcement officers’ narratives on cybercriminals and their activities to shed light on how indigenous worldviews may be connected with offending in the
virtual world. Henceforth, the article is presented in five sections [i.e. section 2 to 6]: Firstly, the literature review (section 2)
attempts to position the research topic within the existing literature by providing an overview of what we currently know, which
helps to shed light on the phenomenon we are investigating. The literature review is followed by a theoretical background (i.e.
section 3), which provides a lens from which to analyse, interpret and discuss data. The article then presents the remaining three
sections in the following order: method (section 4), findings/discussion (section 5) and conclusion (section 6).
2. Literature review
2.1. Indigenous worldviews on wealth acquisition
Contexts are the resources for understanding “the ways in which local worldviews on wealth acquisition give rise to contemporary
manifestations of spirituality in cyberspace” (Lazarus, 2019a, p.1). Indigenous spiritual worldviews are central to the discussion of
wealth acquisition and the meaning of such wealth within the particular cultural dynamics from which they have emerged (Akanle
and Adejare, 2018; Ellis, 2016). Many Nigerians “feed on the red blood corpuscles of the primal world and spiritual shrines” to
generate material wealth (Kalu, 2002, p. 674; see also Ekeh, 1975). In this respect, “the intersectionality of the spiritual world and the
acquisition of wealth” discussed in Lazarus’s (2019a) recent work is revealing. While some Nigerians tap into religious resources for
wealth accumulation, it is a misconception to group all such people into just one group (Lazarus, 2019a). Indeed, there is a distinction
between benevolent and malevolent intentionality and, consequently, tapping into religious resources for wealth accumulation could
be “licit or illicit” (Lazarus, 2019a, p.12). Either way, spirituality is a “critical factor in the activities of the criminals involved in
organized and non-organized crimes” (Melvin and Ayotunde, 2010, p. 364). Life in the virtual world embodies cultural nuances in
society (Jones, 2018; Powell et al., 2018). Thus, Lazarus (2019a), by specifically exploring the occult economy in a variety of
different manifestations, concluded that the physical world concurrently extends into the virtual world as far as the aquisition of
wealth is concerned. The occult economy can be defined as the deployment, real or imagined, of spiritual/magical means for material
ends (Comaroff and Comaroff, 1999). Given that earthly riches are believed by some Nigerians to have a spiritual etiology (Ekeh,
1975; Ellis, 2016; Kalu, 2002), this worldview has consequences for many Nigerian institutions.
Traditional shrines, churches, and many religious institutions generally serve as “lubricants of commercial relationships’ between
spiritualist and ordinary Nigerians” (Ellis, 2016, p. 195). In this way, the spiritual world maintains its efficacy as the true source of
wealth and its cultural potency is continuously legitimized, produced, and reproduced through interactional processes between
ordinary citizens and the spiritualists (Lazarus, 2019a). Through these processes, a client–patron relationship between the gatekeepers of the shrines and sacred sites and ordinary citizens is negotiated and nurtured (Ekeh, 1975; Ellis, 2016). In turn, the cultural
and symbolic “handshaking” between clients and patrons not only helps to harness this type of relationship, but it also blurs the
boundary between the meaning of “bribe” and that of “dash” (Lazarus, 2019a). “Dash” is a local term for a gift in a Nigerian context.
The exchanges of “dashes” between the representatives of many institutions, such as banks and ordinary Nigerians, including cybercriminals, are commonplace (e.g. Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011; Ibrahim, 2017). The underlying factor is that, while bribery
and corruption are symptoms and outcomes of institutional deficiency (Dasgupta and Ugur, 2011; Ellis, 2016), expertise in bribery
has been culturally deemed necessary, and sufficient, for holders of public posts to be successful in Nigeria (Ellis, 2016). These
money-oriented social/cultural processes in Nigerian society extend to cyberspace and, consequently, have implications for this
article’s positioning.
2.2. Cybercrime and cultural relativism
Many scholars (e.g. Bae, 2017; Donner et al., 2015; Hutchings and Chua, 2017; Ibrahim, 2016; Lazarus, 2019b; Selwyn, 2008; Yar, 2017)
have observed that the term “cybercrime” is an umbrella term for a wide spectrum of crimes, such as revenge pornography, cyber-stalking,
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cyber-bullying, cyber-espionage, and cyber-fraud. For Wall (2007, p. 185), for example “cybercrimes are the product of networked computers,
[and] must be defined in terms of the informational, networked, and globalised transformation of deviant or criminal behaviour by networked technologies”. However, ‘a computer may be materially the same, but placed in different cultures, a computer holds different
meanings and generates different problems shaped by cultural factors in which the computer sits’ (Jones, 2018 p. 18). To search for empirical
clues of “culture in action” (Swidler, 1990), therefore, this study mobilizes marginal literature about the cultural dynamics of Nigerian cyberfraudsters, as Cross’s (2018) comprehensive literature review suggested. The above author elaborated that the narratives of current cyberfraud research are only reflective of the mainstream perspectives at the expense of the marginalised voices. In other words, the voices of
scholars from the global South especially Nigeria, are ignored, and by implication, the narratives of scholars from the global North exclusively
inform the global cyber-fraud discourse. A better understanding of this phenomenon lies in our capacity to unconditionally value all insights
across the global South and global North (Cross, 2018; Lazarus, 2018, 2019a). For example, “listed in the prevalence of cybercrime perpetrators, Nigeria, the United Kingdom, and the United States are at the top of the FBI’s league-table”1 (Ibrahim, 2016, p.44). Nigeria,
arguably, is not less significant than nations from the global North. Therefore, as Cross’s (2018) work pointed out, the inclusion of Nigerian
scholars’ narratives is central and necessary to discussions about cyber-fraud, not least because they provide invaluable layers of explanation
regarding the cultural dimensions of cyber-fraudsters. One way to rectify this type of omission is to mobilise literature about Nigerian culture
that interacts with cyber-fraud presently missing in the mainstream narratives (e.g. the lens of “digital spiritualization”, Lazarus, 2019a, p.
3–5). Such aspects of Nigerian culture are “critical to building a more effective and holistic approach to target online fraud, not only within
Nigeria but worldwide” (Cross, 2018, p. 261). Based on the preceding insights, this article relies on marginal voices more than the broader
body of research on cybercriminals.
While what constitutes cybercrime issues in most Western nations such as the UK and the US may involve many aforementioned types of
cybercrime, the meaning of cybercrime in Nigeria is fundamentally rooted in socio-economics (Ibrahim, 2016). Therefore, in critiquing the
dominant cybercrime classifications, Ibrahim (2016, p. 55), despite lacking primary empirical data, argued that “the conceptual ‘pipelines’ of
the cybercrime in the Global North may not hold water in Nigeria.” While one might be inclined to suggest that a broader canon of cyberfraud (e.g. Button and Cross, 2017; Howard, 2009; Schoepfer et al., 2017) is needed in research on the cultural accounts of the agency of
social control on cybercriminals, our strategy is based on the principles of cultural relativism. This strategy connects with the belief that one
cannot impose meanings on another culture or context as each situation must be understood from the inside (Beirne, 1983; Ribbens McCarthy
and Gillies, 2018). This strategy also connects with the belief that there are no “universal” “truths” about the contextual contours of digital
crimes such as cyber-fraud (Ibrahim, 2016; Lazarus, 2019a). Accordingly, this current study goes in searches of “local truths” about cybercriminals through the lens of law enforcement officers on the ground in Nigeria.
Monetary benefits are central to the meaning of cybercrime in Nigeria, popularly referred to as “419 fraud” (e.g. Ibrahim, 2016;
Igwe, 2007); historically, 419 is derived from section 419 of the Nigerian Criminal Code dealing with fraud. Though there are many
types of cyber-fraud (Button and Cross, 2017; Schoepfer et al., 2017), here we examine multiple variations of Advance Fee Fraud
(AFF) or 419 (Igwe, 2007; Rich, 2017; Whitaker, 2013). AFF is a confidence trick in which victims (e.g. victims of romance scams) are
deceived into advancing relatively small sums of money in the hope of realizing a much larger gain (Chang, 2008; Rich, 2017;
Whitaker, 2013). This form of fraud (AFF or 419) is embedded in Nigerian history because they are social products and the term is
directly coined from section 419 of the code. The online versions of AFF are locally known as “Yahoo-Yahoo” (e.g. Adeniran, 2011).
The term “Yahoo-Yahoo” was coined based on the dominance of Yahoo emails, apps, and instant messaging in perpetrator–victim
communications in the mid-2000s (e.g. Trend Micro and INTERPOL, 2017) during the Internet boom in Nigeria. The perpetrators of
“Yahoo-Yahoo” were hence popularly called “Yahoo-boys” (e.g. Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011).
2.3. Yahoo-boys and cultural cues
The term “Yahoo-boys” signifies that the perpetrators of the infamous “Yahoo-Yahoo” are predominantly male (Lazarus, 2018, p.
67). The use of emails served as the initial communication phase for some Yahoo-boys, and many victims have been deceived and
defrauded all over the world (EFCC, 2018; Whitaker, 2013). Rich’s (2017) comprehensive content analysis of a large corpus of AFF
emails is revealing (see also Chang, 2008). These researchers observed that authors of AFF emails commonly use a “trust rhetoric” (e.g.
Rich, 2017) and “authoritative and urgent” language (e.g. Chang, 2008) to defraud their victims. This body of research (e.g. Adogame,
2009; Chang, 2008; Rich, 2017) sheds light on cyber-fraudsters and their art of persuasive language. However, in recent years, “YahooYahoo” has shifted from merely sending multiple emails to unsolicited recipients to the targeting and befriending of victims on dating
websites or Facebook (EFCC, 2018). While Yahoo-boys generally prefer victims from foreign nations with high currency value (Akanle
et al., 2016), remarkably, most victims of Yahoo-boys are swindled in the context of “love” and “friendship” with charms and magic
(Lazarus, 2019a). Because “love” and “friendship” are specific aspects of “Yahoo-Yahoo” narratives (Lazarus, 2018), victims’ plights are
not only financial but also psychological (e.g. Cross et al., 2018; Ibrahim, 2016; Sorell and Whitty, 2019). Yahoo-boys control their
“clients” (victims) with various spiritual means, such as invoking of spells on victims’ photographs in shrines and communicating with
them through words-of-power (locally known as “do as I say”) on the telephone (Lazarus, 2019a). “Do as I say” spells or “words-of-power
[can] unlock cosmic forces that can make the spiritual manifest into the physical” and, in this way, spells can be invoked or undone by
words-of-power (Peavy, 2016, p. 101). While it may be critical to investigate the symbolic roles of love potions and the mystical powers
that can make the spiritual manifest into the physical, there is a dearth of research on Yahoo-boys and the occult economy.
1
However, a critical perspective has pointed out that the statistics the FBI relied upon to inform the state of cybercrime perpetrators across
nations, even when they represent the underlying reality, are socially and selectively constructed (Ibrahim, 2016, pp. 50–52).
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Accordingly, some interview studies refer to cybercriminals who defraud their victims with supernatural powers as “Yahoo-boys
plus” (e.g. Melvin and Ayotunde, 2010; Tade, 2013). These prior studies (e.g. Melvin and Ayotunde, 2010) noted that only a group of
cybercriminals make use of magic/spiritual powers to defraud victims, whereas no study has extended this implicit classification
beyond this method of operation. This article sets out to fill this gap. The bottom line is that like some law-abiding Nigerians, the
cybercriminals (Yahoo-boys) find the use of magical powers meaningful (Lazarus, 2019a) as exemplified in popular music. A recent
study on the representations of Yahoo-boys in hip-hop music suggests that “Yahoo-Yahoo” embodies the occult economy (Lazarus,
2018). Nowhere is the link between the occult economy and Nigerian hip-hop music more evident than in Kelly Handsome’s song
which depicted Yahoo-boys as follows:
“…Maga don pay/Mugu don pay/shout hallelujah…/…hallelujah owo…/…/…hallelujah ego…/… hallelujah, hallelujah kudi,
kudi../I don suffer, but I now don hammer, papa God don bless me, no one can change it…/…
(“The gullible has paid, the senseless has remitted/ shout hallelujah…/…hallelujah, hallelujah money…/…hallelujah, hallelujah
money…./…/ hallelujah, hallelujah money, money…I have suffered a lot, but now I have hit the jackpot, Almighty God has
blessed me, [and] no one can change it”)” (Lazarus, 2018, p. 73).
The above song attributes the aquisition of wealth to “real or imagined” spiritual powers, but that is not all. While this prior study
(i.e. Lazarus, 2018) noted that cybercriminals and musicians are connected, it has homogenised these cybercriminals as a single
group. Bearing this in mind, this current study aims to bifurcate the characteristics of these criminals beyond the use of magical
powers. Nonetheless, it is also remarkable that this type of lyrical representation shows that Yahoo-boys glamorize cyber-fraud.
So, while some researchers implicated poverty and/or unemployment as the causes of cyber-fraud among Nigerian youths (e.g.
Adesina, 2017; Akanle et al., 2016), other researchers have pointed out that conspicuous consumption (Ibrahim, 2017; Ojedokun and
Eraye, 2012) and masculinity or “doing gender” (e.g. Lazarus, 2019b; Smith, 2017) are also fundamental to the discussion of “YahooYahoo.” Since “Yahoo-Yahoo” is primarily motivated by monetary rewards and most Yahoo-boys implicated in such crimes have no
employment records (EFCC, 2018), it is reasonable therefore to concede that crime may be one of the Yahoo-boys’ ways of “doing
gender, when legitimate means of demonstrating their masculinity are denied” (Lazarus, 2019b, p.10; see also Messerschmidt, 1993;
West and Zimmerman, 1987). For symbolic interactionists (Carter and Fuller, 2016; West and Zimmerman, 1987), the concept of
“doing gender” demonstrates the socially constructed nature of masculinity as developing out of repeated, patterned interaction and
socialization processes.
Accordingly, cultural expectations of masculinity and femininity “perpetuate heterosexual male-domination over women”
(Connell and Messerschmidt 2005, p.832) and, in Nigeria, men (and boys) are socialised to be sole bread-winners and the principal
head of the household (Eboiyehi et al., 2016; Ibrahim, 2015; Smith, 2017), which increases their financial responsibilities as Lazarus
(2019b) noted. On the flipside, women’s possession of high economic power can have detrimental effects on their marriages and their
chances of remarriage in Nigeria (Lazarus et al., 2017). Indeed, gender is a central source of social disadvantages that positions these
women between exclusion and belonging (Lazarus, 2019b). “In virtually every arena of Nigerian men’s lives, money’s value is closely
tied to the social work that it does in men’s relationships with women” (Smith, 2017, p. 160). Since gender-category membership is
attached to the cultural expectations and performativity (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005; West and Zimmerman 1987), in this
context, “men’s cultural positionality in society influences them to be generally more ‘desperate’ to achieve financial success than
women online” by any means possible such as cyber-fraud (Ibrahim, 2016, p.54). So, the meaning “wealth” has for men in relation to
women may be related to the predomination of young men being involved in “Yahoo-Yahoo.” Cultural contexts in Ngeria “serve as a
resource for understanding gender and crime connections, and offer additional layers of explanation” (Lazarus, 2019b, p.10). These
cultural forces resonate with the view that gender is constructed through interaction and that men and women are culturally assessed
for their gender performances in both interactional and institutional contexts (Carter and Fuller, 2015; West and Zimmerman, 1987).
Closely related to the above are the expectations of people in tertiary institutions and the associated consequences.
Dominant perspectives further suggest that education increases the returns to legitimate work, and legitimate work generally
raises the opportunity costs of offending (e.g. Lochner, 2004; Machin et al., 2011). However, university education does not by itself
provide an automatic ticket to conventional employment or economic stability in Nigeria (Ibrahim, 2016). Even if a graduate secures
legitimate employment, many conventional occupations leave workers vulnerable to financial predicaments that imperil their capacity to provide for themselves and their dependents (Smith, 2017). In these contexts, research on cybercriminals in universities has
demonstrated that young adult male Nigerians, mainly university students/graduates, constitute the bulk of cyber-fraudsters (e.g.
Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011; Ojedokun and Eraye, 2012; Tade, 2013; Tade and Aliyu, 2011). While one may be inclined to point
out that the selective sample of these studies (i.e. solely university students) may have shaped their findings, Ibrahim’s (2017)
interview study, which explored the views of 17 Nigerian parents, agreed with the above authors. A more critical issue is that as
Helfgott (2013) and Payne (2018) noted, researchers value using a categorisation approach to studying crime and criminals. Such an
approach, for example, helps to map out 'links between different types of behaviors within specific crime categories' (Payne, 2018,
p.18). “Knowing the social and situational-contextual factors that distinguish particular categories of criminals is crucial to theoretical understanding and policy practice” (Helfgott, 2013, p.21). However, no study has considered classifying the Nigerian cybercriminals on the basis of critical themes in literature such as musicians-cybercriminals linkages and university education. To fill
this gap (and extend the existing classification beyond the issue of spirituality as previously mentioned), it is critical to explore the
narratives of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) frontline agents. As far as this current study is concerned, no
study has sought the narratives of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) frontline agents (or law enforcement
officers for that matter) regarding Yahoo-boys.
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2.4. The EFCC
The EFCC was established in 2002 primarily to deal with all “corruption issues” in Nigeria (Obuah, 2010; Pierce, 2016), as
corruption is a complex social, political, and economic phenomenon that affects all countries (UNODC, 2017). Some researchers
claim that, in Nigerian society, political impunity, bribery, and corruption have created a social environment in which fraudulent
practices are normative for ordinary Nigerians (Pierce, 2016; Smith, 2008). Therefore, the EFCC was established to serve as a national
coordinator for investigating money laundering and other economic crimes (Obuah, 2010; Pierce, 2016; Umar et al. 2016). Regional
policy responses to crime problems are the concerns of international communities (Newburn and Sparks, 2004) and the concerns of
international communities in particular played a role in motivating the Nigerian government to set up the EFCC (Obuah, 2010; Umar
et al. 2016) and update its laws. Nigeria enacted the 2015 Cybercrime Act to “provide an efficient and unified legal, regulatory and
institutional framework for the prohibition, prevention, detection, prosecution and punishment of cybercrime in Nigeria”
(Cybercrime Act, 2015).
The EFCC is the law enforcement agency that investigates and prosecutes financial and economic crimes such as AFF, corrupt
practices, illegal bunkering, tax evasion, and all aspects of money laundering in Nigeria (UNODC, 2017). No human organization is
perfect, however, and there are often corrupt officials within law enforcement institutions (Reiner, 2010). For example, some researchers have implicated prominent politicians in using the EFCC as tools to oppress and intimidate their political opponents (e.g.
Adeniran, 2011). Despite such challenges, the EFCC has been acknowledged in general academic research (Pierce, 2016; Umar et al.
2016) and media discourse (The Nation, 2017) as having had substantial achievements and “zero tolerance for corruption and fraud.”
In 2017, it was reported that the agency had secured 340 convictions in six months and recovered millions of dollars (e.g. The Nation,
2017). Also, until the creation of the EFCC, law enforcement in Nigeria had been exclusively focused on crimes of the powerless, such
as the youth, rather than the powerful, such as corrupt bankers (Pierce, 2016). Indeed, “the creation of the EFCC in Nigeria marked a
significant shift from rhetoric about fighting corruption, fraud and money laundering to actually fighting these types of crimes”
(Obuah, 2010, p. 24). Since the EFCC is the principal law enforcer of 419 fraud/AFF, the narratives of the frontline EFCC agents will,
in Polkinghorne’s (1988, p. 19) words, “serve as a lens through which the apparently independent and disconnected elements [of
cyber-fraudsters] may be seen as related parts of a whole” (see also Longo, 2015). While many studies have benefited from the
interactionist perspective, as Carter and Fuller (2015) noted, no study on cybercrime has used the interactionist perspective in a
Nigerian context as far as this research is concerned. This study goes in search of the empirical traces of “culture in action” (Swidler,
1990). Consequently, it will benefit from the symbolic interactionist basic premises, based on the above discussions (e.g. masculinity,
occult economies, and local worldviews).
3. Theoretical background
This study will benefit from the symbolic interactionism position, which rests on the three premises of Blumer’s (1969b/1998, p.
2) original formulation. The first premise is that the meanings that the things and social objects (persons) have for people are the basis
of their actions. The second premise is that these meanings are derived from social interactions. The third premise is that these
meanings are modified in the process of interaction of individuals over time. There is no objective viewpoint for the critique or
compliment of an “immoral” act (Becker, 1967/1997; Reiner, 2016). Indeed, ‘people’s experience of the world is always mediated by
culturally defined meanings, which, although adopted by their personal experience, condition how and what they conceive as reality
in their narratives’ (according to symbolic interactionist perspectives) (Longo, 2015, p. 34). Arguably insights from symbolic interactionist perspectives will be useful to make sense of the narratives of officers regarding cyber-fraudsters (fellow Nigerians).
4. Methods
4.1. Participant description and interview data
This study sought the views of EFCC officers concerning Nigerian cyber-fraudsters (Yahoo-boys) and their operations. To explore
the narratives of law enforcement officers regarding Yahoo-boys, 40 EFCC officers (70% male and 30% female) from two Nigerian
cities (Abuja & Lagos) were recruited. While many agents of state apparatus have been implicated in corrupt practices (Ibrahim,
2017), EFCC officers strive to draw a clear line between the agency and corrupt institutions in Nigeria (Umar et al., 2016). In this
context, EFCC officers, if interviewed by “outsiders” outside the agency, could, for example, easily be accused for “passing sensitive
information to outsiders” for material gains. This explains why, to date, to the best of our knowledge, no one has been able to access
this “hard-to-reach data.” However, we circumvented this practical problem by adopting an innovative strategy.
Because one of the authors is an EFCC officer as well as a researcher, the authors were able to access the “impossible” data set. The
involvement of the officer as a researcher (i.e., “insider-researcher”) facilitated access negotiations with other gatekeepers and helped
the research team to develop a high level of rapport with the interviewees. The establishment of rapport between a respondent and
the interviewer, or lack thereof, is a critical aspect of the interviewer gaining the respondents’ cooperation to complete a meaningful
interview. Also, because the interviewer and interviewees were members of the agency (EFCC), they were able to harness a deep, in a
Weberian term, “verstehen” (understanding) of their roles while having open and engaged discussions on topics that may not have
been otherwise possible. While interviews are products of social encounters involving co-construction, mutual agreement, and trust
(Morris, 2018; Ribbens, 1989), the “insider-researcher” emphasized confidentiality/anonymity and informed fellow officers that the
study was to gather data for academic research on the subject.
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To increase the level of rapport between the interviewer and the interviewees in this study, the “insider-researcher” recruited and
individually interviewed fellow officers (70 to 80 minutes each). All officers were interviewed in the EFCC headquarters in Abuja,
with the officers based in Lagos being interviewed during their various assignments in the headquarters. Involvement in the study was
formalized through the obtaining of the interviewees’ consents for the interview. Officers (interviewees) were asked about their
experiences with offenders, particularly the cybercriminals' characteristics. The importance of sharing their thoughts about cybercriminals with a fellow officer who was also a researcher appears to have encouraged the participants to consent to the interviews.
Gathering data from law enforcement officers about criminals is consistent with prior research such as Hutchings and Chua’s (2017)
study which interviewed Australian police officers. In-depth, semi-structured interviews were used, and all interviews were taperecorded and transcribed verbatim. The selection criteria were that the officers had at least four years of work experience as a
frontline law enforcement agent and at least a university degree.
These officers were considered to be appropriate interviewees for our study because they had worked on a significant number of cases
regarding cyber-fraudsters according to EFCC’s (2018) records. Participants ranged in age from 27 years to 52 years, and their work
experience ranged from five to 14 years. A total of 26 frontline investigators and 14 frontline prosecuting lawyers were interviewed
between September 2017 and January 2018. While the investigating officers routinely interview complainants and suspects, including
Yahoo-boys, they also interrogate them when necessary. Additionally, they give testimony in court for the prosecuting counsel (lawyers).
The lawyers (prosecutors) are responsible for crime-data synthesis and prosecuting EFCC cases, including cyber-fraud. The reason for their
inclusion was that lawyers’ courtroom experience in cyber-fraud cases might complement that of the investigators in generating a rich data
set. Enhanced by in-group trust and rapport, the interviewees, due to the role that the “insider-researcher” played as the interviewer and an
EFCC officer, provided significant insights into the topic. Given that our data would have been almost “impossible” to reach without the
interviewer’s in-group membership, we believe that the data we present in this study is priceless. Data was subjected to the principles of a
directed approach to qualitative content analysis (DAQCA) (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005).
4.2. Identification of themes and coding of data
In line with DAQCA (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005), data were coded and analyzed as follows. First, coding began with reading the
transcripts and highlighting all text that, on first impression, appeared to represent critical aspects of the materials gathered. The next
step in the analysis was to code all the highlighted passages using predetermined codes, because “the goal of a directed approach to
content analysis is to validate prior research or theory” (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005, p.1281). So, we derived the sensitising concepts
from the main themes of the literature review: [1] “socio-demographic and gender,” [2] “spiritual dimension of cyber-fraud”, [3]
“university students/graduates,” and [4] “popular music and cyber-fraud connections”. These themes served as an initial and subsequent framework to highlight and recognise themes from the data, as suggested by Hsieh and Shannon (2005). While the above four
themes identified in the literature were the high-level codes we used, these themes intertwined with our empirical data. Because
different coders may vary in their interpretation of the text’s content, inter-coder reliability is essential (Hruschka et al., 2004; Hsieh
and Shannon, 2005). Accordingly, two researchers independently coded the data. While one researcher coded the whole data, the
other (i.e. insider-researcher) reviewed 30% of the data set with the same codes from the literature review (previously mentioned).
The degree of similarities between both coders was 98%. It is conceivable that DAQCA has some inherent limitations in that researchers have approached the data with an informed but unintended bias to some extent. The researchers, however, “tested” to see if
these themes outlined in the literature and background information appeared as expected. Also, most respondents (n = 34) went
straight to the main themes in the existing literature such as “male domination of cybercrime,” in their first response without further
probing questions. The following is an example of the first interview question:
Interviewer: “My first question is, based on your experience as a law enforcement officer, how do you describe or define the main
perpetrators of cybercrime in Nigeria?”
Respondent (over five years of experience): “Oh, you mean the boys that normally go to the Internet to defraud people?”
This type of dialogue suggests that the core limitation of a DAQCA did not have a substantial negative effect on the findings. All
direct quotes presented below represent widely shared beliefs of the social control agents interviewed involving the following
findings: social-demographic features; the bifurcation of Yahoo-boys; and masculinity and material wealth. These are discussed
sequentially below.
5. Findings and discussions
5.1. Socio-demographic features
All interviewees (n = 40) reported that Yahoo-boys are predominantly young male university students and graduates. However,
30 participants reported that the socio-demographic features of these cyber-fraudsters are diverse and include people from affluent,
poor, Christian, and Muslims backgrounds. For example, in the words of one prosecutor (over 10 years of experience):
“I can say concerning the perpetrators of cybercrime really, I think there are certain stereotypes that are there, which may not
necessarily be the truth. We expect that every Yahoo-boy is that somebody [paused], even the idea that you call him a Yahoo-boys
paints an image in your mind that he is a young man, university educated, conversant with the computer and internet, but it is not
normally the case... based on my experience as a law enforcement agent, I can say that regardless of economic background or tribe
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Fig. 1. . The bifurcation of Yahoo-boys with indications of proportionality.

or religion and all that, any ye-ye person [good-for-nothing person] who wants to make it fast in Nigeria goes into internet fraud.
Number one, the internet gives anonymity, and low risks. You know, because no police or army checkpoints are online [because
no perfect security online]. Secondly, the Internet is a flow, no boundary. It gives you access to people [victims] in real time,
quick, quick ... there’s no barrier online, and for example, they don’t need a visa to talk to somebody in the UK.”
Notably, the last sentence is reminiscent of Wall’s (2007, p. 185) observation that life online has the capacity for distributing “peer
to peer networking and a panoptic gaze that creates an asymmetric ability to enable one person to simultaneously reach many.”
Equally, despite the idea the there is no clear boundary between cyber-fraudsters and non-cyber-fraudsters, interviewees (n = 40)
stated that, based on their experiences on frontline duties as EFCC officers, cyber-fraudsters are exclusively “young” males. It is
noteworthy that the chronological meaning of “age” as the dominant benchmark for the definition of “youth” does not hold true
across cultures (e.g. in Nigeria). The determinants of “youthhood” in a Nigerian context transcend age and encompass multiple
cultural dimensions such as political affiliation and positionality as well as marital status. The underlying idea is that, while some
Nigerian researchers have implicated “youths” as responsible for the bulk of cyber-fraud originating from Nigeria, some of these
researchers (e.g. Jegede et al., 2016) use the cultural meaning of “youth/age” rather than the chronological meaning because they
also include people above 30 years of age as “youths.” In fact, critical perspectives suggest that the meanings of youthhood are not
constituted similarly across cultures (e.g. Cain, 2000). Therefore, it is conceivable that the meaning of “young men” or “youths” in
Nigeria is culturally constructed and must be read in terms of the definitions they carry in a Nigerian context.
5.2. The bifurcation of Yahoo-boys
Apart from the demographic characteristics of Yahoo-boys, some respondents divided Yahoo-boys into two main groups (Yahooboys-digital and Yahoo-boys-analogue) based on their experiences as frontline law enforcement officers. As shown in Fig. 1, the
bifurcation of Yahoo-boys was not only based on educational background (n = 30), as previously noted, but also included other
characteristics (e.g. “network and collaborators,” “modus operandi”).
Support for the distinctions between these broad groups of Yahoo-boys in the majority of the officers’ reports is exemplified by the
following responses:
“The word ‘analogue’ and ‘digital’ is just a reference point. Yahoo analogue are those people who are local, opportunists, without a
secondary education, they see Yahoo-Yahoo, and they jump into it. If you look at their patterns, they are quite different from those
who have passed through universities or those who are fully educated or those who studied info-tech. You see, they are two
different sets of people, and their modus operandi, everything, are different. Somebody who just picked up the trade from the
street would not be as advanced as somebody who has acquired university education…passed through the educational process …
So, they are two different people.” (Male investigator with over 11 years of experience)
“The Yahoo-boys-analogue generally sends thousands of scam emails to potential victims. They do it randomly, and pray that
some of targets would respond … give them their pictures or send them personal items. They would now work on the victims’
photos in shrines to cast spells on them and remove difficulties in controlling and manipulating them for financial purposes. But
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the digitally advanced Yahoo-boys, I think, do not rely on juju [spiritual/magical powers] a lot. Because they rely on advanced
tech to defraud victims. You can even see all these differences when you arrest them and search their apartments. Sometimes, you
find a lot of spiritual items, victims photos in private juju alters and some amulets. They [these types of evidence] tell you the type
of person you are dealing with.” (Male investigator with seven years of experience)
5.2.1. University and non-university education
As previously emphasized, Yahoo-boys can be divided into two broad groups based on education and those who have a university
education are quite different from non-university educated Yahoo-boys. Education is the engine of social mobility in modern society,
whereby the time people spend in education may limit the time they are available for participating in criminal activities (e.g.
Hjalmarsson et al., 2015; Machin et al., 2011). These authors’ ideas do not necessarily apply to “Yahoo-Yahoo.” The time people
spend in Nigerian universities does not limit the time they are available for participating in “Yahoo-Yahoo.” Everyone can be an
achiever once the skill sets are acquired on the street. However, Yahoo-boys who generally get ahead in “Yahoo-Yahoo” business
ventures and are most sophisticated in the “scam game” are the university-educated Yahoo-boys, according to most respondents.
Individuals who have higher educational attainment are most likely to have a higher level of connections with the broader body of
educated Nigerians in higher socio-economic positions. The higher levels of exposure to the elite group and technological environments may also be related to advanced knowledge and skills in technology.
Similarly, previous research on crime and education linkage has suggested that education can also increase the earnings from
crime as specific skills acquired in school may be inappropriately used for criminal activities (e.g. Lochner, 2004; Machin et al.,
2011). Yahoo-boys-digital (university-educated cyber-fraudsters) are not only more advanced than those who are non-university
educated, they are also more difficult for law enforcement agents to criminalize because in the words of one respondent, “they
[Yahoo-boys-digital] are always conducting their own research even more than law enforcement.” Like the EFCC in Nigeria, law
enforcement agencies in general, even in most advanced nations, as Broadhurst (2006, p. 4) noted, “play catch-up with cyber-savvy
criminals.” Equally, while one might question why college education may be needed in “Yahoo-Yahoo” business, email scams are
saturated with unskilled or average computer users, and technological expertise and English language proficiency are currently
needed to succeed in “Yahoo-Yahoo” contexts. A total of 30 participants not only suggested that a large number of university
students/graduates and non-university students/graduates are involved in perpetrating cyber-fraud, but they also supported the
distinctions between the groups of Yahoo-boys based on the theme: “university and non-university education.” For example, according to one investigator (over 11 years of experience):
“The digital Yahoo boys are more advanced. As an investigator, if you are dealing with a Yahoo analogue group, the applications
they normally use are the ones you can buy online. But Yahoo-boys-digital, they don’t just buy applications online, they’ve people
who design them [Trojan or other malicious software applications] according to their needs. They’ve their contacts who they can
just say, do this and this for me; I want a computer program that can perform this, maybe a Trojan horse that can perform specific
duties. He tells the programmer, this is how I want the Trojan to work, behave and all that. Because Yahoo-boys-digital have more
analytic minds than Yahoo analogue guys. The digital guy would take his time, study the system, identify weaknesses, think of
how to beat the system. So, if you look at the systematic way, you would see that the digital boys are more difficult to catch. And
that also indicates that they make more money than Yahoo analogue ones.”
It is noteworthy that there is a general consensus in existing studies (e.g. Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011; Jegede et al., 2016;
Ibrahim, 2017) that university students and graduates (including dropouts) are the main perpetrators of cyber-fraud that emanates
from Nigeria. Similar to existing studies, our current study supports the idea that Nigerian university students/graduates are the
major culprits in terms of “Yahoo-Yahoo” business. Unlike extant studies, however, our current study has, through the bifurcation of
Yahoo-boys, deconstructed the homogenization of Yahoo-boys as one group under the umbrella of “university students/graduates.”
As one agent described it, unlike Yahoo-boys-analogue, “the more sophisticated we [agents] become, the more re-organized with
their complex syndicates they [Yahoo-boys-digital] become.”
5.2.2. Modus operandi
Since some Nigerians believe that true wealth is rooted in the spiritual realm, they view those who have the knowledge to appease
the gods and ancestral spirits as being rewarded in material terms (e.g. Lazarus, 2019a). The interviewees (n = 40) mentioned the
issue of “spiritualism in cybercrime.”, which aligns with the existing interview studies (e.g. Melvin and Ayotunde, 2010). In particular, it was observed that Yahoo-boys-analogue tended to use magic powers more than Yahoo-boys-digital in their attempts not only
to defraud victims but also to avoid prosecution. To avoid prosecution here means that these criminals use spiritual/magical powers
to [a] increase the chances of their crimes escaping the EFCC officers’ surveillance and [b] reduce chances of the EFCC officers
investigating their crimes. In a similar vein, Frankle and Stein (2005, pp. 138–139) noted: “many peoples do not distinguish in
practice between technological knowledge and magical knowledge. The goals of both are very much the same, and one would be illadvised to pay attention to one without paying attention to the other.”
In a similar vein, the goals of technological knowledge and mystical knowledge in the “Yahoo-Yahoo” context are the same: to
maximize benefits; and to avoid prosecution. However, there are notable differences between these two spheres of knowledge. One
might argue, as Malinowski (1954/2014, p. 17) pointed out, that “we do not find magic wherever the pursuit is certain, reliable, and
well under the control of rational methods and technological processes.” Hence, it is conceivable that cyber-fraudsters who rely more
on magical knowledge (Yahoo-boys-analogue) than technological knowledge may be facing a less certain situation in “Yahoo-Yahoo”
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business than the Yahoo-boys-digital group. It is plausible that higher computer/technology expertise reduces the uncertainty associated with “Yahoo-Yahoo” business ventures such as the trial-and-error scam email format popularly used by the Yahoo-boysanalogue category. Equally, it is conceivable that Yahoo-boys-analogue, facing a technological competition they cannot win (Yahooboys-digital group always does), they subscribe to the occult economy to achieve their goals. A more critical issue is that our current
study helps to illuminate the specific category of Yahoo-boys that usually depend more on mystical powers in cyber-fraud perpetration that originates from Nigeria. A total of 28 participants supported the distinctions between the groups of Yahoo-boys based on
the theme “modus operandi.” In the language of one investigator:
“Yahoo digital depend mostly on ‘info tech’ ... another thing about Yahoo analogue is that you see most of them dey use juju [magical
and spiritual powers] to operate [you see, most of them use magical powers to defraud their victims]. In the sense that when they start
communicating with you [referring to victims], they would put your picture under their laptop. Even some of them use blood, cut their
hand and put the blood on the picture and all that. You see, that is the way of a typical Yahoo analogue guy.”
These narratives from the agent support the observation that Yahoo-boys-analogue associate mostly with spiritualists who usually
assist clients with their spiritual needs. This category of cybercriminals depends on the spiritualists more than their counterparts (i.e.,
Yahoo-Boys digital group) which resonates with the view that people do not generally subscribe to magical/spiritual powers
wherever the pursuit is certain, reliable, and well under the control of rational methods and technological processes. To put a victim’s
picture under their laptop symbolizes the spiritual dimension of cyber-fraud because it is a ritualized practice commonly prescribed
by spiritualists. After the spiritualist (native doctor) might have “worked on” the picture (cast a spell on it possibly in his/her shrine),
it is then necessary and sufficient for fraudsters to simply place the photograph under the computer while chatting/messaging the
victims of fraud. Also, in the words of one respondent, “fraudsters also talk to the [victims’] pictures repeatedly” which represent the
words-of-power (“do as I say” rhetoric), this being a spiritual way of manipulating victims for material rewards. It may be plausible
that the “authoritative language” (Chang, 2008) and “trust rhetoric” (Rich, 2017) commonly used by some cybercriminals to
communicate with their victims could be linked to “do as I say” rhetorical spells or words-of-power. If cyber-fraudsters believe they
have spiritual authority over victims, they may be more inclined to deploy excessive “authoritative language” than otherwise. This
spiritual worldview illuminates how, and to what extent, the relationship between the spiritualists and Yahoo-boys-analogue is a
critical dynamic for the social construction and negotiation of identity and belonging in “Yahoo-Yahoo” contexts. It also illuminates
Kalu’s (2002, p. 674) idea that some Nigerians could be viewed as “feeding on the red blood corpuscles of the primal world and
spiritual shrines in rural areas,” as mentioned previously. The spiritual manipulation of victims highlighted here, indeed, urges cyberfraud researchers “to look beyond normal ‘scientific evidence’ and consider the traces of spiritual manipulations of victims for
material gains that are all too often ignored in ‘normal’ social science” (Lazarus, 2019a, p.1).
Notably, previous studies (e.g. Melvin and Ayotunde, 2010; Tade, 2013) have explained that Yahoo-boys exploit the spirit world
to maximize their chances of success in defrauding victims online and called them “Yahoo-boys plus.” While our current study builds
on these existing bodies of knowledge, it finds that it may be misleading to dichotomize or homogenize Yahoo-boys solely based on
the exploitation of the spiritual world for wealth accusation. The dichotomization of these cyber-fraudsters (Yahoo-boys-analogue
and Yahoo-boys-digital) includes other factors such as networks and collaborators in the social domain, which supports the notion
that the cyberspace is a mere extension of the indigenous worldviews in Nigerian society.
5.2.3. Networks and collaborators
While Yahoo-boys-analogue associate more with spiritualists than Yahoo-boys-digital, the latter exclusively have connections with new
music industries and musicians. In other words, some musicians and Yahoo-Boys ‘reciprocally construct the destiny of one another’ (Lazarus,
2018, p.74). According to Lazarus’s (2018) study, while some musicians and Yahoo-boys are “birds of a feather that flock together”, the core
aspects of their relationship are based on reciprocal economic benefits and determined by them. This study grouped Yahoo-boys as one group
in its analysis of con-artists’ and musical-artists’ connections, whereas the current study sheds more light on this linkage. Unlike Yahoo-boysanalogue, Yahoo-boys-digital predominantly “club together” with musicians who represent them in their lyrics. For Blumer (1969a), interaction occurs within a particular social and cultural context in which physical and social objects (persons), as well as situations, must be
defined or categorized based on individual meanings. Accordingly, the interactions and social intercourses between musicians and Yahooboys were critical in what one respondent called the “cybercrime money laundry.” And a total of 26 participants supported the distinctions
between the groups of Yahoo-boys based on the theme of “networks and collaborators.” According to investigators:
“But for those who are really educated [Yahoo-boys-digital] they invest the money and through that investment, they launder the
money. If you look at all these new music industries, most of them are used to launder money. Let me give you an example, if you
listen to one music, Oshozondi by Slimcase. Have you heard of it before? [researcher responded, no!]. If you listen to Oshozondi,
he listed names of all the popular Yahoo Boys in Lagos. You understand. These are some of the differences [difference between the
two groups of cyber fraudsters].” (Agent with over ten years of experience).
“Let me tell you; almost all the music labels that you see, they are being owned by Yahoo-digital guys. And that is why you need to
study what we call, ‘cyber money laundering’! … Because people would buy different properties in the name of music industries
owned by Yahoo-boys [digital]. They’re the ones who have registered music industries to cover the actual fraud that they are
doing. They’re making it, industry, industry, industry, but if you ask them where do you get the money to establish those
companies, all those music industries, they cannot justify it. That’s where the cyber money laundering is coming in now.” (Agent
with 12 years of experience).
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It is conceivable that the link between Yahoo-boys-digital and musicians explains why the former (unlike Yahoo-boys-analogue)
invest their income in the music industry in Nigeria. The Yahoo-boys-digital also have an extensive network that includes not only
bank clerks who may assist ordinary Yahoo-boys-analogue to withdraw fraudulently obtained money without questions, but also hitech bankers. One male investigator described the involvement of these bankers in cybercrime money laundering as follows:
“For every transaction, they [corrupt hi-tech bankers] get 15%. Let me give you an example, like POS [point of sale]. For every POS,
there’s a particular threshold attached to that transaction. It means that an account is attached to POS, it might say that it cannot
receive let’s say credit transaction of more than two million a day. Somebody managing the POS programmed from the bank, maybe
the network administrator or the application manager. What this boy [Yahoo-boy-digital] would do if he wants to move or receive a
larger sum of money; he needs somebody with a company account. Yes? But that company has a threshold, let’s say two million or five
million. They [Yahoo-boy-digital] now need bankers to activate what we call ‘code 002’ which is a security dial monitoring the credit of
that POS account. So, the IT guy in the bank can switch it off for the fraudulent money to enter. And the money would enter. It would
not raise the alarm. You see he [the banker] has aided and abetted crime because he has 15% of the money.”
Even if many legitimate occupations leave most workers vulnerable to financial difficulties that imperil their capacity to provide
for themselves and their dependents, bankers are not one of the poorest group of workers in Nigeria. Therefore, it is simplistic to
assert that poverty may primarily motivate their actions. It is plausible that the corrupt bankers described above were acting toward
material wealth on the basis of the meanings their collaborators (Yahoo-boys) have for them. If representative, legitimate institutions
aid and abet cyber-fraud to add to their legitimate income streams. It suggests that there is a fine line between the cultural meaning of
“Yahoo-boys” and some claiming to be law-abiding Nigerians. As indicated in the above narratives, the seeming boundary between
Yahoo-boys and some representatives of legitimate institutions, such as bankers, is blurred because they engage in similar practices
that constitute fraud and corruption.
Additionally, based on the above narratives, it is reasonable to deduce that corrupt bankers symbolize a store of value because
wealth-in-people (e.g. bankers) could easily translate into wealth-in-money in “Yahoo-Yahoo” contexts. To have strong allies and
networks of bankers is arguably a useful asset in the accumulation of wealth in “Yahoo-Yahoo” businesses. Similarly, previous studies
(e.g. Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011; Ibrahim, 2017) have indicated that Yahoo-boys collaborate with bankers to maximize their
chances of success in “Yahoo-Yahoo.” Our current research, however, demonstrates that it is misleading to homogenize Yahoo-boys
as a single group with respect to three related features: “university education;” “networks and collaborators;” and “method of operation.” Concerning the links between legitimate institutions (banks) and the cyber-fraudsters, while Yahoo-boys-analogue commonly associate with junior bank officers, Yahoo-boys-digital group “club together” with senior bank officers. They generally collaborate with high-level bankers such as network administrators and application managers. The critical point here is that in gift
giving (e.g. bribery or “dash”) the honor of giver and recipient are reciprocally engaged and gift exchanges represent ritualized
bonding between the giver and the receiver (Droz and Gez, 2015; Mauss, 1925). While gift exchanges may strengthen the bond
between the Yahoo-boys-digital group and high-level bankers, the lack of such exchanges may weaken the bond between high-level
bankers and Yahoo-boys-analogue and limit their chances of “moving up the ladder” (social mobility in criminal career), given that
collaborators are the integral part of “Yahoo-Yahoo.” What is less distinguishable among Yahoo-boys is their lifestyle; we found that
they generally live extravagant lifestyles, which supports previous studies (e.g. Ojedokun and Eraye, 2012). The above issue (extravagant lifestyles) deserves a closer examination.
5.3. Masculinity and material wealth
Masculinity develops out of repeated, patterned interaction and socialization processes (West and Zimmerman, 1987). Men are culturally
socialized to be the head of the household in economic terms and are expected to translate economic power into social prestige from time to
time (Ibrahim, 2017; Smith, 2017). For example, a Nigerian man who has economic power, irrespective of his age, under customary and
Islamic types of marriages, can marry multiple wives (Lazarus et al., 2017). Culturally, even his adultery is often seen in society as a
prestigious act (Chinwuba, 2015; Smith, 2017). A total of 29 officers had a shared belief that men are more culturally expected to have
economic power than women; for example, according to a female investigator with 12 years of experience:
“Our culture is that a man as a man you have to take the girl o-u-t! And when a man has one, two, three of them [women], he has
to find means to support them. You see, some married men have concubines. You also see some married men; their religion allows
them to marry three, four! So, a man with four wives in a culture where the man has to be the provider, the bait would be much
more for him than women whose business it is to receive and look good.”
Indeed, the manifestation of conspicuous consumption in Yahoo-boys’ lives has to be understood as a masculinity performance.
The cultural and social positionality of Nigerian men as reported above resonates with Lazarus’s (2019b, p.10) position that “men’s
hegemonic role in cyber-fraud as perpetrators is the mirror of, and made possible by, women’s subordinate posity in society”. ‘In
virtually every arena of Nigerian men’s lives, money’s value (and its stigma) is closely tied to the social work that it does (or fails to
do) in their relationships with other citizens’ (Smith, 2017, p. 160). Young men generally affix their aspirations on material wealth
and “assemblage of goods,” to live a meaningful life according to the dictates of the Nigerian society (Ellis, 2016). When a man spends
money on occasions such as his parents’ burial rites, girlfriends’ parties or wedding ceremonies, “part of what he is doing is converting wealth into prestige” (Smith, 2017, p. 210). In Blumer’s (1969b/1998, p. 4) words, “[T]he meaning of a thing for a person
grows out of the ways in which other persons act toward the person with regard to the thing.” Thus, “doing gender” for Yahoo-boys is
unavoidable because gender-category membership is attached to the allocation of power and cultural expectation for men to generate
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wealth (almost by any means necessary). Accordingly, the symbolic meaning of material wealth here underscores that it embodies not
only a mechanical reflection but the imputed sentiments.
For Cooley (1909/1998), the thing that moves us to our pride or our shame is not the mere mechanical reflection of ourselves, but
an imputed sentiment and the imagined effect of this reflection upon another’s mind and society. Given the socially constructed
nature of masculinity as developing out of repeated, patterned interaction and socialization processes (West and Zimmerman, 1987),
the seemingly obvious officers’ narratives on Yahoo-boys are far from straightforward. The Yahoo-boys’ actions in the virtual world
must be read in the light of cultural cues on wealth generation and masculinity as well as the glamorization of wealth in the broader
Nigerian society. The social communities of Nigeria glamorize wealth irrespective of the source of the wealth (e.g. Adeniran, 2011;
Ibrahim, 2017; Lazarus, 2018). The fraudulent actions of Yahoo-boys are even glamorized in Nigerian popular music (Lazarus, 2018).
This reinforces the notion that life online is a mere extension of life in society (e.g. Lazarus, 2019b; Mumporeze and Prieler, 2017).
6. Conclusion
While this study has examined the intersections between cultural factors and information and communication technologies, it is the
first study to explore the narratives of EFCC officers in bifurcating Yahoo-boys and their operations. While prior studies, for example,
indicated that only a group of cybercriminals deploy spiritual and magical powers to defraud victims (i.e., modus operandi), our study has
extended this classification into more refined levels in its bifurcation of cybercriminals. ‘Distinguishing between categories of criminals is
critical to theoretical advancement, policy and practice’ as Helfgott (2013, p.21) reminded us. In particular, the narratives of officers have
provided insights which may help various local and international agencies [a] to understand the actions/features of these two groups of
cybercriminals better and develop more effective response strategies; and [b] to appreciate the vulnerabilities of their victims better and
develop more adequate support schemes. Indeed, insights from our study could help various local and international agencies, as well as
social scientists around the world, to understand the actions/features of these two groups of cybercriminals better (as illustrated in Fig. 1).
One might also be inclined to suggest that, for example, these insights may help relevant agencies in understanding the best strategy to
reduce the occurrences of these crimes. By benefitting from the basic premises of the interactionist position, this study has proposed that,
since indigenous worldview and masculinity emerge out of repeated, patterned interaction and socialization processes, “Yahoo-Yahoo”
may be one of the ways these Yahoo-boys construct their culturally expected identity regarding wealth acquisition in society. Because of
this, we believe insights from this research have implications for the value of the interactionist perspective in making sense of crimes on the
Internet. Unlike the existing studies on Yahoo-boys, our study has found evidence to deconstruct the homogenization of these cyberfraudsters as one group (e.g. with respects to “educational attainment” and “networks/collaborations”). Specifically, it has instead proposed rather dualistic groups based on three factors (educational attainment, modus operandi, networks and collaborators) that shed fresh
light on a range of prevailing perspectives on Yahoo-boys.
First, there is consensus that young male university students/graduates are predominantly the perpetrators of cyber-fraud (e.g.
Adeniran, 2011; Aransiola and Asindemade, 2011; Ibrahim, 2017); the current study, however, demonstrates that a considerable
number of non-university students are also involved in perpetrating cyber-fraud. Second, prevailing studies identified that some
Yahoo-boys use magical/spiritual powers to defraud victims (e.g. Melvin and Ayotunde, 2010; Tade, 2013). Like these previous
studies, the current study indicates that a group of these cybercriminals (Yahoo-boys-analogue) depends more on spiritual powers for
their “Yahoo-Yahoo” business than others (Yahoo-boys-digital). Unlike the prevailing studies, the current study also indicates Yahooboys can be divided with respect to other attributes: “university education;” “networks and collaborators;” and “method of operation.” Third, while our study concurs with research that suggests Yahoo-boys live extravagant lifestyles (e.g. Ojedokun and Eraye,
2012), the current study has additional contributions. First, it explains that, although most Yahoo-boys live a lavish lifestyle, a group
of them (Yahoo-boys-digital) invest their illicit income predominantly in legitimate businesses, such as the music industry. Second, it
notes that a conspicuous lifestyle for male Nigerians in itself is a mere reflection of gender nuances in society.
While our study provides valuable contributions to the existing body of knowledge, it should be viewed in light of a few fundamental limitations. Its primary weakness is that it offers only a top-down view of a selected group on Yahoo-boys. The perspectives
of some frontline enforcers of the law on criminals, as Reiner (2016) noted, are commonly susceptible to prejudice, given that the
human narratives about their fellow men/women are culturally defined. “People’s experience of the world is always mediated by
culturally defined meanings, which, although adopted by their personal experience, condition how and what they conceive as reality”
(Longo, 2015, p. 34) as previously mentioned. Equally, we acknowledge the potential dangers of using interviews with social-control
agents to discuss offenders because some of them may not (and often do not) have the full picture of the criminals. Additionally,
caution should be applied in the interpretation of the officers’ narratives concerning Yahoo-Boys and their activities. This is because,
we cannot escape the conclusion that all interviews, and interview data, as Morris (2018) and Ribbens (1989) observed, are socially
constructed and are products of social encounters within a particular social structure.
The above limitations by no means undermine the importance of this study’s main achievement: the bifurcation of Yahoo-boys.
Our analyses have helped to propose that these cybercriminals can be grouped into two main categories, based on the multiple axes of
differentiation discussed. In Nigeria, “cybercrime” may be fundamentally rooted in socioeconomics (Ibrahim, 2016; Ojedokun and
Eraye, 2012) and indigenous worldviews within the occult economy (Melvin and Ayotunde, 2010; Tade, 2013). Indeed, online
behaviors are mere reflections of the symbolic meaning and consequences of social products (e.g. the occult economy and the prestige
of material wealth) and social actors such as the Yahoo-boys, corrupt bankers, and spiritualists. By implication, the different “business
associates,” as well as preferred methods of operations of Yahoo-boys-digital and Yahoo-boys-analogue, reinforce the idea that life
online is an extension of life offline, reflecting contextual and cultural nuances (Lazarus, 2019b; Mumporeze and Prieler, 2017;
Powell et al., 2018).
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This article has therefore proposed that, since the occult economy and masculinity develop out of repeated, patterned interaction
and socialization processes, cyber-fraud may be one of the ways Yahoo-boys and their associates construct culturally expected
identities in society. This, in particular, may be responsible for rendering fraudulent practices acceptable career paths for Yahoo-boys
and some representatives of legitimate institutions. Since Yahoo-boys defraud a multitude of victims globally, as Cross (2018) and
Lazarus (2018, 2019a) suggested, a better understanding of this phenomenon lies in our capacity to unconditionally value all insights
across the global South and global North.
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